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Kirk Hammett
His stewardship, shall we say, 
of Peter Green’s Les Paul is a 
controversial topic – hear the 
Metallica legend’s viewpoint on 
playing a legend p90

Retro Reimagined
Classic yet progressive, the 
Fano Standards we had in for 
review this issue could be the 
ideal blend of vibe, tone and 
price-point for retroheads p10
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Jamie Dickson Editor

While writing this month’s cover on pickin’ the blues, I was 
struck by how many things that make us sound better run 
contrary to the natural instincts of red-blooded guitarists. The 
most obvious is to slow down – I’ve lost count of the times when 
I thought I was playing solos too simply that have actually 
yielded better music than the flashy stuff. Think of someone 
who speaks clearly and eloquently, from the heart and without 
wasting words – you automatically stop and listen when you hear 

someone like that speak. Same goes for guitar – but that doesn’t stop most of 
us reaching for more notes than we really need when we take a solo, rather like 
someone who talks nervously and at random when they’re under pressure. 

What are we scared of? That a panel of fellow guitarists will step forward 
and halt the performance for not containing enough virtuosity? No, trust in 
melody and unhurried note selection and you will find it surprisingly effective in 
winning admirers. Likewise, turning the gain dial down. That super-hot sound 
we dial in to increase the ‘intensity’ of our tone actually tires the ear rather 
quickly and, because it’s highly compressed, doesn’t (ironically) cut through 
the mix very well – lending the impression of getting quieter unless one also 
piles on buckets of boost. And by then all nuance and feel has fled the room. 

So, what’s the lesson? Well, on the basis that doing the opposite of what our 
primal instincts urge us to do, guitar-wise, is a good idea, we should probably 
all spend more on lessons than gear, stop worrying about the next guitar we 
‘need’ to buy in order to feel totally ready to play great music, and other mature, 
sensible decisions. I’ll be doing all of that. From tomorrow. Or maybe the 
next day at the outside… Honest! Enjoy the issue and see you next month.

Opposites Attract

Joe on Brit Blues
It’s always interesting to hear 
players from the States evaluate 
the impact of Brit guitarists, and 
Joe’s lesson and interview is a 
revealing, useful homage p80
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Find out how to harness your true 
blues power as Guitarist brings 
you a mojo-packed masterclass  
in taste and tone, with insights 
from the masters

cover feature

Blues Power
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cover portrait by
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Thanks to Vintage ‘n’ Rare in Bath who loaned us 
the fabulous vintage Fender ’69 Tele and ’59 Deluxe 

combo that grace this month’s cover

viDeO & auDiO
to enjoy all of the video and audio content in this 
month’s issue, simply type the following link into 
your browser and follow the instructions on-screen:
http://bit.ly/guitaristextra

viDeO & auDiO
to enjoy all of the video and audio content in this 
month’s issue, simply type the following link into 
your browser and follow the instructions on-screen:
http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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T hose familiar with Fano Guitars 
and its Alt de Facto range will know 
that founder Dennis Fano took his 

inspiration from vintage classics while offering 
contemporary playability and feel. Although 
Dennis is no longer with Fano Guitars, you can 
still spec Fano-designed Alt de Facto guitars in 
various body styles and finishes and with your 
preferred level of distressing. But his stuff ain’t 
cheap with a base price of £2,299.

Launched earlier this year, however, were 
a pair of keenly priced off-the-peg Fano 
Standard Series models, including one that 
answers the question: what would have 

f irst  play

Fano STandard SP6
£1,699

WHAT IS IT? The well-presented 
offspring of two very different  

50s classics

Fano STandard JM6 
£1,699

WHAT IS IT? What you get when 
you engineer the quirks out of 

a 60s surf machine

Words  Ed Mitchell  Photography  Adam Gasson

The US-based purveyors of reimagined vintage 
classics go off-the-peg with two new models you 

can’t custom spec. But, as we discover, you 
probably wouldn’t want to…

Setting 
a new 

Standard
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Fano Standard SP6 & Standard JM6Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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happened if Leo Fender and Gibson genius 
Ted McCarty had collaborated on a guitar? Yes, 
the Standard SP6. It looks like a Telecaster that 
showed up at a fancy dress party wearing a Les 
Paul Junior outfit. Or a Les Paul in a Telecaster 
t-shirt. It depends on your point of view.

Picking the thing apart, the alder body 
and bolt-on maple neck pay homage to the 
Telecaster. That goes for single-coil Fano T 
bridge pickup and the control plate with its 
master volume, master tone and three-way 
pickup selector blade switch. The bridge 
is obviously influenced by Leo’s first great 
electric, too: more on that in a minute. The 
body shape and depth obviously hail from the 
Les Paul Special side of the tracks, as does the 
three-a-side headstock format, 629mm (24.75-
inch) scale length and neck position P-90.

Oh yeah, the bridge. It looks like your 
classic ashtray, the archive effect enhanced 
by three brass saddles (compensated 
for good intonation). The bridge plate is 
actually machined from billet aluminium 
with reassuringly thick sidewalls that hold 
the saddles snugly in place. The strings run 
through the body, anchored with a sustain 
block that’s bolted to the bridge plate. 
Someone’s put a lot of love into designing 
this thing. It was time well spent.

Concept-wise, the Standard JM6 is much 
more straightforward than its single-cut 

sibling. The offset alder body and bolt-on 
maple neck combo is classic Jazzmaster/
Jaguar, albeit with the old-school Marmite 
bridge and vibrato dispensed with. Instead, 
you get a Tone Pros tune-o-matic bridge and 
stud tailpiece setup. You’ll also find a pair of 
house humbuckers and a simple volume, tone 
and three-way pickup selector toggle layout. 
Just so you know, those of you who live or die 
by your fat single-coil sounds can order your 
JM6 with a couple of Fano P-90 pickups at 
no extra cost. Like its brother, the JM6 comes 
in a fat, well-padded gigbag, and there are 
currently no left-handed Standards planned.

Feel & Sounds
In addition to their lightly relic’d nitrocellulose 
finishes, these guitars share rosewood ’boards 
occupied by 22 medium Jescar 6105 frets. 
The SP6 is running what Fano calls a “late 
50s round back” (vital statistics: 21.8mm to 
24.6mm) neck. While it’s chubby, you’re not 
talking Nocaster-a-like girth here. More like 
the palm-filling feel of a ’58 Les Paul. In other 

Despite the shadow it casts, the 
Standard SP6 is closer tonally to 
a T-style machine than a Les Paul
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news, great playability is assured with a 254 to 
406mm (10 to 16-inch) compound radius.

By way of contrast, the JM6 offers the slim 
Jim “early 60s C” profile (21 to 23.4mm) that 
epitomises surf-era Fenders. The radius here is 
also a compound affair running from a vintage-
to-modern 184 to 241mm (7.25 to 9.5 inches). 
That’s old and new Fender radius numbers 
on the same neck. Plugging in, JM6 first, you 
notice how much spank it coaxes from its 
fat strings. Put that down to its Fender scale 
length and a set of 0.010s. The humbuckers 
are voiced for tone not brutality and the bridge 
unit serves up a generous helping of jangle on 
a clean setting. Begin easing up the overdrive 
and we find clarity and note definition are 
maintained. There’s way more punch and 
bottom-end on tap here compared with a 
vibrato spec’d original Jazzmaster, simply 
because there’s more wood. Running through 
the pickup selections offers a range of vintage 
and modern tones. The closest comparison 
would be the classic Seymour Duncan JB and 
Jazz combo. In other words, ultra versatile.

Despite the shadow it casts and its shorter 
Gibson scale, the Standard SP6 is closer tonally 
to a T-style machine than a Les Paul. You can 
chalk that up to the tonewoods involved in 
its construction. The body thickness and the 
over-engineered – in a good way – bridge 

1. The Standard SP6 and 
JM6 feature lightly 
aged nitrocellulose 
finishes with a patina of 
small chips, scratches 
and lacquer cracks 
running the length of 
the body. This makes 
the guitars feel very 
approachable. You won’t 
feel you have to treat 
them with kid gloves…

2. We are smitten with 
the chunky neck of 
the Standard SP6 
model. While the gloss 
nitrocellulose finish 
gives it a classic feel, a 
10 to 16-inch compound 
radius means it plays 
buzz-free across the 
entire fingerboard

3. It’s obvious where 
the inspiration for 
Standard SP6’s bridge 
plate comes from, 
but it’s a beautifully 
engineered bit of kit 
in its own right. Milled 
from billet aluminium, 
it holds its three brass 
saddles – compensated 
for good intonation – 
snugly in place

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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4. Flip these guitars over 
and you’ll see the well-
sculpted neck-to-body 
join that promotes 
visitation rights to the 
upper frets. It’s another 
example of Fano giving 
a retro-flavoured design 
attractive tweaks for 
modern performance

5. The Standard 
JM6 comes loaded 
with a pair of Fano 
humbuckers, which 
are voiced for tonal 
versatility not brutal 
output, but you do have 
the option of a P-90-
equipped version at no 
extra cost if you prefer 
fat single-coil tones

6. While you can’t alter the 
specs of the Standards, 
you still get a prime 
piece of California-made 
instrument here

conspire to promote bags of sustain and the 
bridge T pickup is warmer sounding than 
we expected. It’s that ‘warm treble’ you hear 
Tele addicts going on about. The bridge unit 
still cuts through, without shrillness, and the 
balance between it and the neck position P-90 
is exceptional, with virtually no change in 
volume when you flick the switch. The latter 
pickup is a dream for noodly upper-’board 
blues stuff: warm and woody on clean and 
lightly overdriven sounds; flutey and almost 
synth-like with the gain cranked up.

Verdict
The ‘modified Jazzmaster as a rock beast’ 
thing isn’t a new idea. Fender pursued the 
notion with its humbucker-fuelled hardtail 
and now-discontinued Blacktop model, while 
the current Jim Root Jazzmaster proves the 
concept still has legs. Thing is, the Standard 
JM6 has greater potential to appeal to a wide 
range of players than the Slipknot guitarist’s 
signature model. Indie, punk, blues, metal – 
it’s tough to think of a genre where the JM6 
couldn’t hold its own. 

Likewise, actually more so, the Standard SP6. 
As versatile as the two classics that inspired 
its creation, it feels like a guitar without limits. 
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While both Standards are beautifully realised 
designs that more than justify their mutual 
price tag, the SP6 is the one we’ll miss the 
most. It’s a great guitar to sling round your 
neck and whack out some rhythm stuff like 
Keef, Bruce Springsteen… Joe Strummer. Yet, 
it’s tonally complex enough for sweet country 
licks, or whatever else you want to get up to. 
And that chunky neck is something every 
player should experience.

While it’s tempting to imagine tweaking the 
SP6, and splashing out on a custom-built Alt 
De Facto version, the more time we spent with 
the Standard model the clearer it became we 
wouldn’t want to change a thing.  

Fano STanDarD
SP6
PrIce: £1,699 (inc gigbag) 
OrIgIn: USA
TyPe: Single-cutaway, solidbody 
electric
BOdy: Alder
neck: Maple, bolt-on
ScAle lengTH: 629mm (24.75")
nuT/WIdTH: Graph Tech Tusq 
XL/43mm
FIngerBOArd: Rosewood, 
compound 254-406mm (10-16") 
radius
FreTS: 22, medium (Jescar 6105)
HArdWAre: Fano T bridge with 
compensated brass saddles, 3-a-
side Gotoh vintage-style tuners
STrIng SPAcIng, BrIdge: 53mm
elecTrIcS: 1x Fano T (bridge), 
1x Fano P-90 (neck), master volume, 
master tone and 3-way pickup 
selector lever switch
WeIgHT (kg/lb): 3.4/7.6
OPTIOnS: None
rAnge OPTIOnS: Alt De Facto SP6 
from £2,299
leFT-HAnderS: No
FInISHeS: Olympic White (as 
reviewed), Bull Black, Ice Blue 
Metallic

coda Music
01438 350815
www.fanoguitars.com

Fano STanDarD
JM6
PrIce: £1,699 (inc gigbag)
OrIgIn: USA
TyPe: Offset solidbody electric 
BOdy: Alder
neck: Maple, bolt-on
ScAle lengTH: 648mm (25.5")
nuT/WIdTH: Graph Tech Tusq 
XL/42mm
FIngerBOArd: Rosewood, 184-
241mm (7.25-9.5") radius
FreTS: 22 medium (Jescar 6105) 
HArdWAre: Nickel Tone Pros tune-o-
matic bridge and stud tailpiece, Gotoh 
vintage-style tuners
STrIng SPAcIng, BrIdge: 52mm
elecTrIcS: 2x Fano humbuckers, 
master volume, master tone, and 
3-way toggle pickup selector switch
WeIgHT (kg/lb): 3.2/7.2
OPTIOnS: Fano P-90 pickups 
(no additional charge)
rAnge OPTIOnS: Alt De Facto JM6 
from £2,299
leFT-HAnderS: No
FInISHeS: Bull Black (as reviewed), 
Ice Blue Metallic, Candy Apple Red, 
Olympic White (P-90 model only)

PrOS A great concept beautifully 
executed, the Standard JM6 is a 
versatile modern rock guitar with 
lots of vintage curb appeal

cOnS Again, the lack of a left-hand 
model and a hard case 

PrOS The Standard SP6 combines 
the best of two great guitars to 
make something truly exceptional

cOnS No left-hand option; some 
might expect a hard case when 
spending this much money

9 8

Video demo http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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f irst  play

Vox AC15 Custom HeAd
£586

WHAT IS IT? Head version of 
the Custom Range AC15 with 
a built‑in attenuator circuit

Vox AC30 Custom HeAd
£838

WHAT IS IT? Head version of 
the Custom Range AC30 with 

a built‑in attenuator circuit
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Vox AC15 & AC30 Custom HeAds

I n 1962, a young, upwardly mobile pop 
group called The Beatles became proud 
owners of a set of Vox amplifiers, thanks 

to a canny endorsement deal struck by their 
manager, Brian Epstein. In the years that 
followed, The Beatles took over the world and, 
together with other high-profile users such 
as The Shadows’ Hank Marvin, their success 
helped Vox become established worldwide 
as the sound of British pop in the swinging 
60s. However, it wasn’t until 1992 when Vox 
was bought by its present owner, Korg, that 
the brand’s true potential was finally realised, 
and ever since Vox has gone from strength 
to strength. For 2016, Vox has widened its 
high-end Custom range to include two new 
heads – the AC15 and AC30 Custom – that 
feature Vox’s new Reactive Attenuator.

The AC15 and AC30 Custom heads are 
both fabricated in China, but all the R&D 
work takes place here in the UK at Vox’s UK 
headquarters. Vox was among the first to shift 
its manufacturing base overseas and, as you 
would expect from Korg, the quality control 
is first class. Inside the cabinets, both amps 
follow a similar construction, with a robust 
steel chassis and two main printed circuit 
boards. The top one is oriented vertically 
and holds all the controls, while the lower 
one sits horizontally and holds all the valve 
bases. Access to the valves is easier than some 
older Voxes: a wooden panel on the underside 
fastened by woodscrews is all that needs to be 
removed to get to the 12AX7s and EL84s (two 
in the AC15 and four in the AC30). The wiring 

Words  Nick Guppy  Photography  Joseph Branston

Yet another spin on two Brit classics, these new 
Custom Heads add portability and power 

attenutation to the mix

stacked In 
Your Favour

Video demo http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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is neat, the soldering is clean and bright, and 
both amps look ready to take on the world.

The AC15 head is slightly shorter than the 
AC30, with fewer controls and input sockets. 
There’s a pair of jacks for the normal and 
top boost channels; volume for the normal 
channel; volume, treble and bass, a reverb level 
control, tremolo speed and depth, and master 
controls for volume; and the classic Vox Tone 
Cut, which acts as a global tone control and 
works in the opposite way to what you might 
expect. The AC30’s extended control panel 
offers high- and low-sensitivity input jacks 
for both channels, a reverb tone control and 
separate LEDs for mains and standby.

The rear panels on both amps are practically 
identical, with a pair of speaker outlets, a 
footswitch jack and a chickenhead knob 
operating a rotary switch that controls the Vox 
Reactive Attenuator circuit. This reduces the 
output power in three steps: from 30 watts to 
15 to one third of a watt on the AC30 head, and 
from 15 watts to seven to one fifth of a watt 
for the AC15. Overall, both amps are well built 
and look the part, especially when sat on top 
of Vox’s matching 2x12 enclosure. The AC30 
head also benefits from an effects loop with 
switchable levels to accommodate rack and 
stompbox effects.

1. The Tone Cut control is 
peculiar to Vox amps. 
It operates on the output 
stage (not the preamp) 
and works back to front, 
decreasing highs as it’s 
turned clockwise. Both 
the AC15 and AC30 
Custom heads feature 
built‑in tremolo, with 
variable speed and 
depth controls
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2. The AC30 Custom head 
has a slightly stretched 
control panel, which 
benefits, among other 
things, from high‑ and 
low‑sensitivity input 
jacks for both panels

Feel & sounds
When discussing the ‘Vox sound’, we often 
hear the words ‘chime’ and ‘jangle’, which 
may give the impression that AC models 
are thin and trebly, when in fact both heads 
have a distinct midrange emphasis. That 
chime and jangle is still there and comes 
into its own for mildly distorted stuff on the 
top boost channel, but it’s the smooth, warm 
mids that are as much a part of the Vox 
character as its complex high frequency 
response. This is accentuated by the 
Celestion-loaded V212C open-back cabinet, 
which is perfect for delivering the articulate 
pop-rock chord and solo stuff that both Vox 
heads really excel at producing.

As you might expect, both amps sound 
very similar; the only real differences come 
from an increase in clean headroom on 
the AC30, together with the ability to vary 
the tone of the spring reverb. At cleaner 
settings, with a lot of reverb and a decent 
tape echo emulation in the AC30’s effects 
loop, it’s easy to nail practically any classic 
60s British pop tone, from The Beatles and 
The Shads, to The Hollies and The Kinks.

Crank up both amps, and you’re in a thick 
soup of harmonic-laden overdrive that’s as 
relevant to today’s indie bands as it was to 
the British Invasion back in the mid-60s. 
It’s a particularly vocal overdrive with just a 
hint of fuzz that sounds equally toothsome 
with single coils or humbuckers, and fully 

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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Vox AC15  
Custom HeAd
PRICE: £586
ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Valve preamp and valve 
power amp
OUTPUT: 15W RMS, switchable 
to 7W or 0.2W
VALVES: 4x 12AX7, 2x EL84
DIMENSIONS: 284 (h) x 610 (w) x 
266 (d)
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 15.3/34
CABINET: Ply
CHANNELS: 2, non‑footswitchable
CONTROLS: Normal volume, 
Top Boost volume, bass and treble, 
reverb level, tremolo speed and 
depth, master volume, master 
tone cut
FOOTSWITCH: 2x button switch 
switches tremolo, reverb
ADDITIONAL FEATURES: Reactive 
Attenuator circuit allows full tone 
at low volume settings
OPTIONS: None
RANGE OPTIONS: Along with the 
AC30CH (right), the matching 2x12 
G12‑M speaker cab costs £442

Vox Amplification
01908 304600
www.voxamps.com

Vox AC30  
Custom HeAd
PRICE: £838
ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Valve preamp and valve 
power amp
OUTPUT: 30W RMS, switchable to 
15W or 0.3W
VALVES: 4x 12AX7, 4x EL84
DIMENSIONS: 284 (h) x 705 (w )x 
266mm (d)
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 19/42
CABINET: Ply
CHANNELS: 2, non‑footswitchable.
CONTROLS: Normal volume, 
Top Boost volume, bass and treble, 
reverb level, reverb tone, tremolo 
speed and depth, master volume, 
master tone cut
FOOTSWITCH: 2‑button switch 
switches tremolo, reverb
ADDITIONAL FEATURES: Reactive 
Attenuator circuit allows full tone at 
low volume settings, series effects 
loop with true bypass
OPTIONS: None
RANGE OPTIONS: See AC15CH

PROS Plenty of tonal range 
available from the two channels; 
a decent tremolo effect
 
CONS Price arguably only reason to 
buy this over the AC30; shame the 
two channels can’t be footswitched

PROS Great range of classic Brit 
clean and overdrive tones; nice 
reverb; very loud
 
CONS Annoying that the effects 
loop can’t be footswitched, along 
with the channels

7 8

maxed out you can get that boxy midrange 
grind that typifies Queen’s wall of sound. 
Power-wise, the AC15 head combined 
with its matching 2x12 enclosure is plenty 
loud enough for most pub gigs, although 
there’s not quite enough clean headroom 
for stuff that demands it, like country 
picking or funk. For that, you need the extra 
headroom that a quartet of EL84s brings.

Getting a half-decent cranked up sound 
at home or in the studio would be more 
difficult as both amps are very loud, but 
thanks to the new Reactive Attenuator, it’s 
wonderfully simple: just flip the rear panel 
switch to its lowest setting and enjoy the 
fully-cranked effect at conversation levels.

Verdict
Both the AC15 and AC30 heads are worthy 
additions to the Vox Custom range. 
While combos are often considered more 
portable, an AC30 is a weighty beast to cart 
around. Separating the amp and speakers 
makes this job easier, while adding a degree 
of flexibility – you can use any available 
speaker cabinet, although there’s no doubt 
that visually and sonically, the specially 
designed V212C enclosure is the perfect 
companion. The new Reactive Attenuator 
circuit is a great addition and makes both 
heads ideal for stage, studio and home use. 

Intended for serious Vox enthusiasts at 
all levels, these Custom heads are relatively 
affordable and just as relevant today as the 
originals were 50 years ago.  

3.  The Reactive 
Attenuator feature 
is on both heads 
and offers three 
switchable output 
levels. On the 
AC30CH it switches 
from 30/3/0.3 
watts; on the AC15 
it switches from 
15/1.5/0.2 watts
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P atrick James Eggle is one of the UK’s 
most highly respected luthiers, having 
turned out superlative quality guitars 

for three decades. Although more recently 
associated with extravagant flat-tops, Pat’s 
back where he began, making drop-dead 
gorgeous electrics. “I never really stopped,” he 
confesses. “I just haven’t built too many over 
the last few years. But I think we have a lot of 
good things to offer, based on past experience 
and also the way we operate – as a small team 
using a blend of clever technology, hands-on 
skill and hopefully some inspired ideas.”

Our two instruments certainly look inspired: 
a beautiful set-neck, almost symmetrical 
twin-cutaway Macon Carve Top (named after 

Words  Neville Marten  Photography  Joseph Branston

These Georgia-inspired electrics 
are visually and constructionally 
stunning. Built using a mix of 
traditional and exotic timbers, 
quality doesn’t get better than this

f irst  play

Patrick James eggle 
macon carved toP 

£3,595

WHAT IS IT? Exotic take on 
the ‘Junior’ style, twin-cutaway, 

set-neck design with humbucker 
and P-90

Patrick James eggle 96 
sPalt droP toP 

£2,995

WHAT IS IT? Bolt-on S-style using 
5,000-year-old bog oak and rare 
spalted maple in its construction

georgia on 
my mind
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Patrick James eggle macon & spalt modelsVideo demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra 
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the US city in Georgia that gave birth to Little 
Richard and Otis Redding), and a striking 
bolt-on 96 Spalt Drop Top (‘Spalt’ referring to 
spalted maple, ‘Drop Top’ to the way the maple 
elegantly drapes across the forearm contour, 
and ‘96’ to Georgia’s east-west state highway).

Both instruments feature familiar and 
exotic woods. The Macon’s back is chambered 
mahogany and the neck is built from the 
rosewood-like North African timber wenge 
(pronounced “wengay”), with figured maple 
running down the centre. Bog oak is used for 
the 96’s neck; it’s an ancient and extremely 
dense material that’s literally dug out of the 
peat. The Macon’s top and the 96’s back 
are the more traditional flamed maple and 
swamp ash. Interestingly, spalting is a fungal 
discolouration, but timber that’s been affected 
this way is highly sought after in woodworking 
circles and looks fabulous as the 96’s body 
facing. “Everything we use has to work 
visually, sonically and structurally,” affirms 
Patrick. “I want the bodies to be light and 
resonant, and the necks to be stiff, stable and 
pretty much inert.” 

Both necks have the lightest of sealing coats, 
and while the Macon’s body is hand burnished 
nitro, the 96’s is a limed but matt acrylic that 
reveals the swamp ash’s grain beautifully. 
There’s no vibrato cavity cover here, so the 
internal surfaces have been painstakingly 
finished – a mini work of art in itself.

Both instruments feature Marc Ransley’s 
Mojo pickups – a humbucker at the bridge and 
a P-90 in neck position. While the Macon’s 
sit in conventional surrounds, the 96’s are 
directly mounted to the body, Van Halen-style, 
for better sound transfer. “I first used Marc’s 
pickups about two years ago,” explains Pat. 
“I needed some custom wound pickups for 
one of my own guitars and he absolutely nailed 
it. The P-90 and humbucker are balanced 
so they work perfectly together – you’ve 
got to be careful because P-90s can be a bit 
overpowering in the neck position.”

While the Macon features ABM’s intonation 
compensated wrap-over bridge, the vibrato on 
the 96 is a heavily modified Gotoh 510 series. 
“We buy the whole unit, then throw away the 
block and the saddles,” states Pat. “I have a 
replacement block hand milled here in the UK 
from bell brass, and import titanium saddles 
from Japan. The block and saddles really hold 
the tone together.”

Tuners are super-high quality aged Waverlys 
on the Macon, and black-buttoned locking 
Gotohs on the 96.

Feel & sounds
Chambered for lighter weight, the Macon 
not only looks fabulous, but feels instantly at 
home on one’s lap or hung round the neck. 
With what Patrick calls his “Fat C” profile, it’s 
perfectly shaped to fit the fretting hand. Wenge 

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra 
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1. The pickups are by 
Mojo, made in the UK 
by Marc Ransley. The 
Macon’s wrapover 
bridge is by German 
manufacturer ABM, and 
comes in either brass or 
lightweight aluminium

2. Note the beautiful dark 
grain of the wenge neck, 
laminated perfectly with 
the same figured maple 
as the Macon’s carved 
top. The heel extends into 
the body almost up to the 
bridge pickup

3. The 96 Drop Top’s Gotoh 
510 bridge receives a 
radical Eggle makeover, 
with a new bell-brass block 
and specially imported 
KTS titanium saddles; 
it floats for upward and 
downward movement

4. Beautiful touches include 
a bog oak control cavity 
cover and perfectly 
finished vibrato cavity 
(shown overleaf). Note 
the bell-brass block, and 
the swamp ash grain 
showing through a limed 
acrylic finish

is an open-pored timber, so Patrick applies 
a thin sealing coat that’s silky smooth 
to the touch, with no drag whatsoever. 
Dimensionally, it’s just right, too, with a feel 
that no player could find alien. 

By comparison, the 96 has Eggle’s ‘Soft V’ 
neck. It’s just as comfy in the palm and 
there’s no need to rethink playing style, 
even though this is a Fender-ish 648mm 
(25.5-inch) scale compared with the 
Macon’s shorter, more Gibson-like 629mm 
(24.75 inches). The 96’s curved body heel 
aids upper-fret access and its four-bolt neck 
plate is neatly inlaid into the ash for a tidy, 
sleek look. The modified Gotoh vibrato is 
slick in operation, set perfectly for upward 
pulls, downward dips and divebombs, and 
returns to pitch every time.

Both guitars sound fabulous. Not only are 
they acoustically resonant, but the tonal 
balance between the flutey neck P-90 and 
darker humbucker at the bridge is just 
right on each instrument. They’re naturally 
ballsy, full of woody goodness and equally 
at home on clean rhythm as on crunchy 
riffs or searing solos. If anything, the Macon 
is the beefier sounding of the two, the 96 
seeming just that touch more ‘polite’. Coil 
splits on both instruments’ bridge pickups 
add even more to the sonic stew by way of 
spanky clean leads and funky rhythms or 
arpeggios. Words like ‘clarity’, ‘openness’ 

3
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Patrick James 
eggle Macon 
carved Top
PRICE: £3,595 (inc case)
ORIGIN: UK
TYPE: Double-cut, set-neck electric
BODY: Chambered mahogany with 
flamed maple carved top
NECK: Laminated wenge and maple
SCALE LENGTH: 629mm (24.75”)
NUT/WIDTH: Black Tusq/42.5mm
FINGERBOARD: Wenge, unbound, 
with ’line’ inlays, 305mm (12”) radius
FRETS: 22, medium/heavy 
(Sintoms 6105)
HARDWARE: ABM wrapover bridge/
tailpiece, Gotoh locking tuners
STRING SPACING, BRIDGE: 52mm
ELECTRICS: Mojo P-90 in neck 
position and Mojo humbucker at the 
bridge; coil-split on bridge pickup; 
master tone and volume
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 2.6/5.7
OPTIONS: A variety of timber, 
hardware and pickup options is 
available to order
RANGE OPTIONS: Macon Drop Top 
(from £3,195)
LEFT-HANDERS: Macon Drop Top 
(from £3,195)
FINISHES: Finishes are dependant 
on timbers used; ours is hand 
burnished violin-style sunburst with 
brown-stained mahogany back

Patrick James Eggle
01691 661777
www.eggle.co.uk

Patrick James 
eggle 96 SpalT 
drop Top
PRICE: £2,995 (inc case)
ORIGIN: UK
TYPE: Double-cut, bolt-on 
neck electric
BODY: Unchambered swamp ash 
back, with spalted maple drop top
NECK: 5,000-year-old bog oak
SCALE LENGTH: 648mm (25.5”)
NUT/WIDTH: Black Tusq/42.5mm
FINGERBOARD: Bog oak
FRETS: 22, high/medium 
(Sintoms 230140)
HARDWARE: Heavily modified Gotoh 
510 with KTS Titanium saddles and 
machined bell brass block
STRING SPACING, BRIDGE: 54mm
ELECTRICS: Mojo P-90 in neck 
position and Mojo humbucker at the 
bridge; coil-split on bridge pickup; 
master tone and volume
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 2.9/6.4
OPTIONS: A variety of timber, 
hardware and pickup options is 
available to order
RANGE OPTIONS: 96 Carved Top 
(£3,395)
LEFT-HANDERS: To order, no 
extra cost
FINISHES: Finishes are dependant 
on timbers used; ours is matte limed 
finish on the swamp ash back

PROS Superbly conceived and 
built, with unique and elegant looks, 
exceptional playability and tones
 
CONS So good that it has to 
demand such a price tag

PROS Microscopic attention to 
detail; fascinating use of timbers; 
great playability and vibrato system

CONS Some might prefer raunchier 
tones from this ‘rock’ style guitar

9 8

and ‘articulation’ describe these guitars 
well, but not just on clean tones – pile on the 
overdrive and that clarity remains, along with 
great string-to-string separation.

verdict
We can’t get over the sublime attention to 
detail on display here. Both instruments owe a 
nod to tried-and-tested formulae, but Patrick’s 
eye and his team’s ability as woodworkers 
mean that both Macon and 96 stand as unique 
and rather wonderful instruments. Of his 
designs Eggle says, “My radical bent gets me 
into trouble sometimes. Guitarists love what 
is classic and familiar, but I do try to beat a 
path where I can. I like to balance classic 
old-school with something fresh, because if 
we don’t bring something new to the table it 
can become a little dull.”

There’s nothing dull about either of these 
gorgeous guitars. Each offers an interesting 
take on the familiar, but brims with Eggle’s 
understanding of what’s ‘right’ in a guitar 
build – even when things like timber choices, 
hardware and electrics are not your usual 
meat and two veg. We also get the feeling that 
these guitars will be played, get battle scars, 
absorb finger sweat and gain the patina that 
only a working instrument can. And from 
our perspective as players, that’s as good a 
compliment as a ‘boutique’ guitar can get. 
Simply brilliant instruments!  
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Don’t miss it! Must-see guitar goings-on for the coming weeks…

The Lineup

IGF Summer Learning Events  
IGF Guitar Summit, Londo 21 to 24 July
IGF Residential Summer School & Festival, Shrewsbury 22 to 28 August

T he International Guitar Foundation’s 
annual summer schedule offers 
players opportunities to learn and be 

inspired by world-class guitarists, and this 
year’s events offer a wide range of distinctly 
different options for a range of tastes.

“It’s an intensive and supportive learning 
environment with the greatest tutors,” says 
IGF project manager Olivia Collins. But 
what may surprise attendees of the IGF’s 
Residential Summer School is how much 
they’ll learn from each other. “There’s a lot 
of peer learning,” she adds, “from living, 
breathing guitar all day and all night, informal 
jamming and impromptu playing with other 
people on the course. Many people say that 
they learn as much from their peers as the 
tutors. Everybody says they learn more in 
one week at IGF than a year in education. 
This is why we jokingly come with a health 
warning that a week of guitar playing can 
seriously improve your abilities!”

The IGF Summer School & Festival in 
Shrewsbury offers an intensive learning 
experience with five different courses for a 
range of skill levels: Jazz with Dario Cortese; 
Top 40 Guitarist with Guitarist’s Jason 
Sidwell that covers a range of genres; Rock 

For more info on IGF, fees and to book a place for 
the Summit or Summer School, visit the website  
www.igf.org.uk

with Tolis Zavaliaris; Blues with Gianluca 
Corona; and Creative Acoustic with Chris 
Woods and Will McNicol. The week-long 
courses at Shrewsbury School also offer 
the opportunity to board, for a fully focused 
guitar getaway, and in the evenings students 
can join the IGF house band for jam sessions 
until late to sharpen their chops for the end 
of course final student concert. 

For those looking for a shorter experience, 
the IGF Guitar Summit in London offers 
courses and performances, with concerts 
from Antonio Forcione with Will McNicol 
on 22 July, then rising Spanish guitar star 
Andrea González Caballero and prodigious 
classical talent Kevin Loh the following 
evening. Acclaimed jazz player Jim Mullen 
will be another highlight of the Summit, 
when he performs on the Sunday.

London Summit courses will see some 
performers teaching, with Mullen joining 
Dario Cortese for two days of jazz (day 
passes available, too). Four jazz styles will be 
covered, and students will study a song per 
day. The course, which is aimed at players 
with jazz improvisation experience, will cover 
interpreting melody, composing creatively, 
melodic improvisation and technique.

Forcione and McNicol pair again to 
helm the acoustic fingerstyle course and 
the former will use a selection of his own 
compositions to demonstrate techniques 
including body percussion, right-hand 
tapping and harmonics. Styles from Brazil, 
Africa and Spain will be examined, too, and 
how to incorporate these creatively in both 
composition and improvisation.

For classical players, Ana Vidovic and 
Hubert Käppel will lead a team of teachers 
on a four-day course between 21 and 24 
July. Beginners won’t be left out, though, 
with Justin Sandercoe of JustinGuitar.com 
renown teaching a three-hour Acoustic For 
Beginners course on 22 July, which will be 
split into three sections. In the first, you’ll 
be learning chord extensions to incorporate 
into your open-position playing. Session two 
looks at what Justin calls “picked fingerstyle”, 
which involves targeting individual strings 
while strumming. Finally, in the last session 
students will explore tools to help them 
make the most of practice time. 

Ana Vidovic (l) and 
Hubert Käppel (r) 

will lead a four-day 
classical course
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Steve Vai ‘Passion 
And Warfare’ Tour
1 to 7 June 
Various UK venues

“Performing this record from top 
to bottom is something I’ve always 
dreamed of,” Vai says. “There are 
songs I’ve never performed before, 
and I’m delighted that 25 years after 
its release, I feel my guitar chops are 
as up to the task as ever.”

www.vai.com

Victor Wooten
28 June to 5 July 
Various UK venues

The Grammy Award-winning ace of 
bass takes some time away from 
his busy session schedule to play 
five dates. And his influence goes 
beyond his instrument – Tosin Abasi 
of Animals Of Leaders is one guitarist 
who has been inspired by Victor’s 
economy of motion with his advanced 
percussive thumb technique.

www.victorwooten.com

Be Prog! My  
Friend Festival
1 & 2 July 
Barcelona

If you’ve ever needed an excuse to 
visit one of Europe’s most stunning 
cities, the opportunity to see Steven 
Wilson and Opeth co-headline the 
same event is a fine one. Is another 
collaboration on the cards? It’s 
possible. And France’s Magma will 
also be on the progtacular bill.

www.beprogmyfriend.com

Elvis Costello  
And The Imposters
7 to 19 July 
Various UK and Ireland dates

Following his Detour solo shows 
in the UK earlier this month, Elvis 
returns with the band in tow for a run 
of shows including performances 
at Henley Festival on 7 July, and 17 
July at the Colston Hall as part of the 
Bristol Americana Weekend.

www.elviscostello.com

Sturgill Simpson
11 to 15 July 
Various UK dates

Simpson’s third album, A Sailor’s 
Guide To Earth, finds him stretching 
beyond country and confidently into 
a swell of soul and jazz, which renders 
the Waylon Jennings comparisons 
only part of his story. These four UK 
dates are a great opportunity to see 
an artist hitting his creative stride.

www.sturgillsimpson.com

The White Buffalo
17 to 23 July 
Various UK dates

It’s taken four albums for him to get 
here, but Jake Smith’s first proper 
headline tour is finally coming to 
the UK this summer. If you feel the 
outlaw country spirit is fading from 
this generation, you need to hunt 
the Buffalo down and have your 
faith reaffirmed by the power of 
a dreadnought in Smith’s hands.

www.thewhitebuffalo.com

The Annual Nick 
Drake Gathering
22 & 23 July 
Tanworth-In-Arden

Every summer, fans gather in Drake’s 
home village in Warwickshire to 
celebrate his legacy, with a host 
of musicians playing. It’s a non-
profit event and entry is free to the 
performances at the village hall 
(Friday) and church (Saturday), 
but donations are welcome.

bit.ly/nickdrakegathering

Cornwall  
Folk Festival
26 to 29 August 
Wadebridge

Ralph McTell, Wizz Jones and Martin 
Simpson are three reasons to head 
to Wadebridge over the bank holiday 
weekend for performances in streets, 
pubs and cafés. For McTell and Jones, 
it’s a nostalgic trip, too – both were 
key figures in the Cornish folk scene.

www.cornwallfolkfestival.com

Michael Messer’s Mitra  
8 June to 2 July
Various UK venues

Michael Messer has already established himself as one of Britain’s 
finest acoustic blues artists, but he’s not resting on any laurels. 
Quite the contrary – his Mitra trio are forging ahead with a new 
fusion of styles showcased on this year’s Call Of The Blues album, 
which bodes extremely well for this tour. “I am really looking 
forward to getting out on the road again with my ‘Mitra’ friends,” 
Michael tells us. “They’re master musicians – Indian slide guitarist, 
Manish Pingle, and tabla player, Gurdain Rayatt. I’ll be singing and 
playing slide guitar, too!” 

The collaboration finds them blending the Mississippi and 
Ganges deltas into a unique sound. Its genesis was back in 2013 
when Messer travelled to perform at a Mumbai festival and met 
Pingle. They jammed together, sparking a musical conversation and 
friendship that’s now fully coming to fruition with this tour. 

www.michaelmesser.co.uk

All the best guitar events happening  
over the next few weeks, in one place

What’s 
Goin’ On

Michael Messer’s 
on tour with his 
Mitra trio
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The Players 
News and happenings from the world of your favourite guitarists

The Lineup

G uitarist was saddened 
to hear blues guitar icon 
Lonnie Mack passed 

away, aged 74, from natural causes 
on 21 April near his home in 
Smithville, Tennessee. Mack was a 
trailblazer in guitar soloing on his 
early 60s instrumentals, including 
Memphis and Wham!, and became 
a noted influence on players such 
as Stevie Ray Vaughan, Jeff Beck, 
Jimmy Page, Eric Clapton, and 
Duane Allman. 

Dweezil Zappa has been 
forced to change the name of 
the live tribute show to his father 
following a family dispute over 
alleged copyright infringement. 
After a decade of touring as Zappa 
Plays Zappa, the project has been 
renamed Dweezil Zappa Plays 
Frank Zappa, due to disagreement 
between Dweezil and some 
members of the Zappa Family Trust 
licensing and trademarks.

Vatican… rock city? The Edge 
has become the first rock star 
to play live in the Sistine Chapel 
in front of around 200 doctors 
and researchers on 30 April who 
were attending a conference on 
regenerative medicine. He played 
and sang acoustic versions of the 
U2 songs Walk On, Yahweh and 
Ordinary Love, as well as a cover of 
Leonard Cohen’s If It Be Your Will.

No, it’s not an elaborate 
hoax: The Rolling Stones, Paul 
McCartney, Bob Dylan, Neil 
Young, The Who and Roger 
Waters have actually been 
confirmed for a festival in 
California later this year. 
The promoters behind 
Coachella will hold the 
Desert Trip event at 
the same site as 
that festival, the 
Empire Polo 
Club in Indio 
between 7 and 
9 October. The 
Rolling Stones 
and Dylan will 
play the Friday 
night, followed by 
McCartney and 
Young on Saturday, 

and ending with Waters and The 
Who on the evening on Sunday 
9 October. More info: www.
deserttrip.com

Eric Clapton paid a poignant 
tribute to Prince following his 
passing on 21 April. “I’m so sad 
about the death of Prince,” Clapton 
wrote on Facebook. “He was a true 
genius, and a huge inspiration for 
me, in a very real way…” Slowhand 
revealed that seeing Prince for 
the first time in Purple Rain in a 
cinema, while struggling with drink 
and drugs on the road in the 80s, 
had a profound effect on him.  
“In the middle of my depression, 
and the dreadful state of the music 
culture at that time, it gave me 
hope,” he revealed. “He was like  
a light in the darkness…” Clapton 

added that he then returned 
to his hotel afterwards and, 
“surrounded by empty beer 
cans”, wrote the song Holy 

Mother that would appear  
on his 1986 album, August.

Boxing Clever
Thomas Blug unveils his BluBOX

F ew pro players in the last decade have been so hands-on with 
their gear as German solo artist and longtime session man, 
Thomas Blug. BluGuitar is his own brand and a reflection of 

how active he has been with electronics and R&D over the years, 
coupled with a strong innovative spirit. He’s a player who draws on 
his own playing experience and love of classic tones in his innovation. 
In 2014, he took an amp to the pedalboard with the versatile and 
tiny 100-watt Amp1, with cabs, a remote foot pedal and the ’61 
Masterbuilt guitar all part of his company’s current range. Now, he’s 
unveiled the BluBOX (£219), an impulse response speaker emulator 
with modelling cabs drawing directly from Thomas’s career. 

“It’s 16 of my own cabinets that I have collected, used live and in 
the studio on many, many records,” he revealed at its unveiling at 
Musikmesse in Frankfurt. The layout is simple for onstage tweaking 
with a control selecting models ranging from Fender Princeton and 
’57 Tweed Deluxe, Roland Jazz Chorus to Mesa/Boogie Rectifier 
and Marshall stacks, reflecting a wide range of tones for the varied 
session work Blug has done. The second main control on the metal 
BluBOX is mic distance, and one of the mics included in the profiling 
process was the Shure SM7, a “secret weapon” for Blug in his career.

Coupled with the Amp1, it’s now feasible for players to have a lot of 
their backline at their feet with Blug’s NanoCab keeping monitoring 
compact, too. BluBOX will be available from October. 

www.bluguitar.com

Pope you like it: The 
Edge played the 

Sistine Chapel

Clapton has paid 
tribute to Prince’s 

impact on him

The BluBOX is a 
pedalboard-based 
speaker emulator
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1  Fender Telecaster ’62 
Custom Reissue £819 

There really is something special about 
the sight of a double-bound Sunburst 
Tele – just ask Springsteen, Frusciante and 
Andy Summers. It’s back within reach now 
thanks to the low-key return of the more 
affordable Classic Series Japanese version 
of the American Vintage ’62 Custom. The 
alder-bodied ’62 Tele Custom has a C-shape 
maple neck with 7.25-inch-radius rosewood 
’board, vintage-style single coils, and bridge 
with threaded steel saddles. And if that 
Sunburst doesn’t take your fancy, there’s 
also Candy Apple Red and an understated 
Black as alternative finish options.
www.fender.com

2  Gibson Les Paul  
Voodoo 2016 £1,099 

The original Voodoo Series from 2002 to 
2005 put a dark spin on Gibson’s classic 
Les Paul Studio, SG, V and Explorer models 
that seemed to be vying for the affection of 
modern heavy rock and metal players with 
ebony-painted swamp ash bodies rubbed 
with red filler and the matching colour 
scheme of the high-output Black Magic 
pickups. Now, there’s a slight return in the 
form of the Les Paul Voodoo, part of a limited 
run of 16 new models from Gibson, though 
this 2016 version is distinctly different from 
its predecessor. A Reverse Voodoo Juju finish 
makes dark red the dominant colour for the 
swamp ash body this time, rather than black. 
The fingerboard is now Richlite instead 
of ebony, as used on Gibson’s Les Paul 
Customs, and the humbuckers are Alnico II 
Voodoo to allow for more “snap”, according 
to the US company. The distinctive python 
skin effect hard case remains, though now 
with an equally distinctive purple hue.
www.gibson.com

3  Supro 1624T  
Black Magick £1,199 

This devilish combo is a homage to the 
highly modified 1959 1690T Coronado 
from Jimmy Page’s Supro collection, which 
was likely the one used with a Tele for the 
landmark overdriven tones on the first 
Zeppelin album (and that Stairway… solo, 
too). The Black Magick is the highest gain 
model in the Supro line and impressed us 

in last issue’s review with its wonderful 
response to playing dynamics, with a pair 
of inputs on offer as well as channels one 
and two, plus a parallel link and channel two 
solo. The parallel link will leave you the most 
dazed, confused and delighted – utilising 
both volume controls gives you more gain 
on tap and takes you closest to the gritty 
breakup of Page’s early Zeppelin tone.
www.suprousa.com

4  Ibanez 9 Series  
Mini Pedals £65 & £75 

The Ibanez 9 series has a formidable 
reputation in the world of stompboxes. 
The TS9 Tube Screamer, AD9 Analog Delay 
and CS9 Stereo Chorus have been highly 
regarded since their introduction in the 
early 80s. Now, three have returned – albeit 
in shrunken form and price – to follow last 
year’s Tube Screamer Mini. The Analog 
Delay Mini, Super Metal Mini (both £75) 
and Ibanez Chorus Mini (£65) are all packed 
into weighty little metal cases with the 
same impressive sonic results.
www.ibanez.co.jp

5  Marshall 2525  
Mini Jubilee £799 & £939 

When Marshall’s JCM 25/50 2555X Silver 
Jubilee finally surfaced last year, it was one 
of the most requested amp reissues ever. 
So, why stop there? Marshall agrees, 
downsizing it into this 20-watt head (£799) 
and combo (£939). The preamp circuitry 
is taken from the original Silver Jubilee 
diagrams, and the Mini Jubilee offers  
high/low output switching from 20 watts to 
five watts, with the combo utilising a single 
12-inch Celestion G12M-25 Greenback 
speaker. Otherwise, these Minis mirror their 
bigger sibling’s settings pretty closely.
www.marshallamps.com
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New gear and guitar arcana you  
need to know about. This month: Welcome Back!

Headroom

5
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1. The Aclam 20:14 
is a truly unusual 
beast – sporting 
interchangeable tops, 
adjustable neck angles, 
swappable pickups and 
circuits for MIDI, piezo 
and magnetic sounds

2. Eastman’s T58/V is a 
very retro-looking guitar, 
with a Bigsby vibrato 
and TV Jones pickups

3. The Relish Jane uses 
wood veneers on an 
aluminium frame

In A Right Messe  
Frankfurt Musikmesse was a more intimate experience than usual 
this year, but we still found some gear gems on the show floor…

Musikmesse’s reorganised show 
format led to a lack of big brands 
on the stands of the German 

music expo this year, with little to report on 
in terms of mainstream new guitars, amps 
or effects from most of the big US and 
UK brands. That wasn’t true of everyone, 
however – Yamaha bucked the trend with 
a huge display of its musical wares, including 
one of the most intriguing new product 
launches we can remember in a while…

The new TransAcoustic arrives in 
Yamaha’s 50th anniversary year (the 
company started producing steel-string 
acoustics in 1966). There are two models, 
the LL-TA and LS-TA, based on the all-solid 
wood L Series platform, available in both 
Natural and Sunburst finishes. In essence, 
then, the TransAcoustic is an acoustic 
guitar that provides onboard reverb and 
chorus without having to plug into an amp. 
Using TransAcoustic technology developed 
for Yamaha’s piano division, an onboard 
‘actuator’ “vibrates in response to the 
vibrations of the strings”, says Yamaha, 
“[which] are then conveyed to the body of 
the guitar and to the air in and around the 
guitar body, generating authentic reverb and 
chorus sounds from inside the body”. Three 

To read more about all the new products launched at 
Frankfurt Musikmesse 2016, visit www.musicradar.com

low-profile, side-mounted controls allow 
you to dial in the amount and type of effect, 
which includes both room and hall reverb.

So, does it work? Yes, although it’s quite 
an uncanny experience. The L Series guitars 
themselves, which feature ARE-treated 
tops (a type of torrefaction), are more than 
able platforms, and as you gradually dial 
in some reverb, the ‘dry’ acoustic voice 
becomes more lush and more ambient 
as though you’ve moved your playing 
environment from a damped ‘dry’ room to 
a larger reflective space. It makes playing 
your acoustic unplugged much more like the 
experience you have amplified or in a studio. 
We can expect September availability and a 
guide price of around £899.

Other debuts at this year’s show include, 
the 20:14 guitar, from Barcelona-based 
Aclam who launched its first prototype 
20:14 at the NAMM show in 2015. With 
interchangeable tops, the hollowbody 
instrument is feature-packed with an 
adjustable angle necks, the facility to quickly 
change pickups and three onboard circuits: 
magnetic, piezo and MIDI.

More forward-thinking electrics were 
on show from another new brand, Relish, 
based in Lucerne, Switzerland. The original 

model, Jane, now joined by Mary, uses an 
aluminium central frame to which the neck 
and body front and back (moulded veneers 
in a variety of wood types) are attached. 
The hi-techery includes touch-sensitive 
pickup switches, easy to swap pickups, and 
stainless steel fretwire on a fingerboard 
made from dark strand woven bamboo. 

Known for its high-quality and relatively 
affordable archtops, Eastman took the 
wraps off a couple of very vintage-y looking 
aged prototypes. The pictured T58/V 
features a carved spruce top with laminated 
flame maple back and sides and a pair of 
TV Jones Brushed Classic Filter’Tron-style 
humbuckers with an evocative Antique Violin 
varnish finish.

Finally, Korean company Ogre, known 
for its cartoon-like effects pedals such as 
the Tubeholic Overdrive and Thunderclap 
Distortion, presented its Magnox series 
guitars. The name comes from the 
magnesium neck and body, which should 
certainly get your mates talking at your 
local blues jam. 
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“It all boils down to 
appropriateness. Not 

just the notes and 
the voicings, but the 
timbre, texture and 

placement of the parts”
Elliott Randall

·

thE twang!
The Ensemble (Pt 2)

steely Dan legend Elliot randall reminds you that it’s all 
about appropriateness when creating a “musical tapestry”

In Elliott’s tale of the 
‘biggest guitar sound ever’, 
even his 100-watt Super 
Reverb wasn’t big enough!

w e ended last month’s piece talking 
about various rhythm parts a 
guitarist could play. Moving right 

along and putting it into perspective… Picture 
this: a full rhythm section, in a good-sized 
studio, eye contact between the players, 
a nice headphone balance, a groovin’ piece 
of music – and that, for me, would be one 
version of heaven! These occurrences took 
place on a daily basis in the decades leading 
up to the 90s, at which point music making/
recording became much more of a cottage 
industry. But I digress…

In many of the dates I described above, there 
would be multiple guitarists. With each player 
working a different part (acoustic guitarists 
could often ‘double up’), we’d find ourselves 
pieces of a most wonderful musical tapestry. 
Some arrangers were very specific with what 
they wanted each guitarist to play; lots of 
written notes. Then others trusted their good 
guitar sensibilities and left it to the players 
to come up with the parts. Assuming the 
piece was uptempo, and we had four electric 
guitarists, one might play chox, another would 
do that single-stringy-droney-muted ‘popcorn’ 
part. A third might play melody lines intrinsic 
to the stature of the tune (maybe sometimes 
doubling the bass line), and a fourth might 
improvise around the singer’s voice – or could 
play a melodic ‘hook’… and volume swells. 
Plenty of tasks to go around. At once.

And the acoustic guitars! I had some of my 
happiest moments playing unison rhythm 
parts as one of a four-man grouping. While 
we didn’t do a lot of these, in the Phil Spector 
‘wall of sound’ style, this was an intrinsic part. 
Other times, one player will play beautiful 
nylon-string arpeggios and the steel-string 
player might play a gentle pulsating rhythm. 
Oh, the possibilities!

Another aspect of the NYC studio scene that 
I always smile about is how non-competitive 
it was. There were literally dozens of ‘first call’ 
guitarists. And we were a fraternity. It was 
a delightful feeling. Anecdotally, I recall an 
incident where I called a client – one of the 
biggest advertising music houses in the city – 
and rather bluntly asked if they would consider 

hiring me for a lot more dates. The response 
was something like, “Well, Elliott, we love what 
you do, but know that we also love what guys 
like Spinozza, McCracken, Vinnie Bell and 
others do, and we like to spread it around.” 
The light bulb went off immediately. Plenty 
of players; plenty of work.

‘Too Big To Fail?’
When discussing recording techniques, their 
advantages and pitfalls, one of my favourite 
tales is about achieving ‘the biggest guitar 

sound ever’. (You’ll soon see how this affects 
my mini-thesis on ‘the ensemble’.) I was hired 
to play on percussionist Jimmy Maelen’s LP 
dubbed Beats Workin’, produced by legendary 
mix-master John Luongo. On one of the tunes, 
I was asked to give the “biggest guitar sound 
ever”. Of course, I happily obliged. My Strat, my 
highly customised Fender Super Reverb amp 
(delivering a full 100 watts RMS): it was very 
loud. But sheer volume was not enough. It had 
to be way bigger! 

So, here’s what I did: I had the assistants 
open the lid of the Steinway, put a cinder 
block on the expression pedal (so that all the 
strings on it would ring sympathetically with 
the sounds of the loud electric guitar); same 
with a couple of acoustic guitars. We also 
mic’d various other bits – tom-toms, a bass 
drum, and assorted resonant spots in the 
studio. I laid down my overdubs, came back 
into the control room to hear what we had 
wrought. The sound was HUGE. Everyone was 
smiling and laughing, and we knew that we’d 
accomplished what we’d set out to do. Fab.

A few days later I get a call from the producer. 
“Elliott,” he says, “I think we goofed. The 
sound is so huge that we can’t place it into the 
recording without its taking over absolutely 
everything else. Would you mind coming 
back in and we can do it perhaps, umm… a bit 
less large?’ Of course, I returned, did a more 
sonically compatible overdub (same notes 
and chords, just smaller), and we all walked 
away very happy.

So, the reason for telling this story is to 
reinforce once again that it all boils down 
to appropriateness. Not just the notes 
and voicings, but the timbre, texture and 
placement of the parts to be played. ‘If it 
doesn’t add quality to the mix, it distracts.’ 
Let’s not distract. 
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SeSSion diary
Get Rhythm

Top session guitarist Adam Goldsmith reminds us that the most 
under‑valued skill in guitar is the one that will bring in the cash

Guthrie may have the 
widdly notes down but 
his rhythm playing is 
first class, too

B eing an avid student of the guitar in 
most of its forms, I still try regularly 
to learn new musical language and 

techniques in as many styles of music as 
possible, not just to be of more use when I’m 
working, but because, like all of us reading 
this esteemed publication, I absolutely 
love music, and especially playing it on the 
guitar. In my quest to become a better player 
and musician, it’s obvious to me there are 
infinitely more resources available to the 
aspiring guitar player than there were when 
I first started playing at the age of around 12, 
constantly rewinding my cassette tape copy 
of Megadeth’s Peace Sells… to try and learn 
Chris Poland’s solos, and scouring the music 
shops for anything that wasn’t a Tune A Day 
classical guitar book. 

The big difference is obviously the internet 
and the wealth of information it makes 
available to all of us in our homes (as I write 
this, I can imagine the existential panic that 
those of you in your early 20s are experiencing 
at the terrifying Stone Age concept of the 
internet not existing). My work this month, 
however, has lead me to noticing the 
discrepancy between what people spend the 
majority of their time practising and learning, 
and what you actually need to be able to do 
well to earn your living from playing the guitar. 
Some of the gigs I’ve been involved in during 
the past few weeks have included an eight-
part period drama series for ITV involving 
40s-style big band music (I used my beloved 
1934 Gibson L-50); more sessions for the 
new Disney film Pete’s Dragon (Burguet 1A 
Classical); some Britain’s Got Talent tracks 
(Strat and Gibson); and some rock ’n’ roll style 
BBC Two Sig tunes (Gretsch Power Jet). 

On the face of it, these different styles and 
situations don’t have much to do with each 
other, but the one thing that they do – and, 
indeed, 90 per cent of my work does – is that 
they are rhythm-guitar based. What do we 
spend most of our time practising? Soloing. 
The fundamental point that I’d like to make 
this month is that if you want to play guitar 
for a living, then this is the biggest part of 
your playing you need to work on, as it forms 
the bulk of all commercial work. Even taking 

·

“If you want to play 
guitar for a living, then 
rhythm is the biggest 
part of your playing 

you need to work on, as 
it forms the bulk of all 

commercial work”

·

all the notes and the chops, but I will eat my 
proverbial hat if the groove and time behind 
it is as good as the original, and this is a point 
that, in my humble opinion, is often missing 
from guitar education. 

In my private teaching, I generally work like 
this. I keep sessions that I’ve done from my 
home studio and recreate a ‘real-life’ session 
for the student, the closest you can get to 
practising for a session career. Before we start, 
they’re usually flying round the fretboard like 
Pat Metheny, and I think to myself, ‘I’ve got 
nothing to show them here, they’re amazing.’ 
Then I press record in Pro Tools into a simple 
three-chord pop groove and it’s 50:50 (I’m 
being generous) whether it’s in any way 
usable on a record. Herein lies the difference 
between the successful studio player and the 
bedroom shredder. If this is what you want to 
do for a living, get yourself a metronome, never 
practise without it, and record yourself playing 
along with it. Listen back. Are you anywhere 
near the click? Does your funk playing make 
you smile and want to dance? Can you put 
the vibe and accuracy of Master Of Puppets 
across like Hetfield? Go and get your groove on 
and the work will start coming in. 

your favourite non-‘session’ players can be a 
good indicator of this. What do Nile Rodgers, 
Freddie Green, Eddie Van Halen and Guthrie 
Govan have in common? They are all fantastic 
rhythm players. Check it out for yourself. Go 
on to YouTube and find somebody recreating 
a John Petrucci solo from home. They’ve got 
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to a certain extent, at least in rock music, there’s a relationship between the guitar sound you use 
and the type of chords you play. if your music suits big overdriven guitar tones, you’ll probably stick 
to powerchords and riffs, for fear of creating a sludgy mess. and if you’re exploring sophisticated 
harmony, you’d probably use a clean tone. However, there’s some wiggle room, if you’re a bit crafty!

Right away, the technique gives 
us access to more sophisticated 
chords than just major and minor. 
Here’s a great way of playing a 
major 7th chord. These shapes 
have the lowest note on the 6th 
string, but do experiment with 
alternative shapes based on the 
5th string.

heRe’s another thing you can do: 
by putting the 3rd (G#) in the bass, 
we complete the E major triad, but 
we also now have an inversion. This 
can be useful if you want to create 
an interesting bass line, rather 
than just following the root notes.

Following the same pattern 
as the Fmaj7, here’s the minor 7th 
version. Even if you’re not using 
overdrive, these stripped-down 
chord shapes are ideal for when 
you need a tight sound (for 
example, if you’re sharing sonic 
space with keyboards, other 
guitars, and so on).

this shape would work as Em/G 
(the first inversion of Em), but the 
same notes also give us another 
option in the form of G6. This 
whole process is easier if you know 
a bit about chord construction, so 
it’s well worth finding some 
beginner guides.

heRe’s the concept. We know that powerchords sound good with overdrive, due to their simple construction of just root and 5th (C-G, E-B). If you invert that, you 
get a 4th interval (G-C, B-E). So we use chord shapes where we can isolate a 4th or 5th interval, subtly adding the other note(s) to give the full harmonic effect, but 
without creating a mess. There are many ways of doing this, but for this F-E-Am-G progression, the extra notes are in the bass, meaning we can separate and tighten 
them with palm muting, keeping out of the way of the meaty 4th or 5th.

AUDIO   http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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“I see a great solo like 
a great movie: there 

needs to be a bad guy 
and a good guy,  

dark moments and 
lighter moments”

·

He’s South Africa’s hottest blues export and a monster player,  
but how will he handle the 10 questions we ask everyone?

Dan Patlansky

1 What was your first guitar and 
when did you get it?
“My first guitar was a Washburn Lyon 

series S-type, maple fretboard and Fiesta 
Red. I really wanted a Strat-type guitar 
because I wanted that Gilmour tone. Still 
do, actually. I’ve been a Strat fan ever since. 
I bought that first guitar from a local vintage 
guitar dealer in Johannesburg, who years 
later sold me my main go-to Strat, which 
I still tour with now.” 

2 If the building were burning 
down, what one guitar from 
your collection would you save?

“Without a doubt my ’62 Strat. I bought it 
back in 2000 from a good friend and vintage 
guitar dealer in South Africa. I got it for 
a steal, paid about half price for it. Very 
fortunate. I’ve been playing that Strat ever 
since then and it’s been through most of my 
musical life so far. It feels like more of a best 
friend than just a guitar.”

3 What your oldest guitar that 
you own?
“My 1962 Strat! The neck is stamped 

April ’62. Being a huge SRV fan, it was 
always a dream to own a pre-CBS Strat. 
There is something special, almost mystical 
about them. It’s one of the lightest guitars 
I’ve played, and I think that really does 
something for the tone. The neck feels so 
natural in my hand, probably due to the fact 
that I’ve been playing it almost exclusively 
for the last 16 years.”

4 What plectrums do you use?
“I use Fender heavies. I’m not quite 
sure of the gauge but I reckon they 

are around .96mm. I’ve always used the 
round edge of the pick; I really dig the tone 
and I find I don’t get caught up in the strings 
as much as using the pointy bit. I started out 
by using a nail file on the picks. Eventually, 
I was sanding them down so much that they 
were almost the same as the round edges. 
It made sense to just use the round edge.”

5 When was the last time you 
practised guitar and what did 
you play?

“Last week, because I’m on tour currently 
and don’t do so much practising on the road. 
I don’t want to burn out by over-playing 

while on tour. I was working on sequencing 
groups of five notes in pentatonics, Eric 
Johnson style. That’s something I want to 
get down and feeling natural. I feel the need 
to play daily just to keep the juices flowing.”

6 When was the last time you 
changed your own strings?
“I always change my own strings. 

I definitely wouldn’t say ‘no’ to a full-time 
tech, though. But I generally change strings 
every second show. My sweat literally 
murders strings. Last time I changed the 
strings was last night before the show. I find 
the act of a string change quite therapeutic. 
I also change and stretch the strings in a 
very particular way, so I think it would 
take a lot of trust to hand that task over 
to someone else.”

7 What are you doing five minutes 
before you go on stage and five 
minutes after?

“Five minutes before, I try to picture how 
the show will go in my head. I run through 
every aspect of the show in fine detail. I 
strongly believe in visualisation beforehand; 
it gets your worst enemy – the mind – in the 
right place. Ego and rational thought have 
no place in music. It just gets in the way of 
truly playing something real and special. 
Afterwards, I normally take five minutes 
before heading to the meet-and-greet just 
to breathe and get my Zen on.”

8 If you could change one thing 
about a recording you’ve been 
on, what would it be and why?

“I would completely scrap my first ever 
album recording, Standing At The Station. 
I was way too young and inexperienced to 
have been in a studio. That album sounds 
like razor blades flying out of the speakers 
to my ears, every time I dare listen to it. But 
I suppose we all have to start somewhere.”

9 What aspect of playing guitar 
would you like to be better at?
“I would like to be way better at 

playing on the outside. I really love hearing 
players completely take it to a darker place 
for a while. The tension it creates can make 
a song sound more three dimensional. 
Everything needs light versus shade, happy 
versus sad, inside versus outside. I see a 
great solo like a great movie: there needs to 
be a bad guy and a good guy, dark moments 
and lighter moments.”

10 What guitar advice would 
you give your younger self?
“I spent years concentrating on 

certain aspects of playing, which in a way 
was great because you really learn to master 
these things. But it took me a long time to 
learn to play for the song, and whatever the 
particular tune called for. The phrase ‘the 
song is king’ now resonates with me, but 
only when I got more serious about writing 
did the phrase make complete sense.” [DM]

New album, Introvertigo, is out now. 
Dan tours the UK from 6 June (0844 
478 0898, www.thegigcartel.com) 
www.danpatlansky.com
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Star Letter

Each issue’s Star Letter wins a Korg Pandora Stomp –  
an ingenious compact multi-effects pedal with a wealth  
of options in one tiny package worth £119!  
www.korg.co.uk

Your letters to the Guitarist editor. Drop us a line at guitarist@futurenet.com

Feedback
The SaLmon of DoubT

The subject of Fiesta Red – or should that 
be pink? – Strats always grabs my attention 
[see Feast Of Fiestas, issue 407]. As one of 
the countless lads inspired back then by Leo’s 
mechanical angel, I also feel a special licence 
to chip in, having been intimately connected 
to Hank Marvin’s original as the peak job of 
my brief career doing the finishing for Doug 
Chandler in the early 80s was putting it back 
to some form of red for Bruce Welch. 

I have those original EPs, and on Shadows 
To The Fore, the maple neck, gold-bits HBM 
Strat is – if printing colours can be trusted 
– deep red, not pink, definitely Fiesta. By 
Wonderful Land Of The Shadows, they’re all 
kitted out with rosewood-’board Fenders in a 
pinker hue. Now, Bruce is on record speaking 
of the wondrous moment they opened the 
case of that first import, and referring to it as 
Flamingo Pink. So, something along those 
lines was his spec for the job, and I sprayed it 
in the cellulose mix Doug had in stock, which 
we called Salmon Pink. As ever, it was wanted 
in a rush, and I had to load paint on and polish 
as soon as possible, and I can see in photos 
how it’s cracked as a result! But Bruce has 
apparently always been happy with the result.

As one who was aware of the importance 
to the guitar-buff world of what might lie 
under Dick Knight’s white polyester, I took 
great care in the stripping to preserve any 
clues in the routings or neck pocket, but no 
trace of original paint remained. The ‘Selmer’ 
refinishes I’m sure would have been different 

now hear ThiS

Just back from another gig and did I have a 
‘good time’? No, I did not. I’m developing a 
Pavlovian reaction to those hanging columns 
of PA that indoor venues now use that 
wouldn’t look out of place at Glasto. Don’t 
want to have a small PA now, do we?

Well, here we go: “1, 2, 3, 4…” the drummer 
hits bass drum, enough low-end to demolish 
Jericho. The bassist joins in I think; it’s hard to 
tell, but there is an increase in the thud. Yes – 
he is playing, I can see his hands moving.

Now, it’s time for the guitar god to do his 
stuff. He steps forward, bashed-up Strat in 
hand and like his mate on bass, I can’t hear a 
bloody thing apart from a boost to the wall of 
noise. Song ends (don’t mention the vocals).

Really, what’s it all about? People spend a 
fortune on their gear, crafted from unicorn 

horns, wood from Noah’s Ark. They practise 
for years, playing small gigs, building a 
following. But if they make it to the Whatever 
Arena, they instantly have all their work 
demolished by the sausage machine PA 
grinding it into a nightmarish racket.

Well, thank God for Ronnie Scott’s. We saw 
Wayne Krantz there last November and it 
was a revelation. The playing was superb. The 
band reacted to each other, it was alive. What 
made it even better was the quality of sound. 
Loud but CLEAR: you could hear every note, 
guitar, bass and drums perfectly balanced. 
By the way, I noticed Wayne’s guitar was in 
showroom condition, not a ding in sight!

Come on, let’s get the stacks back. Turn 
them up to 11, run them flat out. Need more 
volume? Get another stack. Let’s put rough 
edges back into music, cut out the PA BS.

I suppose having started with Cream, 
Hendrix, Taste (30-watt Vox, on a chair for 
projection, plus Rory!), I’m expecting too 
much. Don’t get me started on compression…
Steve Ellis, via email

Thanks, Steve – certainly the unearthly 
wail of Hendrix at Woodstock was not 
born of tidy onstage volume levels, but 
visceral, spine-tingling power straight out 
of big, hairy backline. But that’s Jimi, and 
for our part we’re glad most venues these 
days have decent monitoring. Bad for 
tone? Small amps are easier to carry and 
easier to get cooking in that sweet spot. 
The sad reality is that most venues won’t 
let you let rip in the old-fashioned way 
you describe, citing the inevitable mantra 
of health and safety. And given that good 
ears are so precious to us guitarists, it’s 
probably for the best. Perhaps we need 
designated at-your-own-risk venues for 
those who like their backline brutal?
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to whatever paint stock Fender called Fiesta 
Red, but I’ve always wondered how this 
orange hue crept in. Despite lacking scientific 
knowledge of pigment behaviour, I do have a 
theory about older finishes ageing – there’s 
something about red cellulose that makes 
it fade to pink over time, as anyone who had 
a old Tornado Red VW Golf would know. My 
local Guitar Village had a well worn ’64 Jazz in 
a while back, listed as Fiesta Red (and getting 
on for 100 times what I paid for mine in ’72), 
which is now a pale pink.

Even though it was an easy job, as refinishes 
go, and I only worked on the body, I’m grateful 
to have had that connection to the twang 
that still thrills. Strangely enough, I still don’t 
have a red Strat – I did my orange 80s Tokai 
in Aston Martin Tourmaline Blue Cosmic Fire 
(now, there’s a name for a colour, which I also 
used on the prototype Synthaxes), my Fender 
Japan Strat 12 is an exotic metallic blue, my 
’66 hockey-stick XII is Sunburst, and my ’64 
Jazz, which was hand-painted orange when 
I got it in ’72 (ugh!), has long been natural 
ash. If ever I feel hard done by in the fame 
and fortune stakes, at least one look at it tells 

me we’ve been out to work a lot together – 
they’re natural relics!
Rick Biddulph, via email

Hi, great June issue! I have to confess, I 
have always thought how over-the-top and 
unattractive Zemaitis guitars are (sorry!), but 
your excellent article has turned my head. The 
latest A24MF is beautiful and I never thought 
I’d hear myself say that. Value for money? 
Who cares – these guitars are works of art.

Also, fascinating piece on the Fiesta Red 
Strats – how much is that pristine ’63 worth, 
for goodness sake! Good input by Robbie 
Gladwell, too – I just happened to be standing 
around in his workshop when he took a call 
from Nev. Fascinating, the arcane world of 
vintage guitar detail.

Finally, I had the opportunity to play a bit of 
guitar with Nev recently at a Robbie Gladwell 
and friends gig in Sudbury and had a good 
old chin-wag with him in the bar – a gent. I’ve 
retired now from a reasonably good job, but  
I suspect it wasn’t nearly so interesting and 
such fun as a career in the world of guitars…
Nigel Whiting, via email

Thanks Rick and Nigel – and everyone 
else who wrote in to comment on Nev’s 
quest for the Holy Grail of a ‘perfect’ 
Fiesta Red Strat. In the course of making 
the feature, we were all struck by how 
quickly the fine details of British guitar 
history, such as the ‘Selmer Refinish’, 
recede into the mists of time – probably 
because, at the time, nobody thought 
people would be debating them 60 years 
later. The fact we are is testament not 
only to Leo’s genius (and Hank’s), but 
also the persistent nature of pedantry! 
Likewise, the details of the wonderful 
work of Tony Zemaitis – being a classic 
case of a cottage industry that hit the 
big-time – also has to be pieced together 
from letters, anecdotes and Tony’s 
correspondence, rather than orderly 
corporate archives. And thank goodness. 

So, if any up-and-coming guitar makers 
feel they may be the next Fender or 
Gibson, please do make detailed notes of 
any technical specifications or mods you 
make to your early work so our kids can 
argue about this kind of thing more easily!

Nothing gets Guitarist 
readers excited like a 
classic Fiesta Red Strat!
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PoT heaD

Hello Guitarist! Big fan of the mag, never 
miss an issue. I have always been a big Les 
Paul (the guitar) fan and after owning a few 
cheap knock-offs over the years, I decided to 
stump up the cash for a real genuine Gibson. 
After a tour in Afghanistan, I finally treated 
myself to a 2011 Traditional in Heritage Cherry 
Sunburst. I couldn’t have been happier. 
However, as time went by a few things began 
to nag me about it. Chiefly, these were that 
the volume and tone controls were like on/off 
switches, which as soon as they were turned 
down became quiet, muffled and woolly. 

I had read that figures such as Clapton and 
all those like him had used the tone/volume 
controls to great effect, hardening, shaping 
and cleaning up their cranked amps at will. 
But I got nowhere near this and couldn’t for 
the life of me understand why. After looking 
on the web, I discovered quickly enough that 
better pots, caps and a switch to 50s wiring 
could be a step to achieving my tonal goal, 
and, wow, did it make a difference! All I use 
now is the Les Paul, a good tube amp and 
that’s it. I suppose the moral of the story is if 
the guitar’s up to it, you can cut back on your 
rig by simply milking your guitar, just using 
your tone and volume knobs to the max.
William Hunt, via email

Thanks for the kind words, William. 
And yes, nearly all electric guitars come 
fitted with an onboard EQ and gain 
management system that surprisingly 
few people make use of, otherwise known 

as the tone and volume controls! The 
interplay between these and a really 
good amp is an area well explored by 
players such as Jeff Beck, Jimi Hendrix, 
Gary Moore and others, but arguably a 
neglected art in this era of pedalboards 
the size of Anglesey. And, yes, changing 
the spec of your pots and other 
electronics to suit your taste can be an 
inexpensive game-changer. Look out for  
a Tone Doctor special report on this soon.

TraDing PLaceS

Around three months back, I did a pedal trade 
with Mick Taylor (of That Pedal Show fame, 
and this fair magazine). The trade in question 
was my MXR Carbon Copy delay for his JHS 
Angry Charlie.

As good a deal as it was, I dearly missed my 
Carbon Copy. It was and is probably one of 
the best delay pedals I’ve ever heard. So, like 
many readers, I headed straight for the usual 
online suspects and, due to its popularity, 
it commands high prices even secondhand. 
So, what to do? Do I just bite the bullet and 
buy a new one? In these austere times with 
mouths to feed at home, that wasn’t going 
to bode well.

In steps an old friend, the humble Guitarist 
Reader Ads section. I’ve had many bargains 
and treasures from there over the years, 
and I’ve also sold some good gear. Now, in 
a recent issue, there was a Carbon Copy for 
sale. Seeing its low price, I thought it was very 
unlikely to still be there, but I fired off an email 

to the seller regardless, the reply was good 
and a deal was done. I now have the Carbon 
Copy back on my ’board and I’ve got the 
humble Reader Ads section to thank… as well 
as John for such a great transaction!
Sam Orr, via email

Thanks for your thoughts, Sam – glad 
Reader Ads was useful. Are we seeing a 
swing back away from online sites like 
eBay for selling guitars? Certainly the 
seller’s fees and the delays that can 
occur when trading via PayPal can be 
off-putting. When it comes to buying 
secondhand, we’ve had good buys from 
traditional guitar auctions, plus the 
excitement of bidding with a room full of 
real punters pitting their wits against you 
to get the good stuff. We’d recommend 
it, if only for the sense of theatre! We 
wonder where Guitarist readers think 
their best bargains and amazing finds 
have come from? And what’s the biggest 
steal you’ve ever had when buying new 
or secondhand? Do write and let us know 
– if you don’t mind sharing your secrets 
with us and all the readers!

SPeaker’S corner

Every month your reviewers extoll the 
virtues of the sounds of guitars and amplifier 
combinations using their best grown up 
English, but I have never seen an article that 
explains the huge range of speaker variations 
and sounds that are available. Even the most 
wondrous PRS is going to sound different 
depending on what speakers you hear it 
through, and I have certainly been to guitar 
shops where you’re expected to try your 
prospective purchase through a duff amp.

Is it possible you could go through the 
evolution of the guitar speaker? You could 
cover combo amps versus separates, what 
different styles of 4x12s are trying to achieve, 
closed-back versus open-back, 10-inch 
speakers versus 12s, and so on – there are a 
lot of variables, of course. I’m also interested 
in knowing if your resident testers have a 
different go-to speaker setup that they use 
for a particular type of guitar? 
Ashley Martin, via email

We agree – it’s a very interesting and 
under-used way of upgrading or at least 
tailoring performance of your amp to your 
personal preferences, and there are a lot 
of great aftermarket speakers to choose 
from these days. Some of the info you 
mentioned was covered in our All About 
Amps issue back in 2012. But look out 
for a bench-test comparison of six top 
12-inch speakers in next month’s issue. 
We’ll be going into the nitty gritty of the 
science of loud then.

The volume and tone 
controls are powerful  
sound-shaping tools
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The month’s best guitar music, plus top players in the studio
Music

Neil Young +
Promise Of The Real
Earth (reprise)

The Canadian legend laments
a poisoned harvest
Like Ry Cooder, Neil Young comes
from a tough-guy tradition of
American protest music that still

(quite rightly) believes rock should put its jukes
up and take a swing at the ills of the world. This
is not a new theme in Young’s music of course,
but here it takes an unusual form – an album
of recently recorded live tracks, the songs
themselves selected from various points in
Young’s career that are united by the theme of
living more harmoniously with the Earth.
The Marmite factor here is that the music is

intercut with field recordings of various species,
from bees to apes, which are now threatened
by intensive farming and profit-before-principle
corporations. In tracks such as The Monsanto
Years, Young delivers a lacerating critique of Big
Agriculture companies that genetically engineer
crops to withstand their own-brand pesticides
– and supermarkets that use the imagery of

bucolic family farms to promote the resulting
products. All this is interspersed with Young’s
jagged, brooding guitar, which always seems
to come direct from the very bowels of Fender’s
Tweed-era amps. Elsewhere, the masterly
sincerity and simplicity of Young’s songwriting
on tracks such as Western Hero once again
reminds you why he’s such a touchstone.
All of which makes for a disorienting listen –

by turns poignant and crushingly heavy handed
in its sonic juxtaposition of wildlife sounds with
eco-protest hymns. The songs are righteous
and Young’s lyrical aim is true – and these
are themes that certainly deserve our serious
attention and, yes, our outrage. But whether
these live cuts really need what amounts to
tasteful sound effects to deliver those points
with greater force is more debatable. [JD]

Standout track:WesternHero
For fans of:BandOfHorses,RyCooder,
JonathanWilson

Goo Goo Dolls
Boxes
Warner Bros 8

Eleventh studio outing
from redoubtable
US rockers

Just taking a look at theGooGoo
Dolls’ track record produces some
amazing facts: 12million album
sales in the past 30 years, 14Top
10 hits, and their song Iris calling
the number one slot home for an
incredible 17 consecutiveweeks.
So, it’s no surprise that guitarist
JohnRzeznik’s latest offering is this
month’s hot ticket in the league of
most eagerly anticipated albums.
For Boxes,Rzeznik decided that
he didn’t want to go solowith the
songwriting, enlisting the skills of
someof his favouritewriters to add
their voices.“I really tried to give up
mypreconceived notions of what
the hell was expected ofme,”he told
us.“I was impedingmyown growth
by not opening upmyself up to
collaboration before…”The result
is a collection of powerful, expertly
wrought and catchy pop-based
songs –watch out for a UK tour
this autumn. [DM]
Standout track: SoAlive
For fans of:Counting Crows,
Foo Fighters

Cuong Vu Trio
Meets Pat
Metheny
Nonsuch 7

Grammy-laden jazzer
teams upwith an
illustrious trumpeter

It seems to be that, as far as Pat
Metheny is concerned, it’s very
much a case of ‘another year,
another Grammynomination’, such
has been the high quality of his
output for the past fewdecades.
Here,Metheny teams upwith
trumpet player CuongVu and his
trio, comprising StomuTakeishi
on bass andTedPoor on drums,
to present an albumof typically
quirky, left-field jazz.Metheny’s side
projects are always a contrast to his
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own core output and this is certainly
the case here.The Latin percussion
and big band scenario has been
stripped away to reveal a rawness
thatmight not please the hardcore
Metheny fan base,but, as usual, the
guitar playing is sublime. [DM]
Standout track: Tiny Little Pieces
For fans of: KeithJarrettTrio,
JohnSurman

Walter Trout
Alive In
Amsterdam
Provogue 8

Blues free spirit
documents his recent
Amsterdamgig

WalterTrout’s serious health
problems seem to bewell behind
himnow,and given that the blues
guitar world has always been amuch
better placewith him in it,wewere
delighted to see this double live set
land on theGuitarist doormat.The
recent studio album,Battle Scars,
demonstrated that themanwas
back to serious action, and nowAlive
InAmsterdamconfirms that the
Strat-powered fire still rages on the
live stage.Recorded on 28November
last year atAmsterdam’s Royal
Theatre Carré, the setlist here
takes you on a rollercoaster ride
through someof themost exciting
blues your earswill ever witness.
Welcomeback,MrT! [DM]
Standout track:HelpMe
For fans of: RobinTrower,SRV

Alligator Records
45th Anniversary
Collection
Alligator 9

All star line-up
celebrates blues
label’s anniversary

Alligator Records have chalked up a
remarkable roster of artists over the

45 years they’ve beenworking the
blues coalface. Label pioneer Bruce
Iglauerwas a one-man operation
when the label was set up,but
artists such as CharlieMusselwhite,
Albert Collins, LutherAllison
andJohnnyWinter soon signed
on the line,makingAlligator the
snappiest blues label on the scene.
The anniversary ismarked here
with a double-CD set that features
the best of the best of the label’s
celebrated output – and tracks such
asTelecastermasterAlbert Collins’
If TroubleWasMoney andJohnny
Winter’s ShakeYourMoneymaker
alone are guaranteed to blow your
socks off and clean into themiddle
of next week! [DM]
Standout track: Albert Collins –
IfTroubleWasMoney
For fans of: Pure,unadulterated,
impeccable blues!

Freddie King
Electric King
RetroWorld 9

Double live set from
legendary bluesman
It’s always nice to

discover buried treasure such as
this – a double-CD set of live radio
broadcasts from themanwhowas
a powerful influence on just about
every blues player to surface in
the last 50 years.There are four
concerts here: Chicago in 1969,
two sets fromNewYork in 1974,and
one fromDallas in ’75.Needless to
say, recording quality varies from
one concert set to another, but
on thewhole, all are actually very
good.Of course, it’s the playing
that’s worth the price of admission
alone and it’s absolutely priceless
throughout. In fact, it’s a textbook in
how to play electric blues guitar from
start to finish! [DM]
Standout track:Big LeggedWoman
For fans of: TheThree Kings

CLASS ACTAlbums worthcranking all theway up
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NEW WEBSITE NOW LIVE!

www.worldguitars.co.uk

The Old Magistrates Court, High Street,
Stonehouse, Gloucestershire. GL10 2NA

Telephone +44 (0) 1453824306
Email info@worldguitars.co.uk

We are excited to announce the launch
of our ‘All New’ website for 2016!

The only thing that overshadows our
amazing website is the outstanding

collection of high-end guitars found on it.

Come and check it out at:
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the Black Label society 
berserker on his new guitar 
company, his wild days with 
Ozzy and the downside to 

hotel destruction…

Words 

Henry Yates
 

Portraits 

Eleanor Jane

Zakk Wylde

What’s been your finest hour on stage?
“Well, as far as the most memorable, it would 
have to be the first arena tour I ever did with 
The Boss [Ozzy Osbourne]. That was pretty 
surreal, being that I was in the audience at an 
Ozzy concert not too long before, and now I’m 
playing with my hero. I’ll always remember 
that. But to me, it’s all good. Y’know, people 
always ask me if I enjoy playing in a stadium 
for 120,000 people more than in a small 
place in front of 300 people. I think, if you ask 
any musician, they’ll tell you: ‘Just as long as 
somebody shows up, it’s good…’”

What’s your favourite live album? 
“I like Black Sabbath’s Live At Last, because 
it’s so raw. And I know that Jimmy Page 
and the guys aren’t too keen on The Song 
Remains The Same, but I really like that one. 
Band Of Gypsys, that’s great; when Jimi 
Hendrix was making the records, everything 
had its place, but on stage it was the three 
of them and it was more of a jam thing. 
Anything live by Cream, too, is phenomenal. 
Just the way they could stretch things out, 
especially when you get three monsters like 
Ginger Baker, Jack Bruce and Eric Clapton 
throwing down.”  

Can you describe your current  
stage rig? 
“I’m playing my Wylde Audio guitars 
and amps. They sound stupendously 
stupendous, and it makes me feel good 
inside. Right now, I’m in the process of 
making my Wylde Audio acoustics, so once 
those are ready, I’ll be retiring my Epiphones 
and Gibsons. I’m using my signature Dunlop 
pedals, but I’m making my own stuff as 
well. For me, my live sound is a combination 
of the amp head, my 300-watt signature 
Black Label EVM speakers, my pedals, 
then the guitars and EMG pickups. Those 
are the ingredients for the soup. I just like 
stompboxes and going straight into an actual 
amp head. That’s as pure as you can get. 
I want to hear the tubes of the amp and the 
wood of the guitar.”
 
Do you have any advice for getting  
a good live sound?
“To me, it’s always less is more. It’s the art of 
simplicity. It’s like, there’s only two types of 
human being: either you’re a douchebag or 
you’re a good dude. That’s it. It’s the same 
thing with amps. It either sounds like a piece 
of shit or it sounds great. You plug it in and you 

turn it on. You turn up all the knobs. And then, 
whatever’s sticking out that you don’t like, you 
just turn it down. If you need to read a manual, 
or you need a degree, or to have studied at 
NASA to operate an amplifier, then we got 
problems, y’know? Just get a good amp. Buy 
a Wylde Audio amp – you’ll be fine.”

What was your first gig and how  
did it go?
“Probably a keg party at about 15 years old. 
Those early gigs were hysterical. We actually 
played in somebody’s kitchen one time. 
Those are the memorable ones, when you’re 
a teenager. Back then, it seemed like a much 
bigger deal.” 

What’s the best venue you’ve played 
in and why?
“The Budokan [Tokyo, Japan], just because 
of the history. It’s like when you’re playing 
Madison Square Garden, or Wembley Arena, 
or the Whisky in LA. Because everybody has 
been there. Y’know, The Doors, Led Zeppelin, 
Jimi Hendrix. That’s always mindblowing. 
It’s like, ‘All my heroes have stood on this 
stage, and now I’m standing on it – and 
I’ve completely ruined it.’
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Zakk Wylde’s new solo album,  
Book Of Shadows II, is available  
on Spinefarm Records
www.zakkwylde.com

LEFT “To me, it’s always 
less is more. It’s the art 
of simplicity”

RIGHT Longtime Gibson 
and Marshall endorsee 
Zakk has left the big 
guns to launch his own 
brand, Wylde Audio

“We just played in Poland. There were 
600,000 people there, just a mind-boggling 
amount of people. I was looking out there 
going, ‘Led Zeppelin slept with almost this 
many women.’ But then, when you’re playing 
sweatboxes and shitholes, there’s a certain 
charm to that as well.”

Which airline, as a musician, do you 
find is easiest to travel on?
“One that can get you from Point A to Point 
B. That’s a prerequisite. I like We Don’t Crash 
Airlines. They’re really good. And I like Still Be 
Alive When We Land Airlines [laughs].”

What’s the nearest you’ve come to a 
Spinal Tap moment on tour?
“Every day. There will always be Tap 
moments. I once threw a TV out of a hotel 
window with Ozzy. They came up with some 
bullshit excuse that they couldn’t fix the room, 
and they couldn’t rent it out, so they charged 
me 10 grand and they charged 41 grand to 
Oz. But the look on Oz’s face, and the fact that 
we were both pissing and shitting our pants, 
and laughing our balls off – that was pretty 
priceless. So I have no regrets, nobody got 
hurt and it was good times.”

·

“I’m playing my 
Wylde Audio guitars 

and amps. They 
sound stupendously 

stupendous, and  
it makes me feel  

good inside”

·

What’s on your rider?
“A lot of male enhancement. Y’know, some 
Man Root. And then, I like to have some 
Sleepy Time tea… What was on the rider back 
in my drinking days? Well, we’d just make sure 
we had enough cocktails. Y’know, enough 
beverages for the fellas and the rest of the 
Doom Crew. It would be a very sad day, in the 
early Animal House years of Black Label, if 
a [rider] didn’t have an adult beverage on it, 
whether it was beer or whatever else we were 
drinking, between the glue and the steroids.” 

What non-musical item couldn’t  
you do without on tour?
“My right hand. That and porn always goes 
really well together. It’s kinda like beer and 
pretzels, or peanut butter and jelly. But if I 
have to deal with my left hand, I’ll make that 
work as well. When there’s no porn – that 
really is a depressing moment.” 
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Start Me Up
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New and notable guitarists you need to hear

Who Is She?
Jess Lewis is a 22-year-old guitarist whose 
prodigious talent has attracted plaudits from 
no less than Guthrie Govan, Alex Hutchings 
and Larry Carlton. Always fascinated by 
music, surprisingly the guitar wasn’t her first 
instrument. “I think I’ve always liked music. 
My dad gave me this keyboard when I was 
about five and I used to mess around on it till 
I was about 10 or so. I couldn’t play but I’d just 
go and mess around and get lost in it…”

Who Has She Listened To?
Jess has one of the most unique ways we’ve 
heard of getting into rock music. It was the 
soundtrack to the computer game Grand 
Theft Auto that first caught her attention – 
as well as a little help from her grandmother. 
One day, while playing the game, Jess’s 
grandmother noticed her bopping away, 
identifying the music as being that of Billy 
Idol. On her next visit, she gifted the young 
Jess with a tape. “My nan said, ‘The best 
guitarists in the world are Joe Satriani and 
Tony MacAlpine.’ She gave me a tape and 
from then on it was all change.”

What’s So Great About Her Playing?
Amazing ability. After seeing a video of Jess 
playing a track from the first Aristocrats CD, 
Guthrie Govan said, “I don’t even know if it’s 
physically possible to smile while your jaw is 
on the floor, but that feels like the best way 
to describe how Marco, Bryan and I reacted 
when we saw Jess’s rendition of Get It Like 
That… She’s definitely one to watch.” 

It wasn’t long before her talents attracted 
the attention of the folk at JamTrack Central. 
“When I was 15 I learned some Alex 
Hutchings’ solos and put them on YouTube. 
They saw that and invited me to go to the 
studio to record them.”

Why Do You Need To Hear Her?
Anyone who exhibits considerable talent on 
the instrument at such a young age is usually 
bound for a bright future. After the initial 
influence of rock, Jess found herself wanting 
to expand her vocabulary. Her father gave her 
jazz CDs that featured players such as John 
Etheridge and she was hooked. She attended 
the International Guitar Festival’s summer 
school at Bath Spa University, studying with 
John Wheatcroft and Dario Cortese. “I loved 

it. The first time I went I was quite naïve and 
young. I was very introverted. When I went 
when I was 16, I was more confident.”

What Gear Does She Use?
As far as guitars are concerned, Jess has 
worked her way through a few makes and 
models in the past, including a Charvel 
Charvette, an Ibanez RG, a Fender Strat and 
an Ibanez Prestige S Model. These days she 
uses guitars made by Dave Walsh at Eternal 
Guitars in Chichester. She has one that is 
based on a Stratocaster, but is hollow-bodied 
with an f-hole and P-90 pickups, and there are 
plans afoot to get hold of a Tele-style guitar 
with P-90s and a Bigsby. Amps-wise, she has 
a Fender Deluxe Reverb. And pedals? Even at 
the tender age of 22, one can still be prone to 
lapses of memory. “I bought some pedals for 
doing gigs with a function band. I’ve got one 
of those Electro-Harmonix Memory Boys, a 
Boss delay and a Mooer Cruncher, but I don’t 
remember the names of the rest.”

Where Should I Start?
At present, Jess is making plans to form 
her own band and aims to make an album 
as soon as she can, which will most likely 
take the form of a trio. As far as the music 
is concerned, it will be jazz, but, she insists, 
not straight standards. So, we’ll have to wait 
for the debut album, but meanwhile, there is 
plenty to see on YouTube. Get your fill while 
being astonished that she worked out most 
of it – including the Guthrie Govan and Larry 
Carlton material – solely by ear! [DM]

Get It Like That: From The Aristocrats’ first 
album – subtle jazz harmonies meet some 
unfathomable licks! (http://bit.ly/1WpHdNY)

Eternal Blues: A bluesy track, as the title 
suggests, but with all the feel and phrasing of 
a real pro. (http://bit.ly/1T60rSm) 

(It Was) Only Yesterday: Larry Carlton’s 
beautiful ballad played on a borrowed ES-335 
and some outstanding playing from Jess 
(http://bit.ly/1qdMEks)

Jess Lewis

·

“My nan said, ‘The 
best guitarists in the 

world are Joe Satriani 
and Tony MacAlpine.’ 

She gave me a tape 
and from then on it was 

all change”

·

Jess Lewis’s You Tube Channel can be found here 
http://bit.ly/1rwv5On









The Gus Purple Prince, as 
featured in Guitarist 298, 
was Simon Farmer's first 
Prince-inspired guitar
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L isten to the yearning, simmering 
chords of Purple Rain, or the 
lacerating outro solo of Let’s Go 
Crazy, and you hear not what 

Prince became – a masterly songwriter 
who made pop sexy and intelligent again 
– but what he always was: a remarkably 
expressive and versatile guitarist who was 
arguably the spiritual successor to Hendrix.

Prince Rogers Nelson was born in 
Minneapolis, in the northern US state of 
Minnesota, on 7 June 1958. His name had a 
musical connection, alluding to the Prince 
Roger Trio – a jazz outfit with whom his 
pianist father performed – and he possessed 
a deep, instinctive musicality that saw him 
win a major-label record deal with Warner 
at the age of just 18. His debut, For You, 
was launched in 1978 and was followed 
by an eponymous album that blended the 
soulful melodicism of the Isley Brothers 
with the propulsive, gutsy grooves of 
Funkadelic – and, of course, his own poised 
yet passionate presence on vocals. Then, 
as in later years, Prince was a relentless 
perfectionist, as Jellybean Johnson, 
drummer with Prince collaborators 
The Family band, told Guitarist in 2011. 

“Prince was great for the fact that he 
demanded that you get stuff right. He was 
hard on you, but it made you get better. If 
there’s a reason why The Family is famous 
for being as tight and good as it is, it’s 
because we used to rehearse for eight hours 
a day. You would show up and it would be 
yay or nay: Prince would either say, ‘You’re 
doing it right’ or he’d get on your butt.”

Prince’s unique blend of rigour and 
creativity fathered one of the most 
extraordinary catalogues of music the 
world has seen, stretching to 39 studio 
albums, including three that were certified 
Platinum. He also cultivated an increasingly 
enigmatic persona that infamously saw 

him abandon his name from 1993 to 2000 
in preference for a glyph. This symbol was 
embodied in guitar form by German luthier 
Jerry Auerswald and joined the Hohner 
T-style electric (derived from the HS 
Anderson Mad Cat), made by the Japanese 
Moridaira company for the German brand, 
and also the Dave Rusan-built ‘Cloud’, 
among Prince’s most recognisable guitars.

But Prince’s final guitar was built for 
him by a British maker, Gus Guitars – 
a bittersweet achievement for founder 
Simon Farmer, who designed and made the 
instrument and saw it delivered to Paisley 
Park only days before Prince’s death on 
21 April. The guitar was based on one of 
Simon’s 10th anniversary guitars, blending 
carbon fibre-over-cedar construction with 
futuristic, minimalist styling.

“Prince was doing a big run of shows in 
’07, his Earth Tour at the O2, and he booked 
it for three weeks solid. A friend of mine 

used to work for him, so I thought there 
was a chance I could get the guitar to him if 
I created it. So, I already had this basis of a 
special guitar in my head and I just tailored 
that anniversary model to create something 
special for him.

“I used the same construction, but I used 
a transparent purple candy paint over the 
top, so you could still see the weave through 
it. I thought gold was a good choice, made 
it really opulent, and then tweaked the spec 
to suit him: humbucker at the bridge, neck 
single, three-way toggle and I kept the neck 
dimensions quite compact, so it was nice 
and easy to play. It was three months of 
manic work. I did nothing else leading up 
to that show,” he recalls. 

Alas, it wasn’t to be on that occasion 
as Simon’s guitar failed to reach Prince’s 
hands, but the instrument did later feature 
in Guitarist, pictured here, and it was much 
discussed on Prince forums in the years 
that followed and dubbed, erroneously, the 
‘guitar that Prince left behind’. 

The matter rested there until, “out of the 
blue”, Prince’s team contacted Simon to ask 
if Prince could trial the guitar only a few 
weeks before his death.

“At first, I thought it was a joke… but they 
picked the guitar up and took it over there 
to see what he thought of it,” Simon says. 
“He got it on 8 March, and very shortly after 
they got in touch wondering if I could do a 
bass as well. I’d just started working on it 
when I found out that he’d died.”

The shocking news meant Simon’s 
pride of having been selected by him was 
tempered by the sad loss of this iconic 
musician. However, interested fans of 
Prince’s guitar work will soon be able 
to order one of a run of ‘Purple Specials’ 
inspired by the instrument that Simon 
sent on spec to Prince, as striking and 
memorable as the artist himself. 

With Prince’s death, the world lost not only a pop innovator without 
precedent or peer, but a very fine guitarist indeed. Here, we look back on 

the formidable Hendrix-inspired playing of the Minneapolis icon and  
speak with the British maker who built his final guitar…

Words  Jamie Dickson  Photograph  Joby Sessions

Purple Heart
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Prince in concert at 
Nassau Coliseum, 

New York, 1985
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blues masterclass
Introduction

Words  Jamie Dickson  Photograph  Neil Godwin

Attitude
p56-59

A Tone
p76-79

CTechnique
p60-75

B

B lues is the continually renewed wellspring of guitar music. 
It informs everything from jazz to metal, and yet its soulful, 
unvarnished sound is at its most powerful when it’s served 

straight up, no chaser. Still, it can become a cul-de-sac of cliché, for 
some, too: a musical rut dug with mechanical chops that can leave 
the blues improver wondering where they can go next. This isn’t 
blues’s fault, of course. Nor does it have to be yours. Easy to pick up 
but difficult to play really well, blues guitar is a far more nuanced 
musical language than some give it credit for. 

With its roots deep in the swinging, melodic jazz of guitar 
pioneers such as Charlie Christian, as well as much older African-
American musical traditions, it is anything but a tired jog up and 
down the minor pentatonic scale. Heart-stopping, roof-raising, even 
spine-chilling… It can – and should – be all of those things. Some 
aspects of playing blues well have to do with emotional honesty and 
generosity of spirit – the ability to play without fear or pretension, 
fully committed to the moment and to the music. That is one aspect, 
and it is perhaps the most important. But just like any language, 
possessing a good vocabulary will help you say exactly what you 
want, rather than repeat what others have already said or, even 
worse, merely gabble. So, join us over the next 22 pages and 71 tips 
as we revisit – with guidance from some of the world’s greatest blues 
players – some techniques that will add extra finesse, authenticity 
and musicality to your blues playing today. 

Feel like something’s been holding your blues playing back? Wonder how the  
best blues players seem so effortlessly musical, tasteful and fluent yet you feel 

trapped in a rut of worn-out licks? Wonder no more, for we have 71 masterclass 
insights, direct from some of the world’s greatest exponents of blues guitar,  

to help you get your mojo working right, today…

m a s t e r c l a s s

Blues Power
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blues masterclass
Improving your approach

A

The Attitude
You can learn all the blues licks you like, but all great blues guitar starts with 
generosity of spirit and fearless, frank expression on the fretboard. Those things 
are the result not so much of an approach, nor even a mindset – but a state of 
being. To get you in the mood, here are some perspectives on what blues at 
its best represents from some of its greatest exponents…

01  “Simple music is the hardest music to play and blues 
is simple music.”

Albert Collins

02  “Blues is a natural fact, is something that a fellow 
lives. If you don’t live it, you don’t have it. Young people 
have forgotten to cry the blues. Now they talk and get 
lawyers and things.”

Big Bill Broonzy

03  “You don’t have to be black and broke to have the 
blues… If you wake up and have a fight with your wife, 
you’ve got the blues. If you step on the cat and the cat 
scratches you, you’ve got the blues.”

Leslie West  
[Mountain]

04  With John Lee Hooker, you never knew when he 
was gonna change chords. He’d sing until he got tired 
and he’d start playing guitar and then he’d do that until 
he got tired and then he’d sing again! It wouldn’t be what 
you might think of as being on meter, so you had to listen 
and be real careful, because John Lee was gonna play his 
stuff and you better fit into it, because he wasn’t gonna 
fit it with you!” 

Johnny Winter on John Lee Hooker

05  “Like, you and your woman ain’t gettin’ along and 
you’re in love. You can’t sleep at nights. Your mind is on 
her – on whatever. You know, that’s the blues. You can’t 
hug that money at night. You can’t kiss it.”

John Lee Hooker

06  “I didn’t know this, but they tell me the cognac they 
make in France has to stay in the bottle for 100 years 
before they put it out there. I guess you could look at a 
blues guitar player the same way. So, if you don’t have the 
blues yet, just keep living!”

Buddy Guy

07  “A lot of people think blues players are just some old 
drinkin’ guys, but that’s not where I come from. I love to 
play. It’s in my soul and I’m glad that I’ve been blessed 
and I’m able to step out into the light a little more. When 
the people stop coming, then it’s time to hang it up. But if 
you can still cut it, then age don’t matter none.”

Albert Collins

08  “I figure there is no sense going out there and not 
giving it what you’ve got, and I’ve had to do that when 
I literally did not feel up to par. It’s funny because 
sometimes by playing… you can make yourself feel 
better. That has happened many times.”

Stevie Ray Vaughan

09  “I grew up thinking that’s what the blues is, that 
you play a certain groove and when somebody does 
something then you respond to it. When something 
happens, that’s when it gets exciting – you don’t force 
it to become exciting. You just cruise along until you 
reach a certain point and it kicks into gear. It’s that which 
creates the tension and makes it exciting – not just going 
for the throat the whole time.”

Duke Robillard  
[The Fabulous Thunderbirds]

 

10  “Blues is a very hard world in which to find your 
own voice; you can hear exactly who everyone’s been 
listening to. In my case, Eric was the first guy, then Jimi 
and Peter Green. I think Eric turned more people of 
my generation onto the blues than anyone else. Jimi 
was a fantastic blues player when he wanted to do 
that… Even Stevie Ray Vaughan was a bit of a clone at 
first; it was Albert King and Jimi Hendrix and it wasn’t 
until later that he developed his own style. And he did 
develop a very striking style and he truly was a great 
player. Later on, if you were to play his music next to that 
of Albert or Jimi, you’d notice a huge difference. And 
that’s the test of a great player. He didn’t rush, beautiful 
rhythm, big round tone.”

Gary Moore on SRV



“A lot of times, when people 
use the term ‘blues’, they 
only think of the sad side of 
it, but blues to me is like life 
as we live it: never is every 
day perfect, but there’s 
usually some happiness  
in every day”

BB King

11



“People such as Walter Trout and Joe 
Bonamassa do the blues their way, 
it’s their own version and I just hope 

that the fact that they want to associate 
themselves with the music might inspire 

people to look into the guys that they 
in turn admire. When the band started 
out, we had people criticise us because 
we were doing R&B and soul numbers, 

but for me, the most important thing was 
that the blues was kept in the public eye. 

Like me, when Stevie Ray Vaughan 
grew up, although he listened to a lot 
of blues, he was inspired by Hendrix. 

It’s good to have those other influences, 
it’s just a natural progression”

Robert Cray

12 
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13  “It’s great to play a blues thing where you have 
your own signature. For example, take Jimi’s version of 
Red House or what Clapton did, or even what Page did 
on You Shook Me on Led Zeppelin I. It’s bluesy, but it’s 
not straight-ahead blues by any stretch. I can sit down 
and play it verbatim old-school, but if I want to cut up 
and have fun, my tendency is to embellish it a little bit 
and go to different places.”

Eric Johnson

14  “The blues purist thing cracks me up… This is art. 
You like it or you don’t, and if you don’t, go listen to 
somebody else. I don’t care. But whatever I play, if I play 
10,000 notes or if I play one note, I promise you I mean 
every one of them. Every one is coming from the base 
of my gut and from my heart, and it has every ounce of 
honesty that I can put into it. I’m not trying to bullshit 
anybody. Hopefully, at the end of my gig, they’ll have seen 
a little window into my heart and my soul.”

Walter Trout

15  “I kept listening, kept going to see people, kept sitting 
in with people, kept listening to records. If I wanted 
to learn somebody’s stuff – like with Clapton when I 
wanted to learn how he was getting some of his sounds, 
which were real neat – I learned how to make the sounds 
with my mouth and then copied that with my guitar.” 

 Stevie Ray Vaughan

16  “Everybody’s got a different touch and tone; 
everybody’s got a different expression, based on who 
they are. If you start reducing it to method and technique, 
you lose it. It doesn’t matter. You can play one note on 
one string and say more with that one note on the one 
string than you can with all of those considerations you 
just reeled off. With John Lee Hooker, one chord said it 
all. He was a real High Lama, that guy, one of those born 
religious-from-infancy guys, a seer, a soothsayer of sorts. 
We don’t understand these things, because we want to 
give them technique and complexity and a hierarchy of 
names and sales and products and endorsements and all 
of this horrible shit. But you can always go back to the old 
records, and then go forward again from there.”

Ry Cooder

17  “People talk about Delta blues, city blues, urban 
blues, country blues… and they’d say to me, ‘Well, what 
are you?’ and I’d say, ‘Well, nothing, just BB King!’ People 
always want to put some kind of label on everything, 
but I don’t like to or want to.”

BB King

18  “Blues was my first love – it was the first thing 
where I said, ‘Oh man, this is the stuff.’ It just sounded 
so raw and honest, gut-bucket honest. From then, 
I started rebelling.”

Carlos Santana

19  “I would say I learned from the people whose shoes 
will never be filled. What Beck and Eric and Hendrix 
and them have said about me, I’ve said about those guys 
who came before me. Every award I get, including my 
[Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame] induction, I feel like it 
should have been Lightnin’ Hopkins and Little Walter, 
people like that. Because everything I got, I got it from 
them. I’m just trying to carry it on.”

Buddy Guy

20  “When all of the original blues guys are gone, you 
start to realise that someone has to tend the tradition. 
You don’t want to make it a mission, but you have to just 
make sure that nobody forgets completely.”

Eric Clapton

21  “Playing the guitar is like telling the truth – you 
never have to worry about repeating the same [lie] 
if you told the truth. You don’t have to pretend or cover 
up. If someone asks you again, you don’t have to think 
about it or worry about it because there it is. It’s you.”

BB King

13
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Chord Command
When playing your way through a 12-bar blues, it’s tempting to play each cycle or 
verse using exactly the same chord shapes. But, variety being the undoubted spice of 
life, you can actually vary the arrangement in a surprising number of ways in order 
to make things more interesting for yourself and, more importantly, your audience…

22  Seventh Heaven
The dominant 7th chord is the staple of blues arrangements – it’s 
everywhere. The restless nature of this particular chord is the 
backbone of a blues and adds the right touch of necessary drama to 
any blues song. To hear this for yourself, try playing a blues 12-bar 
all the way through using straight major chords. It no longer sounds 
like ‘your baby done left ya’ – more like you’ve just won the lottery 
and have decided to spend the rest of the day watching TV in bed! 
Not the mood we’re trying to create…

So, if the dominant 7th is so important, why is it we always seem to 
default to two versions of it? These two, in fact (Ex 1 and 2). They’re 
perfectly fine, but the dominant 7th story doesn’t end there – far 
from it. The first thing you need to bring a bit of variety to your blues 
rhythm playing is an armoury of different 7th shapes to work into 
your playing. Try a few of these as substitutes – they’re all movable 
shapes and so all you have to do is move them around and voila, 
everything suddenly sounds more varied and interesting (Ex 3).
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24  Sometimes More Is Better
We’ve seen how it’s possible to cut a blues accompaniment down 
to two-note chords, but how about looking at things from the other 
end and actually thinking about how we can make them more 
interesting by adding notes, rather than subtracting them? Just the 
tiniest amount of music theory tells us that dominant chords belong 
to a particular musical group and are distinctly different to majors 
or minors. They sound different and they function differently in 
music, too. So, given that they are a family, we can actually swap a 

dominant 7th for any other chord from the group with the same root 
without losing any of its essential character.

The most common substitution is to take an ordinary C7 and turn it 
into a C9 by adding a D note (Ex 9 and 10). It may sound different, but 
it’s performing the same job; it’s just an alternative colour. Taking this 
idea forward, it means you can experiment with any dom 7th chord in 
place of a regular 7th and come up with an alternative effect. Try this 
(Ex 11): it’s a C13 moving to an F9 and a G7#9 – instant sophistication!

23  The Devil’s In The Detail
When we think about conveying harmonic information, it’s no 
wonder that we might first reach for a satisfying six-, five- or four-
note chord as an accompaniment. After all, the theory books tell us 
that there are three notes in a major chord and so there must be four 
in a dominant 7th, right? Absolutely correct, but what are rules if not 
for the observance of fools and the guidance of wise men? Here, we’re 
going to do things slightly differently. Take a look at the C7 chord in 
Ex 4: it’s a regular barre chord on the 8th fret, but if we strip it right 
down, we get the two notes in Ex 5. These are the 7th and the maj 3rd 
and the interval they form is the b5th – the so-called ‘devil’s interval’. 
This is the part of any dominant chord that demands resolution and 

gives the chord its urgent, unfinished nature. It might not sound too 
pretty by itself, but watch what happens next in Ex 6. Looks exactly 
the same doesn’t it? Let’s fill in some detail – see Ex 7. Magically, it has 
transformed itself into an F9 – exactly the chord we need to continue 
our blues in C. Once again, we’ve cut it right down to maj 3rd and dom 
7th, but wait, it gets even more interesting when we do this (see Ex 8). 
If you guessed that this is a two-note version of G7, you’d be spot on.

So, we can play an entire blues just using two-note versions of 
the chords we need to make it work. Absolutely essential for those 
moments when you want to pull everything back, drop the level right 
down and get into some heartfelt, downhome blues!

aUDIO  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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26  Add A Little Jazz Sparkle
To many people, ‘jazz’ is a dirty word and has no place in the blues 
vocabulary. But a great many will listen to the blues playing of 
guitarists such as Robben Ford and be amazed at just how many 
chords he can pour into the 12-bar blues format. If you don’t know 
what we mean, just check out the rhythm part to Ain’t Got Nothing 
But The Blues from Robben’s Talk To Your Daughter album and 
report back. It’s a long way from the Mississippi Delta and the pure 
country blues idiom, perhaps, but you have to marvel at the effect an 
expanded chord knowledge can bring to a simple blues.

Of course, you needn’t go quite that far just to bring a whiff of 
class to a blues harmony or rhythm part. Sometimes, all it takes is 
a little twist to add a flourish. Let’s take the last two bars of a blues: 
normally, it would comprise simply this (Ex 15) – just the C7 rising 
to the G7 to herald the beginning of the next cycle of 12 bars. What 
if we introduce a little movement here? Try this (Ex 16). Here, we’re 
going from the C7 to C# diminished, then on to Dm7 and G9. It’s 
smooth, classy and won’t upset anyone soloing over the top as it’s 
totally house-trained and pentatonic-friendly!

25  Slip Slidin’ Away
Another way of adding a little bit more interest to any chord change is 
to slide into it from a fret above or a fret below – all it takes is a little bit 
of practice and it can really give your blues that professional sheen. 
Let’s return to our blues in C for a moment. We’re on the 8th fret 
and we’re changing from the C7 to the F9 (Ex 12). Instead of going 
straight for the F, let’s take a more scenic route and hit E9 first (Ex 13). 

All you have to remember is to play the E9 at the very end of the bar 
so that the F9 comes in on the first beat of the next – otherwise things 
won’t sound very good at all!

Alternatively, you can perform a similar side step by going into the 
F9 from F#9 (Ex 14). Be sure to play the F#9 before the first beat of 
the bar in order to avoid dirty looks from the rest of the band…

aUDIO  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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Soloing Essentials
In our race towards blues soloing perfection, it’s easy to overlook some 
of the style's basic principles, not least the fact that understanding how 
to connect simple but powerful phrases over classic changes forms the 
foundation upon which everything else is built

K irk Fletcher’s career has thus far seen him play 
alongside artists as diverse as Mariah Carey and 
Snoop Dogg. His unique, soulful blues style led 

him to be invited to join The Fabulous Thunderbirds, 
and just last year he was to be seen on stage alongside 

Joe Bonamassa during the Three Kings Tour. Here, 
Kirk lays down 10 blues licks that form the building 
blocks for anyone keen to embellish their blues soloing 
capacity. Then he demonstrates how these phrases can 
be combined to form a stunning solo…

Guitar Clinic & Tour
Kirk will be presenting a 
clinic on Thursday 7 July 
at Andertons, Guilford. 
Visit the website to see 
details on September/
October UK tour dates

www.kirkuktour.co.uk
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27  Lick 1
We’re keeping to the key of A for this series 
of licks – in this one, watch the bend at the 
12th fret and aim for a smooth, even sound.

30  Lick 4
Probably the most fundamental sound of blues – the 
blue 3rd descending back to the root. Listen to the 
audio: your ears can tell you how far to push the bend.

28  Lick 2
The key here is to make sure that all the 
bends are controlled, especially the quarter-
tone bend on beat 3.

31  Lick 5
This BB King-inspired lick might look 
simple, but it can be a hard one to phrase 
correctly. Let the video be your guide.

29  Lick 3
Another tricky bend to get right. Take your 
time and watch that first finger bend at the 
8th fret. Keep it bluesy!
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32  Lick 6
Here’s a masterclass in bending control wrapped up in 
a single phrase. Once launched from the 13th fret, you 
need to take care to hit all the correct pitches.

33  Lick 7
You’ll have almost certainly heard this lick from players like 
Robert Cray in the past. Hear how it traces the pentatonic 
scale, ending with a bluesy quarter-tone bend.

Video & aUdio  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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34  Lick 8
Trills can add a lot of tension to a phrase. If 
this rapid hammer-on and pull-off combo 
technique is new to you, take it slow and 
gradually build up speed.

35  Lick 9
Another lick that could easily feature in a 
BB King, Albert King or Robert Cray solo 
and would make a great opening statement 
in any blues tune.

36  Lick 10
Straight from the pentatonic heartland, it’s 
this kind of phrasing that will help breathe 
some fresh life into your playing. 
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37  Solo
Here’s a chance to hear some of these licks – and quite a few more – played against a standard 12-bar blues format. The best advice here is to 
work through the solo in three- or four-bar chunks, taking care to observe the phrasing and general feel as you go.
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Turnaround Sounds
When you're looking to refresh your blues vocabulary, you can turn 
things around with these characteristic and enduring motifs

O ne of the staples of blues playing, both 
ancient and modern, is the turnaround – and 
it offers a great opportunity to add some real 

authenticity to what might otherwise be just another 
pentatonic solo. It’s easy to be cynical and call some 
of these ideas clichés, when in fact a small twist on a 
classic formula can remind us why these motifs became 

so popular and deserve instead to be called ‘essential 
vocabulary’. We have five examples here, which are 
based around an eight-bar gospel-style 12/8 blues, many 
of them incorporating a hybrid picking approach, as so 
many old blues licks do. We’ve tried to put each idea in 
a musical context – the aural equivalent of a ‘serving 
suggestion’, if you like. [RB]
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38  Lick 1
Perhaps more usually heard descending in a lower register, this example reverses those conventions, keeping a traditional feel 
but treading slightly newer ground. It mixes in really well with the C blues scale, which, of course, we’ve kept in mind all along!
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40  Lick 3
This example takes a more fragmented approach, borrowing the moving 6ths motif from many a classic turnaround, mixing 
in some blues scale and a ‘piano’ lick to finish. Robin Trower certainly makes ideas like this sound fresh and dynamic.

39  Lick 2
Using these chromatic shifting triads, keeping the C on top is another classic move, often used in blues piano. It’s worth taking 
the time to choose the most comfortable fingering for you, but at this tempo it shouldn’t present too many problems.
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42  Lick 5
Moving to the often misunderstood bridge pickup, this is probably the simplest of all the examples, but brings in a couple of 
6ths as a nod to more traditional turnarounds. The tone is more aggressive, too, but the sound is slightly crunchy rather than 
dirty, so it still sits happily in this context.

41  Lick 4
These Red House style descending dominant 7th triads are a really traditional device, going all the way back to Robert Johnson 
and probably before. As with the other examples, we’ve changed the pickup selection around to put a different slant on this. 
A bit of a wobble with the bar makes things more contemporary, too.
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Licks Of The Legends
If you could choose your own personal trainers for learning the blues, then you couldn’t 
do better than these gentlemen – look, listen and learn from the masters!

43  T-Bone Walker 
T-Bone was perhaps the first player to be a recognisably modern bluesman, relying on pattern-based licks that he played through – rather 
than in response to – the song’s changes. Try this lick to introduce an old-school 1940s blues feel to your solos. Listen to the accompanying 
audio to navigate the notes in this Mixolydian lick (R 2 3 4 5 6 b7). Note how it turns into the IV chord (D9) with the perfect note of D.

44  Eric Clapton
It’s hard to overstate Clapton’s importance to the 60s blues explosion that detonated in Britain. Here, we’ve picked out a steady rollin’ 
unplugged lick in Eric’s style. In this example, we find ourselves combining A minor and A major pentatonic shapes. The semitone 
hammer-on and pull-off move highlights the b5th of the blues scale and is actually a move that Stevie Ray Vaughan also used.
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45  BB King 
If T-Bone Walker was the father of modern electric blues guitar, BB King was arguably its greatest ever exponent. With one foot in the 
sweet radio melodies of the jazz era and the other in the raw folk-blues of the Mississippi Delta, BB blended sophistication and sincerity 
perfectly in his licks – which, for all their simplicity, pack truckloads of emotional punch. Our first lick here is very typical of his style, beginning 
with a bend up to the b7 – Bb in this case, as we’re in C. You could do a straight b3rd bend (like Jimmy Page) starting at the 15th fret (G), but try 
it by bending up a tone from G# (16th fret), then on the let-down, land on G, a fret down. The bend up needs to be quite vague and you don’t 
want to hear the let-down – hold the top note, shut it off, let down silently and then sound the G.

46  BB King Example 2
Our second lick in the style of BB King is a gorgeous phrase and, apart from the first semitone bend (D to Eb on the first string), is pure minor 
pentatonic shape 1. But it’s all about how it’s played – hear how the notes spill out, each one picked to sound almost frantic. Add a typical 
fluttering BB vibrato and you’re there.

47  Muddy Waters
Without Muddy Waters, we probably wouldn’t have Jimi’s Voodoo Child (Slight Return), which is steeped in Muddy’s grinding, grooving 
style. Senior music editor Jason Sidwell reckons Muddy’s “not so dissimilar to John Lee Hooker, because he’s got a rhythmic, groove thing 
– whereas other players are more ‘high note’-oriented”. This percussive lick typifies that approach. Muddy would play the low notes of 
similar licks with either his bare thumb or a thumbpick, but you could try hybrid picking this example.

aUDIO  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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Finesse & Flair
With the essentials of blues under your fingers, the next step is to bring some 
flourishes of virtuosity to your solos – not shredding the blues, but classy jazz-
infused touches. We join four modern masters for a few of their top-drawer licks

48  Matt Schofield
In this example, Matt stretches the 12-bar format to show some of the lines he might play over the V chord (E7) and then the progression 
through D and back to A. He’s using E Mixolydian (E F# G# A B C# D). Notice how he smoothly shifts between positions. These positions are 
all based around the chord shapes outlined in the CAGED system.

49  Matt Schofield Example 2
Here’s a great line for the I chord (A) showing some of the characteristic features of the Mixolydian mode (A B C# D E F# G). The G major 
triad (GBD) at the start of bars 1 and 3 is part of the scale’s signature sound. Matt ends the line on a D, showing how you could lead into 
the IV chord at bar 5 in the 12-bar sequence.
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50  Robben Ford
This example shows Robben taking a BB King-style pattern and uses a mixture of notes from the A major triad (A C# E) and the A minor 
pentatonic (A C D E G). Note the frequent switching between major 3rd (C#) and minor 3rd (C) – a vital part of the blues!

51  Robben Ford Example 2
Switching to E major, this line really exploits the major/minor ambiguity. Most of the notes are from the E minor pentatonic (E G A B D) but 
with the major 3rd (G#) added. Robben works a lot with minimal melodic material here – look at the high number of G, G# and A notes used.

52  Steve Lukather
Illustrating how effectively fretted players can emulate another distinguished blues-guitar tradition, this is a simulated-slide lick, this time 
for use over the A7 chord. This uses a standard A minor pentatonic shape, but pay attention to the subtlety. Steve scoops into the first note, 
but also applies a semitone bend, and later there’s another downward bend, this time from A to G.

53  Carl Verheyen
Carl brings in fusion-influenced elements here without breaking out of the blues context entirely. He starts with a blues line in F minor. 
At the start, he’s using the minor pentatonic (F A b B b C E b) with that semitone bend up to the b5th (B). He then adds the 2nd (G) as a pivot to 
shift to a lower position, leading into his feature lick. This suggests the Dorian mode (F G A b B b C D Eb).

aUDIO  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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54  When it comes to 
great blues tone, 
don’t be fooled into 
heading straight 
for an overdrive 
pedal. You need 
to find your amp 
soulmate first, 
says TheGigRig’s 
Daniel Steinhardt

59  Long cables can get 
bad press for rolling 
off your treble, but 
the high capacitance 
often associated 
with some longer 
cables can usefully 
contribute to a more 
vintage-sounding 
blues tone

61  PAFs of the late 50s 
are the ones to beat, 
says Bare Knuckle’s 
Tim Mills, with their 
lively response and 
dynamic feel

62  According to 
Brit blueser Matt 
Schofield, any 
amp can be set 
to its optimum by 
finding the sweet 
spot on each pot, 
leaving you free to 
experiment with the 
powerful dynamics 
of your playing style

Blues Tone
Great tone is crucial to blues playing. Blues is all about sensitivity and self-expression, 
so tonal subtlety, rather than the sledgehammer approach, is the name of the game. 
We caught up with some leading tone experts, including effects guru Daniel 
Steinhardt of TheGigRig and Tim Mills of boutique pickup maker Bare Knuckle,  
to find out what tone tweaks will get your mojo workin’

54  Find The Amp First

Daniel Steinhardt of TheGigRig says you need to match 
your guitar with the ideal amplifier before you think 
about adding overdrive pedals to the equation.

“The most important thing for good blues tone is to 
make sure that you’re 100 per cent happy with the sound 
of the amp itself before you add any other effects,” he 
says. “Without anything else on, plugging straight into 
the amp, you need to be able to express yourself – and 
the sound of that amplifier has to connect with you. Until 
you get to that point, even the best overdrive pedal in the 
world is not going to be a magic bullet.”

55  Be Dynamic

“Blues is very much about self-expression, and to carry 
that off, you need good dynamic range [sensitivity to 
the nuances of hard and soft picking],” says Daniel 
Steinhardt of TheGigRig. “I’ve had guys come to me 
with ultra-high-gain humbuckers in their guitars who 
wonder why they can’t get a good blues sound.” 

The problem is that hot humbuckers achieve extra 
output at the expense of dynamic range, Daniel explains. 
“That’s why so many blues players like single coils or 
vintage PAF humbuckers, because they’re typically 
lower-output pickups that retain a lot more dynamics.”

Tim Mills of Bare Knuckle pickups agrees. “Dynamic 
response is part of what makes blues ‘talk’ so much – the 
sheer lack of compression. As always, there are a few 
exceptions: the very earliest Tele coils are extremely 
hot and fat, and a couple of blues players made their 
mark with that as part of their tone. But by and large, the 
majority of 50s blues players used pickups of moderate 
output that were typically wound by hand.”

56  Steel Yourself

This one’s for those who have Strats with a zinc or 
leaded-steel vibrato block (ie, nearly all of them). Try 
swapping the standard vibrato block for a non-leaded 
steel replacement – Callaham makes the best ones. If you 
play loud and live, you’ll hear a noticeable improvement 
in the sustain, depth and focus of your tone. Make sure 
you get the right size for your guitar, though.

57  Make The Most of Midrange

Cranking your amp up or using an overdrive pedal will 
both tend to compress your tone – in other words, make 
quiet sounds louder and loud sounds quieter. In its place, 
compression can be a good thing, making each note 
sound fatter, smoother and more sustaining. Add too 
much compression, however, and you’ll lose dynamic 
range – namely, the subtle variations in volume and 
intensity that blues players use to such telling effect 
when they pick the strings. 

So, how do you get the best of both worlds? The key is 
to compress ear-pleasing midrange frequencies to help 
them sing and sustain, but leave the rest of your sound 
free to respond dynamically to your touch. That’s why 
the famous Tube Screamer overdrive is so useful for 
blues, as Daniel Steinhardt of TheGigRig explains. 

“When you run a mid-rich overdrive such as the Tube 
Screamer into an amplifier that’s cranked to the point 
where it’s starting to break up, You don’t get an overall 
compression of all the frequencies; the mid frequencies 
push into compression first. It’s a great sound.” 

58  Match Fenders With Screamers

Tube Screamers, and other midrange-boosting 
overdrives, such as Lovepedal’s Eternity Drive, can be 
a good match with classic Fender amps, as such amps 
tend to have abundant bass and treble but relatively 
weak midrange. If you want fat, screaming tone from 
your US-voiced amp, then teaming it with a mid-hump 
overdrive is a great way to balance out your lead sound.

59  Swap Cables

The longer your guitar lead, the more treble-sapping 
capacitance it will have. High capacitance is more 
common in cheaply made leads, but it’s important to 
say it’s not necessarily a bad thing. If you want a zestier, 
brighter blues tone, try using a shortish cable with a 
capacitance figure of less than 100pF/m. Likewise, if 
you have a bright-sounding guitar and want to tame it 
slightly for a more vintage blues tone, try a longer cable 
with 140pF/m or higher. High capacitance also shifts the 
frequency peak of the pickup lower down the spectrum.
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60  Play in Eb

Clearly not universally applicable, but it’s astounding to 
hear the sheer difference in tone that just one semitone 
down can bring. Jimi knew it, SRV knew it, Philip Sayce 
knows it. Every string down a semitone – as long as the 
rest of the band joins you, you will sound bigger.

61  Pick A Perfect PAF

Gibson PAF humbucker tone is the voice of so many 
great British blues recordings, but they varied quite a 
lot. So, what represents the ultimate PAF ’bucker spec? 
Tim Mills of Bare Knuckle Pickups, who’s analysed 
hundreds of PAFs, gave us his view.

“To me, I would be looking at the better PAFs of the 
late 50s. I don’t tend to get too wrapped up in the DC 
resistance of them, because the later ’59 ones are often 
literally overflowing with wire, and I’ve come across 
some with very high DC readings that sound absolutely 
amazing but just don’t correlate with what a coil with 
such a high DC reading ought to sound like. When I 
talk about high, I’m not talking about 14k, of course, but 
8k to 9k readings. That would normally produce quite 
a dull-sounding pickup if it came off a modern mass-
production line.

“But on pickups of that time you’ll find that the coils 
are mismatched – totally different numbers of turns 
on each coil – and the windings are quite loose as well, 
which is why the bobbins look so full. And they’re not 
wax-potted, so put all that into the mix and you get a very 
lively response from the pickup, which results in a very 
dynamic feel, because it’s right on the edge [of feedback] 
all the time. It’s something to control, but which also 
allows you to ‘speak’ through it very effectively.”

62  Dial In Your Amp

Matt Schofield, UK blues artist and tone hero, shared 
this advice on how to set up any amp for optimal blues-
rock tone, a few issues back.

“I’ll tell you how to dial in any amp in the world and 
have it sound as good as it can. I dial any amp in like this, 
because I do a lot of fly-in gigs, and I’m not always able 
to take my own amps. Usually, it’s a Fender ’65 Twin 
Reissue or the Hot Rod amps – sometimes a Marshall 
DSL. But whatever it is, this is how it works for me.

“You’ll find that every pot has an obvious cusp point 
in its rotation – every single one – where it goes from 
not doing much, to where it really kicks in. So, I sweep 
through the pots one by one and find those spots. 
All amps will do this, bass is especially easy to hear… 
nothing, nothing, nothing, then ‘Bang!’, there it is!

“Gain is just the same, master… and so on. Maybe 
reverb not so much – put that where you like it – but all 
the others have a strongest sweep point in the rotation, 
so I find it and that’s where it gets set! It’s the same with 
any pedals, all drives and tones.

“If you do that, the amp is set as evenly as it can be: not 
too trebly, not too dark. With everything set right on the 
cusp, you can push it over by digging in, or pull it back by 
playing softer. It makes everything really responsive and 
sensitive to what you do. The rest is up to you!”
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63  Fit Low-Gain Preamp Valves

As we’ve seen, turning down the gain – and thus the 
compression – a little can yield a really expressive, 
dynamic blues tone. In fact, some may want to go even 
further and fit lower-gain preamp valves to their amps. 
The preamp section of your Fender-style valve amp 
will usually have a 12AX7 valve in the first and second 
positions (the first and second preamp valves). If you 
find that your amp sounds in any way harsh, edgy or 
breaks up too quickly, then try a lower-gain 5751 instead 
– first in V1, then in V2. Stevie Ray Vaughan liked them, 
so the legend goes.

64  So, What Does The Pickup Expert Use?

After Tim Mills of Bare Knuckle Pickups gave us his 
thoughts on vintage PAFs (on the previous page), we 
couldn’t help wondering what pickups he himself uses 
for blues tones, given that he can make himself anything 
he wants? Unsurprisingly, Tim plays Bare Knuckle 
pups in his blues band, but his personal choices are 
nonetheless revealing. 

“In a Les Paul I favour a Riff Raff bridge, which has 
a shorter Alnico V magnet, which adds a little bit more 
bite. And this is something that you see in [Gibson 
humbuckers] from late 1960 to 1961. That’s a personal 
preference of mine for a Jimmy Page-type bite. I’ll 
partner that with either an Alnico II or an Alnico 
IV-powered neck pickup, so either a Mule or a Stormy 
Monday, if I’m playing a Les Paul. 

“In Strats, I play something I call ’63 Veneer Boards, 
which have the smaller diameter Alnico V magnets, and 
heavy Formvar-wound coils. I’ve found they’ve got all 
the hollow woodiness anybody could ever want and 
the power range seems just right for anything, even if 
you want to move into much hotter blues and hard rock 
territory, but you’ve still got that dynamic response.

“And then in the Teles, I like a Flat ’50 bridge, which 
is kind of Broadcaster spec, so we’re back to a hotter 

coil. Not insane, but it’s still a beefier tone. But then I’m 
playing a maple-’board Tele, so I find that complements 
the maple really well, it just sort of fills it out nicely. 
And then I use our Flat ’52 neck, which is wound with 
42-gauge wire, whereas most Tele neck pickups are 
wound with 43 gauge and so it gives a round, plummy, 
quite full tone. When you wind them with a 42, you get 
the spank back and it starts leaning toward a Strat-like 
sound. You get this gorgeous, really open clean tone out 
of it and I like that combination on a maple-’board Tele.”

65  Mind Your Head

Powerful amps with lots of clean headroom, such as a 
late-model Fender Twin, offer bags of projection and 
clarity, but can sound rather too clinical and clean in a 
blues context. By their very nature, they’re not designed 
to break up warmly and naturally unless you’re playing 
at punishing volume or using an attenuator. So, what’s 
the answer? Daniel Steinhardt says that if you can find 
an overdrive pedal that sounds amp-like to begin with, 
you can keep all the poke of your powerful amp, but also 
achieve warm, authentic drive tones at sensible volumes.

“It’s about finding pedals that sound like an amp 
that’s naturally compressing. When Robben Ford is 
away on tour and can’t use his Dumble, he uses Red 
Knob [Fender] Twins with some sort of Hermida Audio 
Zendrive variant and he’ll sound amazing. So, using 
pedals like those Zendrives into amplifiers with huge 
headroom is a fantastic choice – it’s a really great way 
to get that compressed-midrange, Dumble-type tone.”

66  Use Two Amps

Ever wondered how somebody’s blues-rock tone is 
distorted yet still clean and clear? They might be using 
two amps: one set to be very distorted, the other much 
cleaner or emphasising a specific set of frequencies. 
Mixed together, the sound becomes massive. Try it. 
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67  Raise Your Action

Have we taken leave of our senses? Nope. If you play 
blues or classic rock, your strings need to vibrate, and 
they can’t do that fully if they’re rattling on the frets. 
It’s harder work, but in classic genres, a slightly higher 
action simply sounds better. Yes, it does.

68  Try The ‘Singlebucker’ Sound

Got single-coil pickups but want to imitate fat ’bucker 
tone? First, add tons of overdrive to your sound via a 
decent mid-rich pedal – two pedals, preferably. Don’t 
be tempted to turn the treble down on your amp or 
pedals: around six to eight, no lower. Keep the guitar’s 
volume up full, but knock the bridge pickup tone control 
down to about half or lower. Sounds much more like a 
humbucker, right? Vintage-style Strats don’t have a tone 
pot wire to the bridge pickup, so you’ll need to mod this. 

69  Keep It Simple

Tim Mills of Bare Knuckle recommends keeping your 
rig simple when playing blues, if you want to focus on 
expressing yourself. “Personally, I leave my amp alone, 
I don’t switch anything. I do it all off the guitar with a 

64 It’s no surprise that 
Bare Knuckle’s Tim 
Mills uses his own 
pickups, favouring 
the Riff Raff, Stormy 
Monday and Flat ’52, 
among others, on his 
various guitars 

 
66 Experiment with the 

power of two by using 
a pair of amps for a 
simultaneously clean 
and distorted tone 

68 You can get a fatter, 
’bucker-like tone out 
of single coils with 
the help of a mid-rich 
overdrive pedal

69 There’s a lot to be 
said for keeping your 
blues rig simple

70 Robben Ford’s 
tech and Guitarist 
Tone Doctor, Simon 
Law, has worked 
with the best of 
the blues, and has 
found one common 
factor among them: 
they’re loud! 

J Rockett Archer overdrive for any extra if I want it. 
I will run – depending on where we’re playing – a little 
bit of delay and reverb in one of the loops, just to wet the 
room up if it needs it. If I can get away with it, I’d rather 
not use anything, because it’s more things to go wrong for 
starters and it’s more rubbish on the floor to step over!”

70  Be Committed

Simon Law, our very own Tone Doctor and tech to blues 
luminaries such as Robben Ford, gave us this blues tone 
advice: “I’ve been fortunate enough to work alongside 
some of the finest blues guitarists on the planet and 
the main thing that struck me about all these guys 
was, they’re loud! And when I say loud, I mean they 
commit to every note and make every note count and 
they play them with commitment and pride. They run 
their amplifiers loud and use the volume controls on 
their instruments to vary the dynamic range. They also 
use their own ‘built-in’ dynamics to control volume, 
pick gently when you need to be quiet, dig in when you 
want to roar! Play 1,000 notes with a cruddy tone and 
nobody will remember you; play one note with a strong, 
committed tone and you’ll light up the room.”

71  Forget Everything We Just Said…

“At the end of the day, it really is horses for courses,” 
Daniel Steinhardt of TheGigRig concedes. “A lot of it 
comes down to the way each player attacks the string. 
You can have one player who’ll plug a humbucking 
guitar into a Super Overdrive pedal and a cranked 
Marshall, but still get a really good, expressive blues tone. 
It’s such a personal thing – there are some guidelines, but 
really every player needs to go out and try lots of gear and 
see if it works for them. At the end of the day, what you’re 
after is a connection. And it’s basically about turning off 
the ‘gear lust’ button and just being really honest about 
how the gear feels to you.”  
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C ommanding the stage at 
Plymouth Pavilions, a suited-and-
booted Joe Bonamassa is firing 
full-bore from a Candy Apple 

Red ’65 Strat through four cranked vintage 
Fender Tweed amps. Set opener, This Train, 
comes from his latest studio album, Blues Of 
Desperation, which makes up plenty more 
of tonight’s song list alongside a handful 
of Bona-classics. Newcomers are taking in 
for the first time what dedicated fans have 
come to crave: ’Massa-massive blues-rock 
grooves, soaring vocals and, of course, that 
immense electric guitar experience.

A couple of hours before the grandeur 
of the live show, we’re huddled in a small 
dressing room backstage, the main man in 
hoodie and jeans, cradling a ’59 Les Paul. 
It’s the guitar with which he’s become 
synonymous, and an especially apt choice 
for today’s conversation, because in July 
2016 he turns his attentions to the latest of 
his live tribute projects, A Salute To The 
British Blues Explosion.

“It’s gonna be challenging,” he laughs, 
thumbing licks unconsciously on the Lester. 
“This will be the hardest one, and I think 
it’ll probably be the last – save the hardest 
and hopefully the best for last!”

The tiny Fender Champ four feet away 
in the adjacent bathroom howls into life 
with a Bluesbreakers-style salvo as your 
correspondent fails to suppress a giant grin. 
This is clearly musical home turf for the boy 
from New Hartford.

This will be your third live tribute project 
since 2014. The previous two aren’t precise 
recreations of old music, so will this also be 
British Blues Explosion, Bonamassa-style?
“I think we were successful with the 
Muddy Wolf DVD [Muddy Wolf At Red 
Rocks, recorded 2014, released 2015], and 
before you know it, the Three Kings will be 
out [Three Kings Of Blues] – staying away 
from the well-worn paths is important. Yes, 
we covered The Thrill Is Gone, Hideaway 
and Born Under A Bad Sign as an encore, but 
the bulk of the set was deeper BB, Freddie 
and Albert tracks; the bulk of the Howlin’ 
Wolf and Muddy set were deeper tunes. 

“And that’s the success because, 
ultimately, you don’t become a tribute band, 
but you still pay tribute. I can only do this 
stuff in the way that I can do it, and I think 
that adds to the cool factor of it. I’m not 
trying to pretend I’m somebody else and so, 
with the summer tour, I’m not gonna try to 
pretend I’m in any of those guys’ league. I’m 
just lucky enough to have an audience that 
will follow me on these experimentation 
things. I’m lucky enough where I can be a 
kid again and celebrate the music that made 
we want to play guitar… and still makes we 
want to play guitar!”

So, there you are as a young kid in the 
States with access to all of the great 
American blues guys. The British Blues 
Explosion was well over by that point, so 
what was your access point to that music?

“My father had a great record collection. 
He was a big fan of John Mayall, The Jeff 
Beck Group, Clapton, Led Zeppelin… It’s 
an interesting full circle that the British 
Blues grabbed me before the American 
stuff. Ultimately, the American stuff kinda 
took shape and I enjoyed going back and 
discovering Robert Johnson, but through 
the gateway of Eric Clapton. Discovering 
Willie Dixon through the gateway of Jimmy 
Page, and so on and so forth.

“I love those versions of tunes, like I Ain’t 
Superstitious that The Jeff Beck Group 
did. Such swagger! They were making 
early hard rock records but they were 
intrinsically blues songs.”

The fact that a bunch of British guys helped 
re-ignite America’s love for blues music is 
well documented. And, of course, you’re 
doing plenty to help Brits love the blues 
again after all these years… 
“Yeah and, of course, back then Cream 
were playing arena rock – in arenas! – when 
Albert King was playing clubs. Oddly 
enough, Cream was playing Albert King 
tunes, but you could go and see Albert play 
in a club. Isn’t it always the case? Societies 
tend to eat their own and celebrate the 
ones that come from afar and I’m a perfect 
example of that. I come from America, 
playing British blues and one of the first 
places that ever embraced me as an artist 
was the UK. Even though the homegrown 
talent here is tremendous! It’s a great irony.”

He’s paid tribute to Howlin’ Wolf and Muddy Waters, also BB, Albert and Freddie King. 
Now, Joe Bonamassa is turning his attention to the heart of his musical inspiration  

– the British Blues Explosion. We ventured south to find out more…

Words Mick Taylor  Photography Adam Gasson

Bona Brit Blues
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guitar playing went magically with a very 
hoarse-sounding Rod Stewart! Mick Waller 
and Nicky Hopkins, Ronnie Wood on bass – 
that was a perfect blues-rock band.”

Jimmy Page?
“Page had more of those slurry kind of 
things, and his sound was always brighter 
than the other two. Maybe being a Tele 
player coming out of The Yardbirds, and the 
early stages of The New Yardbirds – which, 
of course, became Led Zeppelin – he was 

So, if I say to you ‘Clapton’, for example, 
does your brain go to a certain place with 
sound and playing?
[Joe fires into a run of Cream-era Clapton-
inspired pentatonics on the ’59’s neck 
pickup.] “Now, he was a classic example of 
a guy who could plug into a couple of stacks 
and just… For me, Clapton was always that 
‘woman [tone]’ thing; it’s that real creamy 
sound, even through his Journeyman era 
and then From The Cradle, and even now 
when he uses the Strat and the Tweed Twin. 
Other than the early 1970s around Layla, 
maybe, it was never strident. It always had 
this depth to the tone and playing.

“But if you want to talk about Beck, what 
I hear was ‘angry’. He just had it! He took 
the Les Paul and it sounded like he just 
wanted to ram the freakin’ headstock 
through the front end of the amp! Almost 
like Pete Townshend – to me, it sounded so 
angry. And I’ve met him a couple times and 
he’s a very nice, down-to-earth, humble 
man. But he is an angry player and it’s a lot 
of fun to play. That angry, hoarse-sounding 

·

“The harder you strike the guitar, the more it gets 
choked and you’re actually getting diminishing returns 

by hitting harder – if you use a lighter attack with  
a heavier pick, it’ll bloom for you”

·

playing the Telecaster. Maybe when he 
got the Les Paul from Joe Walsh, maybe 
that’s just how he hears it. I think Page is 
probably the hardest of all for me to copy 
the sound, with the wacky slurs. In some 
circles, it’s argued he wasn’t a very accurate 
player – I disagree, he’s intrinsically very 
consistent and that’s not a question of 
accuracy, that’s just how he plays. One 
of the hardest things to do is copy those 
idiosyncrasies. So much so, I’m not gonna 
bother! [laughs]”

Original 1955 Strat 
used for the Blues Of 
Desperation tour – note 
the broken pickup covers 
just like Buddy Holly’s!

Another Strat used 
for the tour: this 
time it’s a 1965 Lake 
Placid Blue Strat, 
with transition logo
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Joe’s recent acquisition, 
a ’66 in Candy Apple 
Red with the thickest 
headstock we’ve seen!

And Peter Green, of course – will you do 
some Greeny stuff?
“I’m sure we will. Most of the classic ’burst 
tone is discussed as a ’59 Les Paul through 
a Marshall stack, quote unquote. And in a 
lot of cases, it is. But if you listen to Oh Well, 
that was a ‘silverface’ Fender – it sounds 
like Twins, like Showmans. A Hard Road 
– the John Mayall record – that sounds 
more Marshall, it’s more squishy and 
compressed, but a lot of that Fleetwood 
Mac when he would really dig in… 
Marshalls don’t stay that tight.

“And Jeremy Spencer, we mustn’t 
discount him. Peter was obviously behind 
it all [in Fleetwood Mac], but Jeremy did 
a lot of the heavy lifting in that. And then 
you have to talk about Alexis Korner, you 
have to talk about Long John Baldry – all 
those guys. I don’t know how deep we’re 
going to get into those catalogues because 
most of the songs they did were cover 
material, Little Red Rooster and all that. 
But, ultimately, I’d just like to play the music 
that means the most to me.” [Joe then rips 

into Steppin’ Out by John Mayall & The 
Bluesbreakers with Eric Clapton.]

That Les Paul through that Champ in that 
bathroom… It shouldn’t be, but it’s as good 
a Bluesbreakers sound as we’ve heard. 
Have you got any tips?
“If you look at old photographs, engineers 
in those days would not stick the mic 
right on the speaker. They’d stick it in and 
around the amp. If it had two speakers, 
put it in the middle, so a big part of that 
Bluesbreakers sound is the room – that’s 
the sound. This close-mic’ing nonsense 
where the engineer has the flashlight 
looking for the cone… What are you looking 
for? [laughs] And then, of course, it’s 
manipulation of the tone control [on the 
guitar] and Clapton did that a lot.

“The other trick to getting the [Clapton] 
Bluesbreakers tone is having a loud amp 
turned up to where you get some overdrive, 
then turn the [guitar] tone down to around 
half, or to taste, and back the volume down 
by around one. Because, on a potentiometer, 

a lot of your top end is there, and this is a 
huge part of the sound! These get a lot of 
credit [points to the ’59’s PAF pickups], but I 
think a big part of the sound – maybe 50 per 
cent of what these sound like – lies beneath 
these knobs. So the trick is, take it down by 
one and it just takes that little 2k thing off. 
[Joe plays the Bluesbreakers tune again.]

“Also, try using a slightly harder gauge 
pick and not striking the guitar so hard. 
The harder you strike the guitar, the 
more it gets choked and you’re actually 
getting diminishing returns by hitting 
harder. So if you use a lighter attack with a 
heavier pick, it’ll bloom for you. It gets less 
bright and I think it’s more like what you 
heard on that record.”

Wow! That stuff about the pick – it’s 
counterintuitive, because you associate 
that sound with so much attack…
“Yeah, but even acoustically you can 
hear how it chokes, and that’s true of 
any instrument. My Kryptonite is low 
headroom on the amp, low volume and 

interviewJoe Bonamassa
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too much overdrive and compression. 
Because all of these techniques that I 
learned while listening to these records 
get negated with a low-volume, highly 
compressed and highly distorted amp 
because there’s nowhere to go.

“For me, it’s more of an old-school 
approach. Learning an instrument and 
knowing what the instrument can do, and 
it doesn’t have to be a $500k Les Paul! It 
applies with an Epiphone – you’ve just 
gotta find a piece of gear that you have a 
symbiotic relationship with and spend time 
learning the sounds that will come out of 
these things. You’ll be absolutely shocked 
at how many sounds this thing will do.”

What about Paul Kossoff? He’s obviously 
a big influence on your playing, so will you 
come as far forward as him with the British 
Blues Explosion shows?
“I would hope so. A lot of my vibrato comes 
from him, and I saw some old pictures of 
him recently from the studio where he 
had a Marshall half-stack and a Fender 

Joe Bonamassainterview

Nice Tweeds

Paring back to the simple life

Joe has been using a quartet of vintage Fender Tweed amps of late, 
instead of his more customary Marshall, Van Weelden and Dumble 
amps. What’s the story?

“The motivation to go to the Tweed amps came from when we 
did the Muddy Wolf At Red Rocks gig two years ago. I’ve always 
collected Tweed amps and enjoyed using them, but I just said, 
‘I gotta do this gig right. I can’t just ram the Silver Jubilees up 
there, and the Dumbles…’ So I put together a couple of high-
power [Tweed] Twins and then the two Bassmans are a little more 
compressed and a little more distorted. It was just this magic day: 
it was in phase, it was just perfect, and it didn’t buzz so bad. 

“I’ve used it ever since – sold the Dumbles, sold all of ’em. It’s 
closer to the sound I want in my head right now with just a boost 
pedal [the Overrated Special from Way Huge] and the wah-wah. No 
pedalboard, no pedal power, nothing. It’s just so liberating to be 
able to figure out that a lot of the sound comes from your hands. 
I went from being addicted to the [Boss] DD-3 to cold turkey – 
no effects, other than what I can create with the guitar! They 
clean up great and they roar when they have to!”

Joe’s backline includes 
two 1950s Tweed Fender 
Twins and two 1950s 
Tweed Bassmans

Joe has left big ’boards 
behind him – this is as 
complicated as it gets
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·

“The material will dictate what we’re doing, 
and how we want it to come across. You want 
it to be authentic, but you want to put your 

own stamp on it ”

·

Super Reverb, which made a lot of sense 
to me. Because the sound that he would 
get was almost like if [Michael] Bloomfield 
used Marshalls. 

“His chords – that’s the first time I 
learned those chords. The A chord with the 
five and the octave on top; he just squeezed 
the notes out of the thing. Another Kossoff 
thing I nicked just watching him were his 
E chords, the way he would mute strings 
inadvertently. I think it was intrinsically in 
his DNA. Instead of playing an E chord [Joe 

Obviously, you’ll play Les Pauls on this 
run of dates – do you think you’ll bring 
out a Tele, too?
“I don’t think I will, I know I will! I’ve 
already got the Tele, too. You know me, I’ll 
have the right stuff – I can’t do it with the 
wrong stuff. The material will dictate what 
we’re doing and how we want it to come 
across. You want it to be authentic, but you 
want to put your own stamp on it. I will say 
this, my goal is to have at least one Marshall 
stack with an inverted top cabinet! You 
gotta do it for the Beck thing [laughs]. But 
that Tele I’m planning on using is a ’63. You 
could use a maple neck, but the [rosewood 
’board] ’63 is preferable for what they were 
doing back then, as it was an ash body with 
a non-slab neck. There’ll be a Tele… there’ll 
be stuff! No Flying V, though. I don’t think 
we need a Flying V!” 

sounds all six strings], he’d play an E chord 
[plays the same chord with the major 3rd 
muted]. Now, the second time it’s the same 
but you eliminate the major 3rd. With your 
ring finger, you’re muting that G string so 
it’s nothing but root-five-root-five-root-five. 
And the power of those chords, in an era 
before Big Bends Nut Sauce, Snarks and 
all that, his tuning – between Andy Fraser 
and Paul Kossoff they were just brilliantly 
in tune. The bass added the root-five on the 
lower side. It was this gigantic sound!”

Joe’s ‘A Salute To The British Blues Explosion’ tour 
starts 2 July 2016 at Hoghton Tower, Lancashire. 
See the website for full tour details
www.jbonamassa.com/tour-dates

1959 Gibson Les 
Paul Standard, serial 
number 9-1688, 
aka ‘Spot’, so called 
because of the area 
of unfaded top on the 
lower bout (which has 
since started to fade)

Spot’s double-white 
PAF pickups are both 
original 50s units – 
some were both black, 
some were both white, 
some were zebra!
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s t y l e  f i l e

Take a lesson from the walking encyclopaedia of blues guitar, as he shows 
us, on video, his particular passion for the classic English guitar heroes

Joe bonamassa
Words  Adrian Clark  Photography  Adam Gasson

a
n important lesson of music 
history is that nothing ever 
moves in a neat, linear fashion. 
One movement might largely 
lead to another, but people are 

always absorbing ideas from further back 
or from other cultures. Blues is a classic 
case. It’s an American tradition with a long 
history reaching back to African slavery. In 
turn, American blues went onto influence 
the rest of us. But in the 60s, hip young 
American bluesers were heavily influenced 

by young middle-class men from the Home 
Counties of England, who had mostly only 
heard the blues via imported records and 
crackly AM radio stations!

There’s no doubting the massive 
influence of Clapton, Beck, Green and Page, 
but the story illustrates how history moves 
in mysterious ways. And so we arrive at 
one of the great guitar heroes of the 21st 
century: Joe Bonamassa, who plays us 
through some of his favourite English-style 
blues licks on video here.
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ExPanding on that theme, Joe extends the line down into the 5th position box shape. To create melodic variety in your solos, 
it’s important not only to learn multiple scale shapes, but also to move smoothly between them.

example 2

JoE starts with a smooth line using A minor pentatonic (A C D E G) based largely around the 12th fret position. This kind of line, 
with the smooth position change via that E-D slide, is very reminiscent of Eric Clapton’s ‘Beano’ period.

example 1

Video & audio  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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With Cream, Eric Clapton’s style evolved beyond his original Chicago blues influences. The band had much more of an 
improvisational style, and Eric’s phrases became longer, freer and typical of the ‘raga’ flavour that was predominant in so 
much rock music of the time.

LikE Example 3, this one is based largely around E minor pentatonic (E G A B D), but it will also work in an E major blues tonality. 
Note the G to G# bend at the start of bar 3 – Eric frequently mixed minor pentatonic and Mixolydian (E F# G# A B C# D).

example 3

example 4
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JoE was also heavily influenced by other British players. In this lick, using F# minor pentatonic (F# A B C# E), he demonstrates 
the more aggressive and more sonically varied approach of Jeff Beck’s Yardbirds era.

of the three, Jimmy Page is probably best known for his faster flurries of notes and, like Peter Green, for his love of the 
minor-key blues. This lick uses C minor pentatonic (C E b F G Bb); note the Cm arpeggios in bar 3.

example 5

example 6

Video & audio  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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I t’s unusual for an instrument to 
become as famous as the players 
who have made music with it. In 
that respect, Peter Green’s Les 

Paul is in an extremely select group. 
Originally seen on stage with John Mayall’s 
Bluesbreakers, the guitar has a singular aura 
around it as well as an amazing tone.

Many words have been written – some 
speculative, others informed – about 
what it was that made the instrument 
sound so different in the middle pickup 
position. Peter himself said he never 
touched the wiring when the guitar was 
in his possession and that the guitar 
sounded that way the day he bought it, 
inspiring many to believe it was inverted 
polepieces that were at the heart of the 
mystery, as opposed to the neck pickup 
merely being reversed. In any case, the Les 
Paul not only found notoriety within the 
Bluesbreakers, it also went on to feature in 
many classic Fleetwood Mac recordings 
and live appearances. 

After Peter Green mysteriously quit 
the music scene in the early 1970s, the 
guitar found its way into the hands of 
another legendary player, Gary Moore. 
Gary told us in an interview that Peter 
just called him up one day and offered 
him the guitar, initially refusing payment. 
In the end, it was agreed that Gary would 
give him the cash from selling the Gibson 
SG he was currently using and the deal was 
done. Over the years, the guitar went on to 

appear on many more recordings and live 
dates – often at considerably higher volume 
levels than before. In the mid 90s, Gary 
paid tribute to his former mentor with the 
album Blues For Greeny and once again 
those plaintive ‘out-of-phase’ tones could 
be heard on re-readings of classic Peter 
Green material.

Gary kept the Les Paul until around 10 
years ago when it was sold and the guitar 
was temporarily retired from public 
life. All that was set to change, though, 
when the somewhat controversial sale to 
Metallica’s guitar player took place. Peter 
Green’s precious guitar in a heavy rock 
band? Whatever next! But, setting all such 
prejudices aside, we have to say that Kirk 
is absolutely thrilled to be the guitar’s most 
recent owner. When we spoke he was on his 
way to the studio and positively frothy with 
excitement and extremely eager to share 
the details of how he came about this holy 
relic guitar.

“Well, you know it’s really weird because 
I didn’t pursue it like I have pursued other 
guitars in the past – really aggressively 
going after certain guitars and working out 
deals. This is more just a situation where 
I was sitting in my hotel room in London 
one day and I texted a friend of mine and 
he said, ‘Oh, I have a guitar I wanna show 
you,’ and I said, ‘Okay, sure. Bring it over.’ 
And when he says he has a guitar that he 
wants to show me, more than likely it’s a 
vintage guitar and even more likely it’s a Les 

Paul Standard because this guy’s known 
for that type of guitar. So he came over with 
this other guy and they also brought over a 
vintage Marshall combo. My friend brought 
over the guitar case, opened it up, and 
immediately I knew what it was because 
I saw the pickup screws inverted. 

“I was like, ‘Hey, hey, hey, hey. Wait a 
second here. Wait a second. I don’t have 
$2 million for this guitar,’ and my friend 
said, ‘Oh, that’s all poppycock. I don’t 
know where that came from. That was the 
original price maybe 10 or 12 years ago but 
that’s since been adjusted’. I said, ‘Great,’ 
and I plugged it into the vintage Marshall 
amp, turned it up and played it. After about 
30 seconds, I thought to myself, ‘Wow, 
this is not your standard Les Paul…’ and 
I went to the middle position, because, 
you know, that’s the revered sound and I 
started ripping out and I thought to myself, 
‘Holy shit, this is a total contradiction.’ 

“It sounded like an incredible Les Paul in 
the bridge position and in the neck position, 
but when you put it in the middle position 
it kind of sounded like a Strat through a 
100-watt Marshall stack! And then I got 
it. I got it. I understood completely what 
Greeny was all about. And you know the 
history side, the fact that it’s been on all 
these albums and all this great music, but 
aside from all that, the bare fact of the 
matter is that it’s just an amazing sounding 
guitar. It just blew me away and everything 
just kind of made sense.” 

It’s been a while since Kirk Hammett bought Peter Green’s iconic 1959 Les 
Paul. As recording begins on a new Metallica album, upon which the guitar 
will be featured, Guitarist catches up with Kirk to see how ‘Greeny’ is faring

Words  David Mead  Photography  Jeff Yeager

Green Party
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emails from people I’d never even heard of 
or spoken to before about their experiences 
with Greeny. It’s just totally, completely 
amazing because this guitar has its own 
world, its own separate reality, completely 
separate to mine and I’ve never really 
owned a guitar that has its own personality. 
It’s completely independent of myself and 
I love that fact as well.” 

What’s the guitar like to play?
“It’s fairly light for a Les Paul. I definitely 
own heavier Les Pauls, but the amazing 
thing is that the neck is pretty thick. I can 
play a thin neck, I can play a thick neck, 
I can play a V-shaped neck… I can play just 
about any sort of neck you give me; it’s never 
been a problem for me. When you pick up 
Greeny and you start playing Oh Well or 
Albatross, it sounds like the recording. It’s 
amazing. You play Oh Well unplugged, just 

How did you celebrate your ownership 
of the guitar?
“The first thing I wanted to do was play 
it on stage that night and play Whiskey 
In The Jar, because the likelihood of that 
guitar having played Whiskey In The Jar 
was already pretty huge. So when I played 
it that first time on stage it felt like I was 
bringing it back home to where it needed to 
be and wanted to be. And you know, to be 
quite honest, since then I’ve heard of other 
guitars, of other Les Pauls, that sold for way 
more than what I bought Greeny for. And 
so, to a certain extent, I was at the right 
place at the right time, because the owner 
needed a quick infusion of cash and I was 
able to do that and secure the guitar and 
then we worked out all the other matters 
afterwards. But having said that, once the 
news got out that I’d actually bought the 
guitar I started getting all these different 

acoustically, and it sounds like Greeny. It’s 
the most amazing thing. And the resonance 
is pretty outrageous. It’s pretty loud 
acoustically, it has a lot of body to it and the 
tone rings through even without an amp. 
Once I got the guitar into my possession, 
I handed the guitar to John Marshall – he 
was my guitar tech forever and he actually 
played with Metallica for a short period of 
time – I said, ‘Play Oh Well,’ and he started 
playing it and he goes, ‘Ah wow! It sounds 
just like it!’ and I said, ‘Exactly! Isn’t that 
incredible?’ And so there you have it, man. 
It truly is breathtaking.” 

Were you a big fan of Peter Green’s  
guitar playing?
“Yes, for sure. I really love his playing 
on the John Mayall albums as well as 
those Fleetwood Mac albums. I really, really 
love the track The Supernatural. I love it 
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“This guitar has its own world, its 
own separate reality, completely 
separate to mine. I’ve never really 

owned a guitar that has  
its own personality ”

·

LEFT Kirk isn’t hiding 
Greeny away. Shortly 
after he purchased 
the guitar, “she was 
up on stage in front 
of 40 to 50,000”

BELOW The Les Paul 
has a “singular aura” 
around it, as well as 
an incredible tone

RIGHT Peter Green 
claimed to have never 
touched the wiring 
while the guitar was 
in his possession

because when he hits those notes it says 
it all. And from time to time, I’ll pick up 
Greeny and I’ll play Black Magic Woman 
or I’ll play Coming Home or something and 
it feels there, the feel is just so there. I just 
can’t believe it. Another thing that really is 
amazing for me is the guitar was also played 
on Thin Lizzy’s Black Rose, which is one of 
my favourite Thin Lizzy albums. 

“I just love Peter Green. I love his 
playing. If there wasn’t a Peter Green there 
might not have been a Carlos Santana. 
I see a direct correlation – there’s a direct 
influence there.” 

So, you intend to keep using the guitar and 
not hide it away in a private collection?
“Absolutely. I’m not a guy who’ll buy a 
guitar just to stare at it and covet it; that is 
the death of a vintage guitar. Guitars are 
built to be played. The more they’re played, 

the better they sound. The more they’re 
played, the more reactive they are. I bought 
Greeny and, literally, by the next show she 
was up on stage in front of 40 to 50,000 
people, being sweat on all over by me.

“I’m on my way to the studio right now. 
I texted my tech and said, ‘Have Greeny in 
tune, we’re using her today,’ and I’m going 
to try and use all of the three main sounds 
that are in her.”

Can you sum up what it’s like to own such 
a revered instrument?
“A really, really wacky thing is that 
whenever musicians come by and they 
know that I have Greeny, they always ask 
to have a picture taken with it. And it’s just 
kind of funny because it feels like how it 
might be if my wife was maybe a famous 
movie actress or something, with people 
constantly coming up to me saying, ‘Can 

you take a picture of me and your wife?’ I’m 
constantly stepping aside and manning a 
camera. That’s what it’s like owning Greeny. 
I have taken more pictures of people 
with that guitar than just about any other 
guitar I’ve ever owned. Greeny has its own 
fanbase, it’s amazing. And lots of people 
have played that guitar: Jimi Hendrix has 
played that guitar, Rory Gallagher, Jeff 
Beck, George Harrison… I mean, the list 
goes on and on and on. 

“The evening of the day I looked at it, 
I sent a message to Jimmy Page through a 
friend of mine saying, ‘Jimmy, what do you 
think of this guitar?’ And Jimmy’s reaction 
was, ‘I remember that guitar. You should 
absolutely buy it.’ So I guess I should throw 
that in for the record that I have Jimmy 
Page’s approval. When Jimmy says, ‘Yes, 
you should buy it, Kirk,’ then it doesn’t get 
much better than that!” 
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Model Behaviour
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Marshall’s much anticipated take on the digital modelling amp has finally 
arrived. But can it live up to the company’s considerable heritage?

Words  Nick Guppy  Photography  Joby Sessions
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Marshall Code25 Combo   
& Code50 Combo £169 & £299
ContaCt  Marshall Amplification  Phone  01908 375411  Web  www.marshallamps.com

What You Need To Know

What’s a modelling amplifier?
A modern type of guitar amp that 
uses a DSP (Digital Signal Processor) 
chip to generate a wide range of 
preamp sounds and effects, with the 
convenience of programmability and 
stored patches. A modelling amp 
is usually connected to a sonically 
transparent power amp and specially 
designed loudspeakers to coax the 
best sounds from the preamp.

And what about MST modelling?
It’s Marshall’s own method of 
duplicating its legendary valve 
amplifiers in the digital domain. 
It’s been developed jointly with 
Softube, who are the world leaders 
in software plug-ins for digital audio 
recording and music production, 
hence MST, which stands for Marshall 
Softube Technology.

And the Marshall Gateway?
This is a powerful app for mobile 
devices that connects to the Code 
amps using Bluetooth. It can be used 
to edit all the amp’s parameters in 
real-time, as well as stream audio 
and edit/store all the patches. It’s a 
brilliant piece of design – and actually 
easier to use than the Code amp’s 
own controls.

Marshall devotee at ease. The cabinets 
are a mix of particle board and MDF, with 
the electronics mounted on four PCBs. 
There’s one for the built-in power supply 
screwed to the inside of the cabinet, while 
the other three are for the controls, digital 
preamp and solid-state power stage, all 
connected to the underside of the control 
panel. Everything looks typically neat, with 
minimal wiring between the boards. 

On the Code50, we have familiar rotary 
controls for gain, bass, mid, treble and 
volume, which are all programmable, 
together with a non-programmable 
master volume and two more knobs to 
scroll through and edit presets. Sitting 
over the top of these knobs is a row of neat 
illuminated push-button switches, which 
access the Code’s preamp, power amp and 
speaker cabinet models, along with the 
built-in digital effects.

Marshall has collaborated with software 
plug-in supremos Softube to create the 
amp models. There are 14 MST preamp 
choices, four MST power amp models and 
eight MST speaker cabinets, which can be 

N eil Young released an album 
with Crazy Horse in 1979 called 
Rust Never Sleeps. The words in 

this title ring true with technology, and 
it’s just as relevant for guitar amps, as it 
is for television sets or mobile phones. In 
recent years, there’s been a jump in the 
quality of digitally modelled sounds, with 
several manufacturers incorporating a 
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) front end 
into a head or combo format. Most major 
manufacturers now have a product such 
as this in their catalogue. One exception, 
until recently, was Marshall. But that’s now 
changed with its latest debut, the all-new 
Code series, and here we place the spotlight 
on the Code25 and Code50. 

Both Code amps have a sleek, modern 
look about them that’s still unmistakably 
Marshall, with ‘none more black’ vinyl 
and grille cloth, topped by the famous 
white script logo. An anodised gold panel 
fitted with slightly squatter versions of 
Marshall’s standard gold-top control 
knob sits in a cutaway on the cabinet top 
panel. All familiar stuff, which puts any 

1

2

3

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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combined for an almost unlimited range 
of tones. There are no less than 24 digital 
effects, including overdrives, compressors, 
delays, reverbs and modulations, which 
can be used up to four at a time. As you’d 
expect, all the classic Marshall tones 
are represented, alongside some more 
USA-influenced sounds. The push-
button switches also operate secondary 
functions including the guitar tuner, tap 
tempo setting for the delay and the Code’s 
Bluetooth feature. There’s a mini USB 
socket for connection to your computer 

that’s used for firmware updates and 
duplex audio streaming. Other panel 
connections include a single input jack for 
guitar, a 3.5mm aux in for mp3 players, a 
headphones socket that also doubles as a 
line out, and a jack for the optional four-
button programmable foot controller.

The Code25 comes with a slightly 
rearranged control layout, with one knob 
doubling the preset and edit functions, 
together with a smaller LCD display. 
Otherwise, the controls and features are 
practically identical.

Perhaps the most interesting connection 
on both Code combos is the one you can’t 
see, which joins the Code to any mobile 
device running Marshall’s Gateway app, 
via Bluetooth. Gateway allows instant and 
precise editing of all amp parameters, as 
well as streaming audio from your mobile 
device to play along with.

sounds
The first contact any potential buyer will 
have with the Code amps will probably be 
using the factory presets, and the Code’s 
‘out of the box’ sounds are mostly very good, 
with several excellent and immediately 
usable emulations of classic Marshall 
tones. The all-important preset 00 ‘EL34 
Heaven’, which is the first one most new 
users will hear, is instant guitar warrior 
self-gratification, with tons of distortion, 
sustain, reverb and delay blended into a 
truly epic solo sound! Meanwhile, preset 
01 ‘Plexi Classic’ is a superb stripped-back 
emulation of a 1959 Super Lead plugged 
into a 1936 cabinet, enhanced with a touch 
of room reverb, which we instantly put to 
use on a recording project.

The preamp, power amp and cabinet 
models are equally rewarding to use, while 
the Code’s built-in effects generally live 
up to the same standard, with excellent 
studio-quality reverbs and delays. Some of 
the modulation effects could do with a little 

You can edit the amp’s 
parameters using the 
Gateway app, which 
connects seamlessly 
via Bluetooth

1
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more analogue warmth, but at the Code’s 
price-point we’re not going to complain.

The Gateway app works on Android 
and iOS platforms. We loaded it onto an 
iPhone running the latest iOS and hooked 
up to the Code50 using Bluetooth. Now, 
Apple isn’t known for being particularly 
Bluetooth-friendly, but after a couple of 
false starts the Code and Gateway were 
talking to each other like old friends. 
We’re highly impressed with the attention 
to detail that’s gone into the Gateway 
app’s design. The app controls all the 
amp functions seamlessly in real-time, 
increasing or decreasing parameters 
with a simple swipe action, or if needed 
a tap-and-hold brings up a key pad for 
precise value entry – handy when setting 
delay times. Calling up different amp, 
cabinet and effects models is intuitive 
and fast, aiding the creative process, as is 
the case with Gateway’s audio streaming 
capability, playing back music stored on 
your mobile device to jam along with. 
Being able to edit and store your favourite 
patches on your phone and share them with 
other Code users is a great touch as well. 
The Gateway app makes the Code amps 
significantly more flexible and powerful. 
And it’s easier to use than editing the amp 
directly off its control panel – once it’s 
hooked up, it works without any issue.

being able to edit, 
store and share your 
favourite patches  
on your phone  
is a great touch

2 3

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra



2. The Code50’s large 
backlit display is easy 
to read and has all the 
relevant info

3. Both amps are armed 
with a 3.5mm aux-in 
for mp3 players, while 
the headphone socket 
doubles as a line-out

4. The Code25’s display 
is smaller, although 
we think users of both 
amps will mostly use 
the Gateway app 4
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Video demo http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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The Code’s USB socket is there to hook 
up to a PC or DAW for recording and 
transmits audio in both directions, as well 
as allowing users to update firmware. The 
mp3 input will work with any player that 
uses a 3.5mm jack, while the headphones 
socket also doubles as a handy line out.

The real-world sounds of both combos 
are slightly different. The Code50 is bigger 
and louder, with more bass emphasis, as 
you might expect from the larger sealed 
cabinet and 12-inch loudspeaker. It’s 
certainly well up to handling most small-
to-medium sized gigs, while the Code25’s 
slightly more squashed frequency 
response and lower output makes it 
ideal for recording and home practice. A 
minor annoyance is that Marshall doesn’t 
provide a foot controller with the larger 
combo, although it does for the 100-watt 
head and 2x12 combo versions.

Verdict
Fans of the Marshall sound no longer need 
to look to the competition for the best 
Marshall amp models – Code has them all, 
along with several others that combine for 
a limitless choice of sounds. The amps are 
logically laid out, good looking and keenly 
priced, while the cherry on the top has to 
be the Gateway app, which is unequalled 
for ease of use and design. With a range 
that suits beginners as well as working 
players, if you want the Marshall legend on 
a budget, then there’s no real alternative.  

Marshall Code25 
Combo 

PRICE: £169
ORIGIN: Vietnam
TYPE: Digital preamp, solid-state 
power amp
OUTPUT: 25W RMS
VALVES: None
DIMENSIONS: 340 (w) x 350 (h) x 
215mm (d)
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 8/18
CABINET: Particle board/MDF
LOUDSPEAKER: 1x custom 
design 10”
CHANNELS: 1x programmable, with 
up to 100 patch presets
CONTROLS: Gain, bass, mid, treble, 
volume. Master volume, patch edit/
scroll. Pre FX, amp, mod, del, rev, 
power, cab, exit/store buttons
FOOTSWITCH: 4-Way 
Programmable (PEDL-91009, sold 
separately, £39)
ADDITIONAL FEATURES: Built-in 
tuner, Bluetooth connection for 
Gateway app, USB in/out, mp3 
player in, headphones/line out
OPTIONS: None
RANGE OPTIONS: Along with our 
reviewed Code50 1x12 combo, 
there’s the 100 2x12 combo (£349), 
the 100 head (£289) with a matching 
4x12 (£299)

Marshall Amplification
01908 375411
www.marshallamps.com

Marshall Code50 
Combo 

PRICE: £299
ORIGIN: Vietnam
TYPE: Digital preamp, solid-state 
power amp
OUTPUT: 50W RMS
VALVES: None
DIMENSIONS: 530 (w) x 440 (h) x 
280mm (d)
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 13/29
CABINET: Particle board/MDF
LOUDSPEAKER: 1x custom design 12”
CHANNELS: 1x programmable, with 
up to 100 patch presets
CONTROLS: Gain, bass, mid, treble, 
volume. Master volume, patch edit, 
patch scroll. Pre FX, amp, mod, del, 
rev, power, cab, exit/store buttons
FOOTSWITCH: 4-Way Programmable 
(PEDL-91009, sold separately, £39)
ADDITIONAL FEATURES: Built-in 
tuner, Bluetooth connection for 
Gateway app, USB in/out, mp3 player 
in, headphones/line out
OPTIONS: None
RANGE OPTIONS: See Code25

5. The push-button 
switches access the 
amp and cabinet 
models, as well as 
the digital effects. 
They have secondary 
functions, too, 
including the built-in 
tuner, tap tempo 
setting and the 
Bluetooth pairing 

6. Familiar knobs on 
both amps control 
all the common amp 
features. They are 
all programmable, 
except for the overall 
master volume

PROS The same very usable range 
of amp models and effects as the 25; 
plenty of power for gigs

CONS It’s a real pity that Marshall 
has chosen to leave the foot 
controller as an extra

PROS Generally excellent choice of 
amp and effects models; compact 
and very portable

CONS It’s ideal for home practice 
and recording, but not enough 
power for live use

8 9

6
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1  Line 6 Spider iV 75 £243

Now Yamaha-owned, Line 6 was one of the first to 
bring digital modelling amps to the mass market. 
The long-running Spider range is now in its fourth 
generation and the Spider 75 1x12 combo is one of 
the world’s best-selling amp products. The Spider 
features 16 amp models and 20 smart effects, with 
up to 14 seconds of onboard looping, and a lot more 
besides. You can find on-the-street pricing at under 
£200, so it’s no wonder the Spider is so popular. 
http://line6.com

4  Fender Super Champ X2 
£360

Fender blends a DSP with a 6V6 power stage in the 
Super Champ X2 for authentic vintage and modern 
tones. There are fewer amp and effects models, but 
the temptation of real valve power might turn out 
to be irresistible. Fender’s excellent FUSE software 
brings even more functionality to the X2, allowing 
customisable amp voicings, deep editing of effects 
parameters and online access to free Fender 
community content. Maybe not the cheapest out 
there, but one of the best there is. 
www.fender.com

2  Yamaha Thr10X £225

The original THR proved so successful that Yamaha 
expanded the range to include more specialised 
versions, such as the THR10X (for eXtreme), 
aimed at modern rock and metal players. With 
five different channels from three different amp 
models, the THRX is very flexible and it’s also 
stereo. If you need a compact and good looking 
amp at home to noodle on in the small hours, then 
the THRX, or another of its versions, could very well 
have your name on it. 
http://uk.yamaha.com

5  Vox VT40X £238

The next step up in the Valvetronix series, the VTX 
amplifiers combine cutting-edge digital technology 
with old-school valves for authentic tones. With 
11 amp models and 13 onboard effects, there’s no 
shortage of possibilities, especially when you load 
up Vox’s excellent Tone Room editing software. 
Another amp with sub-£200 pricing on the web and 
on the street, the VT40X is a big seller with very 
high-quality sounds, not to mention a cool take 
on the classic Vox looks. 
www.voxamps.com

3  BLackstar id:Core Beam 
£229

Blackstar’s new ID:Core BEAM is another modelling 
amp that uses Bluetooth to let you stream music to 
it, and it’s stereo, with a pair of three-inch speakers 
putting out 10 watts per side. It’s compact, good 
looking and competitively priced. With 12 different 
voices, including those designed for bass and 
acoustic instruments, this is a versatile bookshelf 
companion that’s ideal for home use and recording. 
www.blackstaramps.com
 
6  PeaVeY Vypyr 100 Vip 3 
£365

Peavey’s Vypyr uses VIP (Variable Instrument 
Performance) technology to provide guitar models, 
as well as amps, all from one front panel. The 
Vypyr uses a powerful 32-bit floating-point SHARC 
processor and Peavey’s patented TransTube 
analogue circuitry for some of the most diverse and 
best-sounding models. With 48 amp models and 
26 onboard effects, the combinations are endless, 
even more so with the Sanpera foot controller. 
There are some great deals out there, too. 
www.peavey.com

role models
Six of the best modelling amps on the market today
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mass [than the previous shapes]. It was 
Steve’s suggestion, like the neck shape.”

Whatever the subtle differences, the SSC 
is clearly Stevens’ and Knaggs’ take on that 
Gibson and, by design, is made more classic 
here with a standard Tone Pros bridge/
tailpiece setup rather than the ‘Influence’ 
bridge design, used on the Kenai and the 
SS1, which links the two parts. Though far 
from a copy or clone, there’s something 
timeless about this design. It’s certainly less 
modernistic than his previous employers’ 
Singlecut, evident in the more classic look 
of the three-a-side headstock, the almost 
pulled out Telecaster-like upper body, and 
the distinctive hook-tipped horn.

The body has a maximum depth of just 
over 56mm and is backed with a one-piece 
slab of mahogany, with just a light rib-cage 
chamfer. The very fine and understated 
pin-striped flame to the maple top is quite 
stunning, especially in this classic ’burst. 
There’s a slight flatness to the centre of 
the carve that holds the pickups and the 
hardware and then slopes away in classic 
violin-style to the thick cream plastic edge 
binding with its inner black/white/black 
purfling. The top-carve, of course, results 
in quite a raked back neck angle, which is 
steeper than you’d find from his previous 
employers. Likewise, the headstock seems 
pretty close – if not slightly more angled – 
than Gibson’s classic 17-degree pitch. The 
head’s length is reduced, approximately 
160mm long, some 15mm shorter than 
Gibson from behind the bone nut to the 
tip of the ebony-faced head, which even 
manages to make that ray gun inlay, Knaggs 

E ver since the Gibson Les Paul 
debuted in the early 50s, it has been 
used by guitar makers large and 

small as one of the reference points for 
the electric guitar. Many, of course, have 
just copied it lock, stock and tuner post. 
Others have used it as a recipe, added their 
own tweaks and flavours and created a 
not-exactly-new tasting dish but one that 
is subtly different to the original.

During his 20-something-year tenure 
at PRS Guitars, luthier Joe Knaggs had 
his hands very much in one of the most 
controversial ‘Les Paul-a-likes’ in recent 
times: the PRS Singlecut, which, on 
release in 2000, incensed Gibson enough 
to take serious legal action. He left PRS to 
set up his own venture in 2009, and with 
Knaggs Guitars unleashed a plethora of 
new designs, both electric and acoustic. 
Along the way, picked up a lot of fans and 
pro players, not least Steve Stevens whose 
two limited-edition signature guitars gave 
Knaggs some well-earned exposure. Now, 
we have the more mainstream non-limited 
SSC (aka the Steve Stevens Classic).

Based on Joe Knaggs’ original Kenai 
shape, the SSC is slightly different in 
outline. “The SS1 was different, too,” 
confirms Joe from his HQ in Greensboro, 
Maryland. “The SSC is actually the same 
shape as the SS2. The Kenai’s lower bout is 
wider; the SSC is a little more of a rounded 
guitar. A bit more like a snowman! It is 
thicker in depth, but the Kenai is actually 
carved on the back, a bit more tapered – the 
SSC is the same thickness as the base of the 
Kenai but flat. So, yes, the SSC has more 

1

After two sold-out limited runs, Knaggs turns its Steve Stevens model into 
a more classic single-cut to challenge its top-dollar counterparts

Knaggs SSC £2,999

What You Need To Know

Joe Knaggs is…?
That’s Joe Knaggs as in ex-PRS 
master luthier who left the Maryland-
based mega brand to set up his own-
name company back in 2009.

What’s the deal here, then?
Simple. The first two Steve Stevens 
models, the SS1 and SS2, were 
limited to just 100 pieces and quite 
‘signature’ in specification. The SSC 
– which stands for Steve Stevens 
Classic – is a non-limited open-ended 
model with a more classic single-cut-
like feature list.

Who’s it for?
Anyone who values top-class, small 
production instruments that chase 
that classic single-cut vintage Les 
Paul sound. And those who have the 
cash, of course!

Words Dave Burrluck  Photography Adam Gasson

2

3

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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logo and Stevens’ squiggle signature truss 
rod cover look quite classic. 

There’s a slightly pointed ‘bow’ to the 
heel and the full width of the neck fits into 
the body, resulting in quite a chunky heel 
compared with some modern takes on 
the style but it really suits. And ‘chunky’ 
certainly describes the neck itself – 
one-piece mahogany with a deep D profile 
that measures 22.6mm at the 1st fret and 
25.6mm at the 12th. It actually feels slightly 
asymmetric with a subtly steeper curve on 
the bass side and slightly more relaxed on 
the treble side. The wire is classic medium 
gauge (approximately 2.5mm wide by 
1.05mm high); even the offset pearl blocks 
look slightly yellowed on the medium 
brown ’board, unbound with nicely 
rounded edges. No Knaggs neck we’ve 
played has disappointed, and this model 
is no exception.

Pickups of choice are from Bare 
Knuckle, as founder Tim Mills explains: 
“Steve wanted PAF-voiced ’buckers for 
his signature series rather than his own 

signature ‘Rebel Yell’ pickups, because he 
wanted to make the guitar as versatile as 
possible and appeal to the widest range 
of players possible. He felt vintage output 
humbuckers would be the best choice for 
this, offering the best in dynamics and 
tone. They are modelled on our Mule 
humbucker, powered by Alnico IV, and 
again Steve felt fully potted was the most 
viable option making the guitar suitable for 
all gain ranges. The humbuckers are made 

2

31

The Rivals

All roads lead to Gibson: the inventors of the classic single-cut Les Paul. Gibson’s 
latest True Historic models – from approx. £4,995 – aim to nail the original 
recipe better than ever before and these are some of the finest LPs we’ve ever 
played outside of the real original late-50s models, which, ahem, cost an awful 
lot more! PRS’s Singlecut is the LP’s most mainstream challenger with the 
‘production’ Private Stock McCarty Singlecut topping the line at £7.5k, while 
the ‘lowly’ core USA SC 245, more akin to our reviewed Knaggs guitar, starts at 
£2,969. Nik Huber’s Orca is another exceptional modern single-cut and costs 
from approximately £4-5k upwards depending on specification

with 100 per cent vintage-correct parts 
that we make ourselves – Butyrate bobbins, 
nickel silver baseplate and covers, coils 
wound by hand with 42 AWG plain enamel 
and all fully hand-assembled.” 

sounds
While many guitars of this type seem 
to offer a pronounced midrange ring, 
seemingly devoid of cohesion with the body, 
a quick unplugged open chord here reveals 

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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1.  The SSC’s fingerboard 
is unbound (quite rare 
for a high-end single-
cut) and uses slightly 
yellow-hued pearl 
offset position blocks

2.  The control layout is 
classic Gibson with 
no tricks or coil-splits; 
it feels like home

3.  Although Bare 
Knuckle offers a 
signature Steve 
Stevens Rebel Yell 
set of ’buckers, the 
ones chosen for his 
signature guitar are 
more classic PAF in 
terms of output and 
character

4.  The neck joint is very 
similar to Knaggs’ 
previous employer, 
albeit with a more 
pointed heel: a 
common feature on 
the ‘Influence’ range

The neck might be 
big but the shaping 
is superb. Likewise, 
the effortless 
playability balances 
fight with fluidity

4

a beautiful acoustic ring that sustains for the 
proverbial days, and notes pick up with the 
slightest finger pressure. With any thought 
to process thrown to the wind, we plugged 
in and were totally absorbed. For hours. 

Now, any guitar at this price should be 
good, exceptional even, but there will 
be few players who don’t get this one. 
The neck profile certainly won’t suit 
everyone, but its girth and fatness ticks 
our box. It might be big but the shaping is 
superb. Likewise, the effortless playability 
balances fight with fluidity. Did we tune 
up? Well, yes, but the stability of the guitar 
is absolutely first class, so much so that we 
completely forgot to pass comment on the 
tuners. It’s a perfect weight for its style, too, 
substantial and beautifully balanced on the 
strap – it just disappears.

Kicking off in a classic rock Marshall 
sphere, there’s balls and power without 
sounding choked or glutinously thick. 
With volume and tone full up on the bridge 
pickup there’s no lack of highs, but they’re 
far from ear-wearing, and are sparkling 

and textured. Pull the volume back and 
the highs diminish a little (there are no 
treble bleed caps here); pull the tone back 
and we have a chewier, more muted voice 
that sounds bluesy and almost three-
dimensional with a solo boost. There’s a 
bite and liveliness from the pickups that 
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5.  Stevens wanted a more 
classic sound and setup 
to the Influence series, 
hence this Tone Pros 
combo here

6.  Even with Steven’s 
‘Raygun’ emblem, the 
ebony-faced Knaggs 
headstock remains 
very classic

5

6

leans into easy-to-control feedback. Pull the 
volume back but keep the tone up and there’s 
beautiful alt-rock jangle at the bridge, serious 
thunk and funk in mixed position, and an 
almost single coil-y neck voice that, with the 
volume whipped back up and the tone rolled 
off a little, is archetypal blues ballad solo with 
a sustain that seems effortless.

Compared with the price you’d pay for the 
real thing, or even a modern replica, with the 
quality of feel and sound we’re experiencing 
here, we’d suggest this guitar is under-priced.

Verdict
With a few single-cuts lined up as reference, 
including Gibson and PRS, it’s the mark 
of a great guitar when those top-dollar 
instruments are left unplayed, isn’t it? Vintage 
or personal value aside, we’d trade them in 
in a heartbeat to own this unpretentious 
Knaggs SSC. Forgetting the build, it’s all about 
the tremendous neck feel and quite simply 
the sound – unquestionably one of the most 
musical and vintage-like models we’ve had 
the pleasure to play. There’s nothing that 
rewrites the rulebook here: it’s just great, 
classic vintage-informed guitar-making for 
those collectors and players who are lucky 
enough to have the funds.  

Knaggs SSC

PRICE: £2,999 (inc case)
ORIGIN: USA
TYPE: Single-cut solidbody electric
BODY: Mahogany with carved 
maple top
NECK: Mahogany, SS Custom profile, 
glued-in
SCALE LENGTH: 628mm (24.75")
NUT/WIDTH: Bone/42.8mm
FINGERBOARD: East Indian 
rosewood, pearl edge block inlays, 
305mm (12") radius
FRETS: 22, medium
HARDWARE: Tone Pros tune-o-
matic-style bridge and stud tailpiece; 
Kluson tuners, all nickel-plated
STRING SPACING, BRIDGE: 51mm
ELECTRICS: 2x nickel-plated  
Bare Knuckle SSC humbuckers, 
3-way toggle pickup selector  
switch, individual pickup volume  
and tone controls
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 3.5/7.8
OPTIONS: Gold hardware adds £49
LEFT-HANDERS: No
FINISHES: Vintage ’Burst (as 
reviewed), Pink, California Sunset, 
Faded Onyx, Black, Vintage Pearl, 
Crème, Sunflower, Tobacco ’Burst, 
Indian Red, plus up-charge colours 
with nitrocellulose top-coat

Sound Affects Premier
01695 570023
www.soundaffectspremier.com

PROS Just one of those drop-dead 
gorgeous guitars that you’ll crave 
to own; 100 per cent tone machine

CONS It’s not cheap – live with it

9

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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T ime flies, eh? It’s just over six years since Knaggs 
Guitars shipped its first guitar on 17 March 2010. 
A year later, the startup company was building 

anything from 10 to 20 guitars per month, and now 
produces between 40 and 45 instruments each month. 
While that figure may seem small, Joe estimates his 
new venture has created around 2,000 guitars to date. 
That’s a lot of fret-jobs, we suggest. “Yes, a lot of fret-
jobs, a lot of everything. A lot of headaches, I can tell 
you! Fret-jobs are the easy bit,” he tells us. 

Knaggs’ entry into the high-end guitar market 
came with a number of new electric designs in both 
the Chesapeake and Influence ranges. There were 
acoustics and basses, too: a lot of instruments to get into 

production, not to mention getting the Knaggs Guitars 
company itself up, running and on the map.

“We haven’t shipped any basses since 2010. We’ve 
only built two – although I do plan to start working on 
those pretty soon,” says Joe. “We’ve shipped about 30 
acoustics, though. But our core remains the electric 
lines. Our most popular model is the Severn, followed 
by the Kenai. Third would be the Choptank, then the 
Keya and Chenas are pretty much even behind that.” 

Our reviewed SSC, as we’ve mentioned, is a new 
open-ended model in the Knaggs range following on 
from the first two limited Steve Stevens guitars. Joe 
explains: “Basically, what we did was to take what we’d 
developed with Steve on those first two models and 

Creating A Classic
Now six years into building his own-brand guitars, Joe Knaggs join us 
to discuss how exactly you make a “chunk monster”…

1. Steve Stevens with 
his second generation 
signature guitar – 
a close cousin to our 
reviewed standard 
SSC model

2. Various Knaggs 
guitars in the finish 
process at their 
Greensboro HQ. 
Knaggs uses a thin 
polyester basecoat 
with a nitrocellulose 
top coat

3. Like most modern 
guitar makers, Knaggs 
uses a CNC router to 
fabricate bodies and 
necks. Wood choice 
is primarily classic: 
mahogany backs and 
necks with maple tops 
 
 
 

1
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made our own ‘chunk monster’. It is a different model, 
but it absolutely covers a specific genre. The Kenai aims 
towards that but has more of its own thing. You see, the 
other two SS models were full of bling – pink binding 
and all of that. What we wanted to do, and in talking to 
Steve, we said let’s just do a more classic model. That’s 
where it came from.”

If the specification is more classic, then, fundamental 
parts of the guitar, such as the body construction and 
that neck, remain the same. Knaggs’ standard ’59 profile 
is a pretty large handful, but the SS profile is bigger still. 
“Yes, absolutely, as per Steve’s request,” he confirms. 
“When I measured his Goldtop Les Paul [a 70s-era 
model that was built by the custom shop, Joe believes], 
it was huge. I was blown away. It was pretty big and 
Steve’s a pretty small guy! It was, like, 0.925 inches 
[23.5mm] at the 1st fret and over one inch [25.4mm] by 
the 12th. So, we went for something a little less deep and 
added more tapered shoulders, less rounded. I made it 
a little more like the [’59] Kenai neck. But a big neck like 
Steve’s original absolutely creates a certain sound and 
that’s what he was after. He wanted to be able to pull 
back on the neck and it not really move.

“The smaller-gauge wire and unbound fingerboard 
are all part of the ‘Classic’ concept, too, I guess,” Joe 
continues, “and, to be honest, to make it a little more 
production-friendly. As far as the medium-gauge 
fretwire goes, we’d put jumbo wire in the SS1s and 
I’ve always found that the higher the fret wire, the less 
‘woody’ the guitar sounds: the further away the strings 
are from the fretboard, the more high-end you get from 
the guitar. Steve agreed and that’s why we went to a 
medium wire, closer to the wood, less high-end.

“Also, Steve wanted a classic bridge setup on this 
guitar,” Joe adds. “Our ‘Influence’ bridge on the Kenai, 
for example, absolutely adds more sustain and more 
upper harmonics, but Steve was used to a chunkier, 
more classic sound.”

One thing that remains here in this new model are 
the Bare Knuckle pickups, made specially for Stevens’ 
Knaggs guitars. “They just sound wonderful. They’re 
some of the best I’ve ever heard,” says Joe of the 
UK-made pickups. “There’s a certain sound out of 
these that I really think are great. I call them ‘watery’ 
sounding, almost ‘wet’. They absolutely sound full 
but clear. They’re great pickups.”  

2

3

5 6

4

4. We’ve never played a 
Knaggs with anything 
other than a great 
neck. All final shaping 
and sanding is, of 
course, done by hand

5. Like most small-
production makers, 
Knaggs occasionally 
offers highly unusual 
versions of its 
standard models. 
This image shows 
work in progress on a 
Choptank and pair of 
Severns with splated 
maple tops inlaid with 
blue Lapis stone 

6. Looking down the 
back of the neck in 
the setup room, you 
can see the gold 
handwritten model 
number on the back 
of the headstock
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Will that dream guitar really enhance your playing life, or is it possible to find a 
‘real‑world’ alternative? We investigate with the modern OM electro‑cutaway…

Words  Dave Burrluck  Photography  Adam Gasson
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Martin OMC-18E, Seagull PErfOrMEr 
CW CH Burnt uMBEr Q1t & Faith VEnus 
BlOOd MOOn £2,549, £729 & £849

What You need to Know

This doesn’t seem like a level 
playing field…
We all do it, though, don’t we? Play 
a guitar, decide it’s brilliant but can’t 
afford it. Martin’s new-for-2016 Martin 
OMC-18E is a near-perfect all-round 
cutaway-electro. The trouble is our 
budget doesn’t stretch that far. Do we 
save up… or find something cheaper?

What’s the criteria?
The OMC-18E is the modern version of 
Martin’s classic 14-fret 000 cutaway, 
a ‘small’ body electro that should tick 
all the boxes as a fingerstyle guitar or 
strummer and a recording and live 
performance tool. It also has a new 
and exclusive-to-Martin Fishman-
designed pickup system.

Who are the challengers?
We have one ‘Far Eastern’ 
(Indonesian-made, to be precise) 
new-for-2016 Faith Venus and another 
brand-new Canadian-made Seagull 
Concert Hall – both classed as 
cutaway-electro OM/Auditoriums. 
The Faith is all solid; the Seagull mixes 
a solid top with laminate back and 
sides. Game on…

guitar and a bridge plate transducer. The 
‘Enhance’ part, Martin tells us, is “specially 
designed to capture the longitudinal energy 
(dynamic and percussive attack) of the 
guitar top while being highly resistant to 
the transverse energy that manifests itself 
in string squeak, body handling noise, and 
parasitic feedback”.

Both our Faith and Seagull guitars, as you 
might expect, go for more generic systems: 
an under-saddle transducer and side-
mounted preamp with tuner, plus volume, 
treble and bass rotaries. The Shadow-made 
Faith preamp also adds a phase switch, 
primarily to reject feedback.

All three systems have easy-to-access 
battery compartments. The Martin has 
a separate base-strap button and output 
jack with its nine-volt block battery under 
a flip-off cover, the Seagull has a separate 
battery compartment on the base, while the 
Faith uses two large disc batteries accessed 
on the face of the preamp.

acoustic Considerations
Once the exclusive domain of the high-end 
guitar, all-solid wood construction – as in 
top, back and sides – can easily be found at 
price points in the mid-hundreds, albeit on 
Chinese or other Far Eastern-made guitars. 
Faith has built its empire on all-solid wood 
builds and has done a considerable amount 
to offer less-used woods, such as our review 
model, which features ‘Javanese’ figured 
trembesi – a sort of koa/mahogany-alike 
hardwood, we’re told. Martin’s more 
lofty Standard Series, of course, sticks 
with tradition with an all-solid spruce/
mahogany build with little decoration – 

F inding your fit when it comes to 
an acoustic can be quite a journey, 
especially if you’re after one guitar 

that can, basically, do everything: that is, 
be your at-home practice and songwriting 
partner, your stage buddy and one that’ll 
record easily, with either a microphone 
or direct into your DAW. As we’re always 
reporting, there’s hardly a lack of choice in 
terms of style or price, but with the above 
in mind all roads lead us to the modern 
OM/000 cutaway-electro. It’s compact 
but not petite like a parlour or folk/00, and 
although there are many players who don’t 
like the aesthetic of a cutaway, there’s little 
doubt that even a 14-fret non-cut is limiting 
for higher-position playing, not least when 
you’re using a capo.

With our criteria firmly in mind, our 
guitar’s electro performance is as important 
as its acoustic voice. Martin might be 
seen as an old-fashioned brand held 
back by its own considerable heritage, 
but the reality is different, proved with a 
bewildering number of electro packages 
offered in recent years that might leave 
even the most tech-y acoustic player a little 
overwhelmed, with accompanying systems 
such the Fishman F1 Aura and its deep 
editing facilities. This year’s makeover of 
its Standard Series, however, changes the 
game a little with an exclusive-to-Martin 
Fishman Aura VT Enhance electronic 
system, which does all the tricky stuff 
for us, leaving just three discreet and 
simple-to-use soundhole-placed rotary 
controls. The system combines both a 
standard under-saddle pickup that voices 
a single Aura acoustic ‘sound image’ of the 
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Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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1. Martin’s electro system 
uses soundhole-placed 
volume and tone 
controls; the Enhance 
control is on the treble 
side of the soundhole

2. The Faith preamp is 
conventionally side-
mounted with rotary 
controls for volume, 
treble and bass plus 
a phase switch

3. Seagull’s Quantum 1 
preamp is again side-
mounted with volume, 
treble and bass rotaries 
and onboard tuner but 
no phase switch

 such classic iconography doesn’t need 
it. Seagull guitars – part of Godin’s huge 
and seemingly more influential empire of 
brands – are made in Canada, so to compete, 
as they do with Far Eastern brands, requires 
not only a highly efficient production, 
but some unusual indigenous woods. Our 
Performer, however, is more conventional 
with laminated flamed maple back and 
sides married to a solid spruce top (with 
Adirondack spruce bracing).

And while Martin goes for a lightly toned 
top colour and red-enhanced back and 
sides, the Seagull’s new Burnt Umber Burst 
and Faith’s new and similarly hued Blood 
Moon Burst hardly look cheap. Both our 
lowly brands do appear to have a slightly 
thicker finish, but the quality on all three is 
hugely impressive.

In terms of size, all three closely ape 
Martin’s original blueprint, although the 
Faith differs with a much deeper body and 
rounder lower bouts. The Seagull sticks 
closer to Martin in depth but with a tighter 
waist and up-turned cutaway.

necks Question
It’s little surprise to see a one-piece neck 
on the Martin – it looks like mahogany, 
though is referred to as ‘select hardwood’. 
Both the Faith and Seagull use a classical-
style three-piece neck with a separate heel 
block and headpiece, the Seagull’s joined 
at the base of the head, the Faith’s under 
the 1st and 2nd frets. Both our Martin and 
Faith share the same 645mm (25.4-inch) 
scale; our Seagull goes for the slightly 
longer Fender-standard 648mm (25.5 
inches). All quote the same fingerboard 
radius, while nut widths vary: the Seagull 
being the widest (45.9mm), next the 
Martin (44.9mm), and the narrowest is 
the Faith (43.5mm). String spacing at the 
nut is broadest on the Martin (39mm) and 
narrowest on the Faith (37.5mm), with the 
Seagull just a shade under the Martin (at 
38.5mm). All three use compensated Tusq 

the seagull sticks 
closer to Martin in 
depth but with a 
tighter waist and 
up-turned cutaway
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saddles. The same material is used for the 
nuts on our lower priced samples, while 
bone is used by Martin.

To continue Martin’s classic build, we 
get a dark ebony fingerboard and bridge. 
Faith uses Macassan ebony, deep brown in 
colour with noticeable streaks, while the 
Seagull goes for rosewood. We have classic 
abalone dots with differing diameters on 
the Martin’s ’board. The Seagull’s position 
markers are one-size pearloid, while the 
more modern-style Faith just gives us a 
stylised ‘F’ inlaid at the 12th fret. All three 
have small dot side markers.

While the Seagull’s fret tangs are easily 
visible in classic old-school fashion, Faith – 
like so many Far Eastern brands – actually 
binds its fingerboard edges with a matching 
material over which the notched-tang 
frets sit. We’re less sure of the Martin: you 
can’t see the tangs from the side, but the 
frets stop just before the edge suggesting 
a thin ebony veneer is added. It’s a very 
tidy job on all, although the fret gauge is 
different. Martin’s classic thin-but-tall 
wire is echoed by Seagull’s choice, albeit 
slightly lower in height and the least well 
polished, resulting in a slightly scratchy 
feel to bends, while Faith goes for a very 
different choice – almost jumbo width 
with similar height to Martin. With a string 
height at the 12th fret (high E/low E) of 
2mm/2.5mm, the Faith has the most airy 
action. The Seagull is slightly lower on the 
bass side at 2mm/2mm, while the Martin’s 
Plek-assisted setup drops the string height 
to approximately 1.5mm on the treble side 
and 1.8mm on the bass.

Sounds
Irrespective of any effect on the sound, 
body depth makes a considerable impact to 
both the seated and strapped-on impression 
of size. The Seagull shares Martin’s trim 
depth, although it doesn’t match the much 
more expensive guitar’s beautiful light 
weight. The Faith is the heaviest guitar on 

test, and the deepest, which really does give 
the impression of a bigger-sized guitar from 
the player’s perspective. That impression 
is enhanced by the neck shape. Again, the 
Faith has the biggest neck here; the Martin 
has less taper and a less deep neck as you 
move up, while the Seagull goes for an 
in-between size, quite tapered, resulting in 
a good handful in higher positions.

So, along with these quite profound 
differences in feel, the sounds we hear 
are equally different proving that size 
classification alone – like a magnet pickup’s 
DC ohm reading – is only one part of a much 
more complex picture. While any guitar 
and its sound is a personal preference, we’d 
wager that most players would engage with 
our Martin. There’s a beautiful sparkle 
here that isn’t hugely projecting but nicely 
intimate with a lovely balance, perhaps 
lacking a touch of low bass played with your 
thumb pad in standard tuning. Dropping 
down to open D or DADGAD, it really opens 
out and we soon forget we’re supposed to be 
testing three guitars.

The Faith’s meatier playability, not to 
mention its hardwood top, sounds a little 

5

4. Our Seagull uses 
laminate flame maple 
back and sides under 
a nicely applied Burnt 
Umber ’burst. It also 
has the chunkiest heel

5. Martin’s upper-priced 
guitar, of course, uses 
all-solid wood: spruce 
top with mahogany 
back and sides

6. Faith’s Blood Moon, 
again, is all-solid from 
‘AAA’ Indonesian 
trembesi with a similar 
dark ’burst finish

4
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Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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beautiful thing, wonderfully understated 
and classic in appearance but with an 
unobtrusive electronics system that 
works with the combination of the Aura 
sound image and the Enhance bridge 
plate transducer to produce a guitar that is 
versatile and sounds good.

But, for most of us, money is a huge 
consideration, and while our Faith and 
Seagull guitars don’t quite match the 
acoustic voice or the quite-so-accurate 
plugged-in sounds, are they really £1,800 
worse? No way. Their more robust build 
might help in louder gig settings, not to 
mention that both have onboard tuners 
and more onboard EQ and in the case of 
the Faith, more feedback-busting options 
should you find yourself plugged directly 
into a PA at your open-mic sessions.

What you choose to, or are able to, spend 
on an instrument is personal. If you’ve 
hankered after that classic heritage guitar 
and have the funds, our advice is go for it 
and enjoy a guitar for life. But no-one on a 
tighter budget should feel hard done by. As 
Faith and Seagull prove, there are plenty 
of quality options for the ‘real-world’ 
musician that won’t break the bank.  

7

low bass to achieve a pretty good version 
of what we heard acoustically, while a 
little lower-mid attenuation cleans up the 
slightly cloudy low end. There’s a fair bit 
of ambience in the sound, and a wider top 
sensitivity (without the high-end of the 
Martin’s Enhance system) and a hint of 
piezo-ness, especially on higher fret single-
note runs. It’s a more than workable sound.

The Seagull’s system is slightly hotter 
in output (which is not a problem) and, 
again, has a little too much low bass, but 
that is easily trimmed, as with the Faith. 
It shares a similar tonality with the Faith, 
too – though not quite as big and boisterous 
perhaps. It’s a shame we don’t have centre-
notches on the two EQs here (always a good 
starting point), and while the treble deals 
with the new-string zingy area, the bass 
sounds quite broad and a little vicious full 
up. Still, it’s a very credible, usable system, 
with a little air or ambience to the sound 
and certainly enough top response to pick 
up regular right-hand rhythm slaps.

Verdict
If money were no object, yes, we’d walk 
away with the Martin OMC-18E. It’s a 

less wide in its frequency response. There’s 
also a very subtle compression here as you 
strum hard with a pick, but that’s a positive: 
big open chords sound exactly that, a bigger 
voice. There’s plenty of air at the bridge 
to make more delicate fingerpicking easy, 
too, although your thumb has to work 
quite hard to get those low strings driving. 
Our Seagull sits midway in some respects. 
It has some of the Faith’s tightness in its 
lower registers and some of the Martin’s 
sweetness but with a little more midrange 
power, less balanced-sounding, if you like.

Plugged in, the Martin’s system captures 
a very accurate representation via its Aura 
image (once you work out which controls 
do what, that is, and realise the volume and 
very subtle tone work in reverse on the bass-
side of the soundhole). It’s quite a dry sound 
with little top excitement, and that’s where 
the Enhance comes in – not only amplifying 
the broader top surface, but almost adding 
some ‘room’, which at full chat might be a 
bit excessive. The tone control is subtle but 
pulls back those sparkling new-string highs.

The Faith doesn’t disgrace itself at all, 
and keeping the EQs flat on our Fishman 
Platinum Pro EQ, we just need to trim some 

8 9
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Faith VEnus 
BlOOd MOOn
PRICE: £849 (inc case)
ORIGIN: Indonesia
TYPE: OM/Auditorium 
cutaway-electro
TOP, BACK/SIDES: Solid ‘AAA’ 
Indonesian Trembesi
MAX RIM DEPTH: 113.5mm tapering 
to 96.8mm
MAX BODY WIDTH: 381mm
NECK: Mahogany
SCALE LENGTH: 645mm (25.4”)
TUNERS: Gold-plated Grover 
Rotomatic with ebony buttons
NUT/WIDTH: Graph Tech Tusq/ 
43.5mm
FINGERBOARD: Macassan figured 
ebony, m-o-p ‘F’ at 12th fret, 
406mm (16”) radius
FRETS: 20, medium
BRIDGE/SPACING: Macassan figured 
ebony/55.5mm
ELECTRICS: Shadow Nanoflex under-
saddle pickup w/ Shadow Performer 
Tuner preamp: onboard tuner, volume, 
bass and treble rotaries, phase switch
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 2.33/5.1
OPTIONS: No
RANGE OPTIONS: The Venus is 
available in various levels: spruce/
mahogany satin-finish Naked (£459), 
all-mahogany Naked (£529), to the 
Signature (£1,899) with Engelmann 
spruce/Macassan ebony construction
LEFT-HANDERS: Various left-hand 
Venus models include the FVHGL 
Englemann spruce/rosewood at £829
FINISH: Gloss Blood Moon Burst with 
satin neck (as reviewed)

Barnes & Mullins
01691 652449
www.faithguitars.com

PROS Tidy and all-solid wood build; 
added depth; great acoustic and 
electro performance

CONS Added depth feels bigger than 
classic OM; not everyone will like the 
meaty neck and big frets

8

Martin OMC-18E
PRICE: £2,549 (inc case)
ORIGIN: USA
TYPE: 14-fret 000-size cutaway-
electro-acoustic
TOP: Solid Sitka spruce
BACK/SIDES: Solid mahogany
MAX RIM DEPTH: 105mm
MAX BODY WIDTH: 381mm
NECK: Select hardwood, Modified 
Low Oval profile w/ High 
performance taper
SCALE LENGTH: 645mm (25.4”)
TUNERS: Nickel-plated, open-
geared Grover w/ ‘butterbean’ knobs
NUT/WIDTH: Bone/44.9mm
FINGERBOARD: Ebony, Old Style 18 
abalone inlays, 406mm (16”) radius
FRETS: 20, medium
BRIDGE/SPACING: Ebony w/ 
compensated Tusq saddle/55mm
ELECTRICS: Fishman Aura VT 
Enhance w/ soundhole placed 
volume, tone and Enhance controls
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 1.89/4.16
OPTIONS: None
RANGE OPTIONS: The OMC-28E 
(£2,699) and OMC-35E (£2,799) 
also include the Aura VT Enhance
LEFT-HANDERS: Yes, no surcharge
FINISH: All gloss with toned top and 
dark mahogany b/sides and satin 
neck (as reviewed)

Westside Distribution
0141 248 4812
www.martinguitar.com

Seagull 
PErfOrMEr CW CH 
Burnt uMBEr Q1t
PRICE: £729 (inc gigbag)
ORIGIN: Canada
TYPE: Cutaway electro ‘Concert 
Hall’ OM 
TOP: Solid spruce
BACK/SIDES: Laminate wild cherry
MAX RIM DEPTH: 104mm tapering 
to 87mm
MAX BODY WIDTH: 377mm 
NECK: Silver leaf maple
SCALE LENGTH: 648mm (25.5”)
TUNERS: Enclosed, Godin logo’d, 
nickel plated
NUT/WIDTH: Graph Tech Tusq/ 
45.9mm
FINGERBOARD: Indian rosewood, dot 
inlays, 406mm (16”) radius
FRETS: 21, medium
BRIDGE/SPACING: Indian rosewood 
with compensated Tusq saddle/54mm
ELECTRICS: EPM under-saddle 
pickup w/ Quantum 1T preamp w/ 
volume, treble, bass controls, tuner
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 2.23/4.9
OPTIONS: Seagull’s sibling brand, 
Simon & Patrick, offers the cedar 
gloss-topped Concert Hall electro 
cutaway with A3T preamp and gigbag 
at the same price
RANGE OPTIONS: S6 Cedar Concert 
Hall (£429), Maritime Concert Hall 
SWS SG (£599) and Artist Studio 
Concert Hall Sunburst HG with LR 
Baggs Element and Tric case (£1,199)
LEFT-HANDERS: No
FINISH: Burnt Umber gloss body and 
headstock, satin neck (as reviewed)

440 Distribution
01132 589599
www.seagullguitars.com

PROS Crisp build; neck; acoustic 
and plugged-in sounds

CONS The preamp’s EQ controls 
could do with centre ‘flat’ notches 
and clearer position indicators; the 
frets need a final polish

PROS The definition of all-rounder 
– great build, beautiful acoustic 
voice and super electronics system

CONS Careful setting of the 
Enhance function is key; it’s a lot 
of money!

8 8

7. There are plenty of 
modern features 
on our Martin: here, 
the compensated 
Tusq saddle ensures 
pretty accurate upper 
position intonation 
– important on a 
cutaway guitar

8. Like Martin, the 
Faith’s bridge is ebony, 
Macassan in origin, 
with a compensated 
Tusq saddle

9. Seagull, too, goes for 
a compensated Tusq 
saddle, this time on 
a rosewood bridge. 
Under these saddles 
are piezo transducers: 
Martin goes for 
Fishman, Faith uses 
Shadow, while Seagull 
uses a Canadian 
company, EPM
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All-Round Electros

FEndER Paramount Pm-3 
Standard £519

The new Chinese-made Paramounts upped 
Fender’s acoustic game when released in 2015, 
and the PM-3 is a great-value cutaway ‘triple O’ in 
Fender-speak with all-solid Sitka spruce/mahogany 
construction and Fender/Fishman PM electronic 
system with side-mounted volume, bass and treble 
controls, plus onboard tuner and phase switch. 
www.fender.com

Guild WeSterly ColleCtion 
om-140Ce £765

Previously known as the G.A.D range, the revamped 
Westerly Collection, again made in China, offers 
exceptional value. The OM-140CE is all-solid with 
spruce top and African mahogany back and sides, 
and is powered by a Fishman under-saddle piezo 
with soundhole-placed volume and tone. There’s 
also the OM-150CE in natural only at £905. 
www.guildguitars.com

YAmAhA aC3r £796

Yamaha is currently celebrating 50 years of its 
most famous FG acoustic. The A Series, however, 
offers two body shapes and the smaller cutaway 
AC fits our criteria. The AC3R has all-solid spruce/
rosewood construction with Yamaha’s System 63 
SRT (Studio Response Technology) pickup system, 
which offers three mic models that can be blended 
with the piezo under-saddle pickup. 
http://uk.yamaha.com

OMs, Auditoriums or simply small-body electro-
cutaways… There are plenty of affordable, quality 
choices out there that won’t break the bank
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TAkAminE P3mC £889

Takamine’s Japanese-made guitars have been used 
on pro stages for decades. The company retains a 
broad range with often-confusing model names, 
though the Pro Series seeks to relieve that. This 
3 Series cutaway has a solid cedar top with solid 
sapele back and laminated sapele sides, and CT4B 
II preamp system with three-band EQ, volume and 
tuner. A very working vibe with satin finish.  
www.takemine.com

TAYloR 312Ce £1,508

The 300 Series is the start of Taylor’s USA-made 
range, and although the Grand Concert (GC) is its 
smallest full-scale shape, it’s darn close to Martin’s 
OM/000. At this level, we get spruce/sapele all-
solid construction with glossed top and satin back 
and sides, plus, of course, Taylor’s latest ES2 pickup 
system with onboard volume, treble and bass EQ, 
and internal phase switch. Case included. 
www.taylorguitars.com

lARRivéE lV-03e £1,549

Often overlooked, Larrivée’s now all-Californian-
made guitars are competition for the best. 
Its 12- and 14-fret OM models are superb, but 
cutaway versions are hard to find, so this original 
LV-cutaway shape is certainly one to try. All-satin 
finished with all-solid spruce/sapele construction 
and Shadow Nanoflex electronics, plus hard case 
– it’s a lot of guitar for the money.
www.larrivee.com
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The G7th Performance 2 capo is both small and light, all without 
compromising the tone of your guitar. It has a lightning fast 
squeeze-on/squeeze-off action, which means it can be moved 
seamlessly from fret to fret – or guitar to guitar. The Performance 2 
sets a completely new standard in style and performance
www.g7th.com

Plus get a G7th 
Performance 2 Capo  
worth £32.95





From a stunning overdrive that blends mainstream and boutique, 
to an ultra-adaptable wah from the theatre of John Petrucci’s dreams, 

this month’s smorgas-’board of tone is a winner
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Y ou hardly know what you’re getting 
into when you step on a pedal today. 
Take John Petrucci’s new wah, for 

example (see p128). Under the bonnet it’s got 
the adaptability of a rackmount unit, which 
means you can dial in your preferred wah 
tone and responsiveness to a nicety, although 
sadly Petrucci’s chops aren’t included in the 
price. Likewise, this month we examine the 
curious case of Source Audio’s ingenious 
One Series pedals (p133), which offer great 
sounds straight out of the box but can also be 
heavily reprogrammed via an accompanying 
app to unlock hundreds more sounds. Feels 

like the pedal world is becoming more and 
more polarised between housing a universe 
of sounds in one box or simply focusing, in 
the case of boutique makers, on the ultimate 
iteration of a classic effect, such as overdrive. 

One approach that differs is DOD’s 
collaboration with indie maker Shoe Pedals, 
which has yielded a truly superb new drive 
in the Looking Glass, which doesn’t, for once, 
have too many obvious precedents. Check it 
out on p130 along with the more aggressive 
Mosfet-circuit Gunslinger, which takes aim 
at heavier distortion territory. Boom, boom – 
out go the lights, as Pat Travers put it… 
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T he Cry Baby has been around for 50 years now 
and is still going strong with loads of variations 
of the iconic wah pedal currently available, 

several of them being artist signature models. Besides 
the classic Clyde McCoy model (named after a trumpet 
player!), the signature range has named models from 
guitarists Jerry Cantrell, Joe Bonamassa, Buddy Guy, 
Dimebag Darrell, Eddie Van Halen, Kirk Hammett, 
Zakk Wylde, Slash and Jimi Hendrix.

Now, one might wonder why there are so many? Well, 
yes, the graphic artwork and finishes are all different, 
but a wah pedal is a wah pedal, is it not? Well, as far 
as the signature range is concerned, each player has 
specified how they want their wah to sound. So, what 
we get – besides different components and facilities 

in some models – are finely tuned differences in EQ, 
bandwidth (Q) and volume when active, giving each 
iteration a distinctive voice. The new addition to the 
range has that, too: the JP95 John Petrucci Cry Baby 
comes with the Dream Theater guitarist’s preferred 
voicing, but it’s not just for Petrucci admirers; it may 
be the most versatile Cry Baby floor-pedal yet, as it 
features eight internal trim pots to set up its sound to 
your own preferences.

For years, John Petrucci has used the Jim Dunlop 
Custom Cry Baby Rack, a system comprising a pedal 
connected to a rackmount unit with knobs to adjust 
a host of parameters. This new signature wah’s 
intent is to put the finely tweaked sound that John 
achieved with that unit into a single pedal. However, 

Jim Dunlop John Petrucci 
signature cry BaBy JP95 £189

ABOVE The pedal has 
a satisfying amount of 
travel and resistance

RIGHT A dark chrome 
mirrored finish gives 
the Cry Baby a sleek 
look with only subtle 
references to its 
signature originator

The prog-metal titan brings you the versatility of a Cry Baby Rack Module 
in pedal format, freeing you to find your own voicings from your ’board

Words  Trevor Curwen  Photography  Adam Gasson
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jim dunlop

while the pedal comes factory-set with that sound, it 
offers the rack wah’s facilities in miniature, so if you 
want to tweak it yourself you just need to take off the 
baseplate, grab a mini screwdriver and make some 
adjustments to the trim pots. One trim pot adds extra 
volume, another adjusts the Q for the sharpness of the 
wah sweep, and the remaining six offer EQ adjustments 
over a range running from 100Hz to 3.2kHz, nicely 
covering all the relevant frequencies for a guitar and 
amp combination.

It’s actually a fine-looking pedal in its dark chrome 
mirrored finish, the only indications that it’s a signature 
pedal being a subtle blink-and-you’ll-miss-it Petrucci 
graphic beneath the Cry Baby logo and a ‘JP’ shield 
design on the rubber treadle pad. Switching the effect 
on is the usual matter of pressing down on the ‘toe’ of 
the pedal, a pair of blue LEDs (one each side) letting 
you know it’s active. The pedal exhibits just the right 
amount of treadle travel and resistance, with a smooth 
transition from heel to toe.

Sounds
The Petrucci settings right out of the box are throaty 
and aggressive with boosts on the pots covering the 
vocal frequencies of 800Hz and 1.6kHz and reflecting 
his own wah. With a dirt box in front of it, Petrucci’s 
wah becomes more of a tone-shaping tool – an 
expressive filter to change the character of notes to get 
them to sing out or bloom into sustain, something that 

Tech Spec

ORIGIN: USA
TYPE: Wah pedal
FEATURES: True 
hardwire bypass
CONTROLS: Bypass 
footswitch, 8x internal 
trim pots (Volume, Q, 
100Hz, 200Hz, 400Hz, 
800Hz, 1.6kHz, 3.2kHz)
CONNECTIONS: 
Standard input, 
standard output
POWER: 9V battery  
or 9V DC adaptor  
(not supplied)

Westside Distribution
0844 326 2000
www.jimdunlop.com

it does really well. Still, that’s not to say that it doesn’t 
suit the wah-wah solo style or wacka-wacka rhythms 
if that’s what you’re after, although you may need to 
look at adjusting the six tonal frequencies for optimum 
impact. The fact is there’s loads of control here to voice 
the pedal exactly to your taste, whether you want the 
midrange emphasised or scooped, a screechy or smooth 
top end, or to roll off some of the bottom for a tighter 
sound with humbuckers.

Verdict
It’s thanks to JP that this pedal was developed, 
and while it has got his name on it, that’s perhaps 
not where the main focus should be drawn to. 
What we have here is the versatility of the Cry Baby 
Rack condensed into just a single pedal. Of course, 
there isn’t the instant tweakability of being able to 
grab the knobs on the rack and set up a new sound on 
the fly, but how many of us need that? JP himself said 
that once he had found his desired settings he didn’t 
change them at all. What we have here is a pedal that 
you can absolutely tweak to create your own sonic 
signature then set it and forget it – and revel in its 
simplicity of use.  

9
PROS Comprehensive tonal control of the wah effect;  
solid build; good looks

CONS Pot adjustment positions could be marked better visually

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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VERDICT Clever controls for adjusting to any guitar 
plus a wide gain range equals incredible flexibility

VERDICT Aggressive sounds and quality distortion  
that works with clean or already driven amps

A collaboration between DOD and 
Shoe Pedals, the Looking Glass features 
high- and low-gain modes and has well-
thought-out EQ facilities to make it work 
with a wide range of guitars/pickups. Key 
to this is the Input Filter knob (aided by 
two internal DIP switches), which sets 
the guitar/pedal interfacing just right and 
can subtly smooth off unwanted ice-pick-y 
edge. Also useful in the signal chain before 
you hit the overdrive is the Bass Cut, which 
shapes the bottom end and is great for 
tightening things up and taking some of 
the flab out of humbuckers.

On the low-gain setting, there are 
transparent clean boosts and sweet low-
level overdrive. Flick the switch and take 
it a stage further to full-on valve amp drive 
with a hint of fuzz. It’s naturally responsive 
at all times, and with the treble knob to 
get the output just right for your amp, we 
swear you can’t dial in a bad sound with 
this pedal. [TC]

DOD says the Gunslinger, featuring Mosfet 
circuitry, is designed to deliver the sort of 
distortion you’d get by driving an amp’s 
preamp valves. With the gain turned down 
and the output volume up beyond one 
o’clock, there’s quite natural-sounding dirty 
boost for your amp. Bringing in the gain, 
there’s a gradual increase of grind through 
to the higher gain levels where the pedal 
really comes alive, delivering screaming 
distortion with loads of sustain and 
harmonics, but never getting too mushy. 
There’s a nice retention of string clarity 
and good touch-sensitivity. 

While the Looking Glass EQ is all about 
natural enhancement, the EQ here has a 
wider range, with a Treble knob that can 
add a razor-sharp edge, especially at higher-
gain settings. We found the most natural fit 
with the bass knob turned beyond 12 o’clock 
to dial in a bit of thickness and warmth, but 
if you like something a bit nastier, there are 
plenty of anti-social sounds here, too. [TC]

ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Class-A FET 
overdrive pedal
FEATURES: True bypass 
CONTROLS: Level, 
Gain, Treble, Bass Cut, 
Input Filter, High/Low 
switch, internal DIP 
switches, bypass 
footswitch
CONNECTIONS: 
Standard input, 
standard output
POWER: 9V battery  
or 9V DC adaptor  
(not supplied) 
DIMENSIONS: 67 (w) x 
119 (d) x 57mm (h)

Sound Technology
01462 480000
www.digitech.com

ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Mosfet 
distortion pedal
FEATURES: 
True bypass 
CONTROLS: Gain, 
Level, Low, High, 
bypass footswitch
CONNECTIONS: 
Standard input, 
standard output
POWER: 9V battery  
or 9V (or 18V) DC 
adaptor (not supplied) 
DIMENSIONS: 67 (w) x 
119 (d) x 57mm (h)

DOD
Looking gLass £154

DOD
gunsLinger £94

9 8
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Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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source audio

S ource Audio’s One Series includes 
three dirt pedals, but here we’re 
looking at the four modulation 

options: the Vertigo Tremolo, Lunar Phaser, 
Gemini Chorus and Mercury Flanger. If you 
merely glanced at their top panels, you’d 
think that these were just fairly standard 
stompboxes with four knobs and a toggle 
switch for selecting three sound variations. 
You can, of course, use them just like that if 
you like to keep things simple, but if you’re 
keen to explore, each of these pedals has a 
lot more going on.

The key to unlocking the potential in 
these ’boxes is Source Audio’s Neuro app 
(available for both iOS and Android). Once 
loaded into your phone or device, you can 
connect the supplied mini-to-standard 
jack cable to a pedal’s Input 2 socket and 
access an editing page that offers a bunch 
of editing parameters and control options 
beyond the four physical knobs. For 
example, parametric EQ and a low-cut filter 
are covered here, and you can also access 

more algorithms than the three defaults 
initially called up by that toggle switch.

Neuro also has access to loads of edited 
effects that can be browsed and tried out 
– and maybe transferred to the editor and 
loaded into the pedal. There are factory 
presets, presets from other users and 
storage for your own customised effects, 
which can be shared with other users if 
you wish. While the tremolo has its own 
algorithms, the architecture of the phaser, 
chorus and flanger allows all three to share 
the same effects, making each of them very 
versatile. You could, for example, load any 
one of the pedals so the toggle switch could 
call up a chorus, a flanger and a phaser 
effect. We have to say that the prospect of a 
CE-2, Electric Mistress and Phase 90 in one 
compact pedal does appeal.

Each pedal can also save a single preset 
onboard for instant access to a sound, 
regardless of the physical knob positions. 
Once you’ve dialled up a sound that you 
like, you can simply press and hold the 

footswitch to save it. Switching the pedal 
between normal operation and Preset 
mode is easily carried out. Each pedal can 
operate in a standard mono signal chain, but 
also has true stereo operation and various 
mono/stereo combinations. If you fancy 
a bit of live parameter manipulation, each 
pedal has a mini-jack control input to take 
an expression pedal, Source Audio’s Hot 
Hand (a motion sensing controller) or a tap-
tempo switch. A USB port lets each pedal 
connect as a plug-and-play device to a DAW, 
allowing synchronisation via MIDI clock. 

If you want to build a complete system 
utilising the pedals, then you can purchase 
the Neuro Hub (for around £80), which 
can connect up to five Source Audio pedals. 
A scene-saving facility allows you to create 
up to 128 multi-pedal presets complete 
with external expression control. These 
presets can be recalled using an external 
MIDI foot controller. 

With our introduction complete, let’s take 
a closer look at the pedals over the page…

Source Audio
one series pedals £129 each
These compact plug-in-and-play stompboxes get a boost in 
feature sets and flexibility with Source Audio’s Neuro app
Words  Trevor Curwen  Photography  Adam Gasson
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VERDICT The perfect buy if you want a tremolo pedal 
but don’t want to be stuck with one sound

VERDICT Several shades of phasing nicely covered, 
with many more sounds waiting in the wings

VERDICT With comprehensive implementation 
delivered, chorus can have a life beyond Police covers!

VERDICT A great sounding flanger, but – to be fair – 
the Gemini, Lunar and Mercury are interchangeable

Just as Strymon’s Flint combined 
tremolo and reverb in a pedal, there are 
three types of tremolo available here. 
The Normal setting is an optical-style 
tremolo that’s based on a 1967 Fender 
Vibrolux. The Harmonic setting has 
a phase-y sound as found in Fender’s 
early 1960s ‘brownface’ amps. The Bias 
tremolo offers more of a dirty pulsing 
sound, if you’re looking for the sort of 
trem heard from a Vox AC30. 

All three sound excellent and offer 
variation via the Speed and Depth knobs, 
but if you want to move away from ‘amp 
tremolo’ sounds, the Shape knob offers 
waveform shaping with a typical sine 
wave at its central position, running to 
square wave and sawtooth at the two 
extremes of its travel. The Neuro app 
can take things more ‘out there’ with 
alternative algorithms, including filtered 
tremolo, tremolo mixed with chorus, or 
flanger and odd sequenced effects. [TC]

While the Lunar’s toggle-switch offers 
three variations on the phaser theme, 
along with Speed and Depth controls, 
we also get a Shape knob that affects 
the LFO, morphing the sine wave into a 
harder-edged square wave. There’s also 
a Resonance knob, for dialling in a more 
metallic sound. Vibe is modelled after 
a Uni-Vibe and reproduces throb and 
warble well, while an expression pedal 
gives you the foot-controlled speed 
variations of the original. 

Classic is a simple four-stage phaser 
like the MXR Phase 90 – which it can 
emulate nicely when dialled in correctly 
– but it goes beyond what the single knob 
on a 90 could conjure up, particularly 
with the Resonance knob emphasising 
the ‘wow’ of the sweep. Multi delivers 
an eight-stage phaser effect that’s more 
complex and is a great freak-out tool for 
end-of-set knob manipulators, especially 
after distortion. [TC]

Aiming to give you all the chorus 
sounds you’ll ever need, the Gemini 
starts off with Classic, which does a 
really good emulation of the early Boss 
sounds that started the whole chorus 
thing off and set the standard. If you 
like your effects richer and lusher, it 
also offers a dual-voiced chorus and 
the sort of complex quad chorus with 
four voices that came to prominence in 
the late 80s. A mix knob runs from 100 
per cent dry to 100 per cent wet, which 
allows you to blend in as little or as much 
of the effect as you like, while the tone 
knob will gently shade the effect to add 
a bit of extra sparkle or keep things more 
subdued in the mix. 

With those, plus any parameters 
you wish to call up with the Neuro 
app, there’s a spectrum of chorus to be 
explored, including some cool rotary 
speaker-style tones and a choice of 
phaser and flanger sounds, too. [TC]

The Mercury’s Classic setting conjures 
up the sort of vintage flanging that’s 
relatively mild and not unlike a chorus 
effect. The difference between flanging 
and chorus lies in the delay time, and the 
Mercury has a Delay knob that delivers 
in the appropriate range. Set it right and 
there are familiar flanger sounds here, 
reminiscent of an Electric Mistress, 
especially with the resonance knob 
turned up to add a metallic edge. 

Utilising two delay lines, the Thru-Zero 
setting is designed to emulate the sort of 
flanging originally created in the studio 
using two tape machines, and sounds 
good with fuzz or distortion in front of 
it where it can offer a similar flavour to 
Queen’s Keep Yourself Alive. The Shadow 
setting dials in a more animated and 
intense flanging experience. Again, it’s 
a perfect partner for dirty sounds and 
the place to be if spaceship and ray-gun 
sounds are on your agenda. [TC]

ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Tremolo pedal
FEATURES: Selectable 
bypass (analogue buffered 
or relay-based true 
bypass), Neuro app editing 
CONTROLS: Depth, 
Speed, Shape, Level, 
Normal/Harmonic/Bias 
switch, bypass footswitch
CONNECTIONS: Standard 
inputs 1 and 2, standard 
outputs 1 and 2, mini-jack 
control input, USB
POWER: 9V DC adaptor 
(supplied) 
DIMENSIONS: 70 (w) x 
114 (d) x 51mm (h)

First Line Distribution
01626 853019
www.sourceaudio.net

ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Phaser pedal
FEATURES: Selectable 
bypass (analogue buffered 
or relay-based true 
bypass), Neuro app editing 
CONTROLS: Depth, 
Speed, Resonance, Shape, 
Vibe/Classic/Multi switch, 
bypass footswitch
CONNECTIONS: Standard 
inputs 1 and 2, standard 
outputs 1 and 2, mini-jack 
control input, USB
POWER: 9V DC adaptor 
(supplied) 
DIMENSIONS: 70 (w) x 
114 (d) x 51mm (h)

ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Chorus pedal
FEATURES: Selectable 
bypass (analogue buffered 
or relay-based true 
bypass), Neuro app editing 
CONTROLS: Depth, 
Speed, Mix, Tone, Dual/
Classic/Quad switch, 
bypass footswitch
CONNECTIONS: Standard 
inputs 1 and 2, standard 
outputs 1 and 2, mini-jack 
control input, USB
POWER: 9V DC adaptor 
(supplied) 
DIMENSIONS: 70 (w) x 
114 (d) x 51mm (h)

ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Stereo flanger pedal
FEATURES: Selectable 
bypass (analogue buffered 
or relay-based true 
bypass), Neuro app editing 
CONTROLS: Depth, 
Speed, Resonance, Delay, 
Classic/Thru-Zero/
Shadow switch, bypass 
footswitch
CONNECTIONS: Standard 
inputs 1 and 2, standard 
outputs 1 and 2, mini-jack 
control input, USB
POWER: 9V DC adaptor 
(supplied) 
DIMENSIONS: 70 (w) x 
114 (d) x 51mm (h)

Source Audio
Vertigo tremolo £129

Source Audio
lunar phaser £129

Source Audio
gemini chorus £129

Source Audio
mercury Flanger £129
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We test the best of the rest  
of the month’s new gear
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American amplifier manufacturer Supro 
received a substantial profile boost recently 
with the unveiling of the 1695T Black Magick, 
a recreation of the modified 1959 1690T 
Coronado combo Jimmy Page employed in 
the early days of Led Zeppelin (reviewed last 
issue). He used the amp to record the solo of 
Stairway To Heaven. So, yeah, it was kind of 
a big deal and people got excited.

There’s a lot more to the Supro line than 
Jimmy’s old backline, though, and we’ve got 
our hands on a couple of new models: the 
1642RT Titan and 1675RT Rhythm Master. 
We’re talking about The Two Ronnies of 
the Supro line here. The Titan is a portable 
50-watt 1x10, while the Rhythm Master is 
a switchable output 1x15-loaded character 
carrying a bit more beef. In other words, the 
latter amp offers 35 watts in class A mode and 
the choice of 45 and 60 watts running class 
AB. Both amps have an onboard reverb and 
a tremolo unit driven by the output tubes.

Before we get involved with the noises on 
tap here, can we just take a step back and enjoy 
the view? These amps are pretty! They look 
like something Brian Setzer would keep in his 
front room. Indeed, The King Of Rockabilly 
is a Supro endorsee – as are Joe Perry of 
Aerosmith, Billy Idol’s mate Steve Stevens, 
Doors legend Robby Krieger and others. It’s 
when you plug in these amplifiers that you 
realise why Setzer is a Supro guy, and it’s not 
’cos they go nice with his wallpaper…

Sounds
While Jimmy Page’s combo offered two 
channels that could be run together to 
produce more gain, the Titan and Rhythm 
Master possess a channel apiece. Both amps 
feature almost identical control plates. 
Kicking off with a single volume control, the 
menu proceeds with EQ (treble and bass), the 
reverb, tremolo knobs (speed and depth) and 
robust on/off and standby switches. The only 
difference is the Rhythm Master’s three-way 
rectifier switch that selects the 35, 45 and 60 
watt output modes.

Firing up both beasts, the immediate 
impression is just how straightforward they 
are to use. There’s no faffing about with banks, 
menus, LED screens or any of that shizzle. 
Right from the off, the sounds we hear are 
warmer than the Prodigal Son’s reception. We 

Supro 1642RT TiTan & 1675RT 
RhyThm masTeR £1,229 & £1,329

used a ’67 Gibson SG Junior and RebelRelic 
Thinline for the test and their respective 
single coils are more than happy with the 
glassy but warm tones on offer. If you know 
your Green Onions, push the volume a bit 
on the Titan and you’ll get the kind of clean-
but-ballsy tone that Steve Cropper was all 
over at Stax in the 60s. 

While the Titan’s 10-inch driver punches 
out a crisp tone that works so well for old 
pop and soul stuff, the Rhythm Master’s 
single 15 should endear it to roots players, 
specifically blues practitioners. There’s 
something about the grit that lives in a 
15-loaded amp that’s just right for Texas 
blues. Adding a Tube Screamer releases our 
inner SRV, as you might expect. Also fun is 
driving the amp’s front end hard with our 
faithful Retroman Beano treble booster, 
which gives us more of a British blues boom 
response, even more so when we introduce 
a humbucker to the amp: bags of grunt and 
sustain without unsightly hard-rock gain.

The effects? The reverb runs from an 
almost dry room sound to a splashy surf 
vibe – and if you can use the tremolo circuit 
without succumbing to the opening riff of 
Creedence Clearwater Revival’s Born On The 
Bayou, you have more willpower than us!

Verdict
Think of great amplifiers of the 50s and 
60s and we guarantee you’ll visualise the 
usual suspects: Fender, Marshall, Vox. 
Supro should be on that list, and not just 
’cos Jimmy Page couldn’t get enough of its 
stuff when he was making his bones. These 
revitalised Supros offer first-class build 
quality, beautifully simple layouts and life-
changing tones for bang on the right price. 
They’re drop dead gorgeous, too. Don’t you 
dare say that’s not important… [EM]

CONTACT JHS PHONE 01132 865381 WEB www.suprousa.com

Supro 1675RT 
RhyThm masTeR

Supro  
1642RT TiTan

9 9
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Admira proudly displays a ‘hand-crafted 
in Spain’ sticker on its headstocks and 
states that its “core” products are still 
made in Zarautz on Spain’s northern coast. 
One of these core models, the Virtuoso, 
was originally offered as a non-cutaway 
electro – with solid cedar top and laminated 
rosewood back and sides – and has been a 
key guitar in Admira’s line for some time. 
Today, it’s only offered as a cutaway electro 
in full-depth EC version (£625) and, as here, 
in a thinline variant, designed for any player 
who wants a flavour of the nylon-string 
without pursuing the pure classical route. 

Like many modern Spanish-made 
guitars of this type, it’s a factory construct 
and veers away from traditional classic 
construction – not least with a standard 
steel-string-like laminate neck block. 
However, typical classic traits still abound 
with the 650mm (25.6-inch) scale length, 
tidy tie-block bridge, slotted headstock 
with gold-plated classical-style rollers, a flat 
rosewood fingerboard with no face or side 
dots and a generous nut width of 52.63mm 
and bridge spacing of 58mm. Typically, the 
African mahogany neck is three-piece with 
no truss rod, but what looks like a central 
rosewood strip reinforcement.

Outwardly, the work is pretty sharp, 
although finishing does seem a little over-

bright flamenco-esque sound, but with that 
bypassed (by trimming the quite dominant 
bass end and dipping some mids), we get 
into the right ballpark, although it’s the 
lower mids that are a little clouded and the 
real low deep bass that needs to be trimmed 
if you’re plugging into a bigger PA.

Verdict
With a very much par-for-the course 
feature set and competent build, this 
Admira is a fine choice for a serious entry 
into the nylon world for the practising and 
performing player. The actual preamp 
seems a little old in spec and with no 
tuner – very handy for nylon strings, 
especially when new – and it faces stiff 
competition from Chinese-made brands, 
not least Yamaha’s NCX and Cordoba’s 
extensive range. The trimmer depth, in 
our experience, does have value on stage 
to limit troublesome low end and also in 
terms of playing comfort, but a soundhole 
bung is probably as useful in louder 
onstage environments and really should 
be included here. Nice enough, but there’s 
room for improvement.  [DB]

thick and shiny. Internally, the fan bracing 
and unkerfed lining and struts are all clean 
enough, too.

Sounds
The thin body is a relatively new addition to 
the nylon-string canon and, here, our 75mm 
(as opposed to 105mm) depth makes for a 
much more comfortable player compared 
with our well-used and at least 15-year-old 
Virtuoso E. Aside from comfort, you’d 
expect less feedback problems on stage 
with the reduced depth of the body. If our 
Virtuoso E with its finish-stripped top 
sounds like a cannon, this contemporary 
model is more demure. With a lower-than-
concert classical string height (3mm on the 
treble side, just under 4mm on the bass, 
measured at the 12th fret), it’s a good, if not 
exceptional player.

Powering comes from a Shadow under-
saddle and side-mounted Four Plus preamp 
with volume, four-band slider EQ (bass, 
mid, treble and brilliance), plus a pre-set 
EQ, phase switch and low-battery indicator. 
Plugged into an AER Compact Classic 
combo, there’s little trouble getting a 
credible sound – although sweepable mids 
may be more helpful than both treble and 
brilliance on a nylon-string like this, not to 
mention a tuner. The EQ preset creates a 7

AdmirA Virtuoso ECt £639
CONTACT Barnes & Mullins PHONE 01691 652449 WEB www.admiraguitars.co.uk

Video demo  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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W e’re sitting in the office at 
the workshops of Patrick 
James Eggle guitars and 
Patrick is considering our 

question as to why he’s returned to making 
electric guitars after a hiatus of nearly two 
decades. “I don’t think it’s ever gone away 
properly, but I just thought this was the 
right time – sorry, I can’t really give you 
a good answer!” he laughs. 

It was at the dawn of the 1990s that 
the name Eggle first adorned a range of 
electric guitars, many of which have since 
become collector’s items in their own right. 
Models such as the sleek-shaped Berlin 
found their way into players’ hearts, with 
its maple-capped mahogany body, falling 
maple-leaf fretboard inlays and twin 
humbucker design. Then, the next thing 
we knew, Patrick had left the country and 
gone to build acoustic guitars in the wilds 
of the USA. This was something entirely 
unexpected, but the flat-top acoustics that 
came out of his US workshop really were 
stunning examples of the form, and the 
Patrick James Eggle brand soon became 
synonymous with high-end, superbly 
voiced instruments. 

The next twist in the tale was a return 
to the UK. After relocating to Oswestry 
in Shropshire, the purely acoustic output 
continued, until a few electric guitars 
began to pop up now and then. “I started 
off building classical guitars and I still build 

them occasionally,” Patrick recollects. 
“We probably build about four a year, and 
that’s fine, and we still mainly build flat-top 
acoustics. I’ve always played electric guitar 
and acoustic guitar – mainly electric guitar 
– and I think I just needed to do it before I 
get too much older,” he says, still searching 
for the definitive reason for building 
electrics once again. 

So, given that electric production has 
started up again, what does Patrick think 
has changed in the 24 or so years since the 
original range of guitars that bore his name? 
“I think there’s a lot more understanding 
of the fundamentals about what makes a 
good electric guitar,” he says. “There are so 
many great guitar builders around now. It’s 
brilliant. And so many nice guitars being 
built. You know, every year the bar gets 
raised ever higher, which is fantastic for the 
consumer and it’s fantastic for us as well 
because it makes everybody try just that 
little bit more to make sure the quality is 
where it needs to be.” 

Taking all the changes to the industry 
– and, indeed, in music styles and types 
of player – over the years, what sort of 
thing is important to customers ordering 
guitars these days? We notice that many 
PJE electrics have chambered bodies, for 
instance. “Well, weight seems to be a real 
issue with people these days,” says Patrick. 
“I’m not so concerned with that, if I’m 
honest. But a chambered body guitar has a 

sound to it that is nice. It doesn’t tick all the 
boxes, obviously, but it has its own voice.” 

There have also been a few changes as far 
as guitar necks are concerned, too. “We’re 
really doing a lot, working on the necks,” 
he agrees. “Not just making them bigger. 
Every time I play one of the old Berlins, the 
neck feels really skinny – not that there’s 
anything particularly wrong with that, but 
maybe that’s one of the ways things have 
actually changed. That was the early 90s, so 
those were the days of skinny necks.” 

So, what in particular characterises the 
new PJE electrics? “I’m building three 
or four models that are mostly in their 
inception. Some of them are carved top 
and some are flat-top and some of them 
are chambered and some aren’t. I’m using 
different top woods, so we’re in the early 
days at the moment and most of these 
electric guitars are very, very much bench-
built, and I guess as we look into the future 
we’ll just refine and refine. But at the 
moment it’s a lot of fun.”

And the principal motivation behind 
constantly refining the electric range? “I’m 
not a great guitar player,” he smiles, “but 
I’ve always played – and I play out more 
often than I used to – and I think I’ve got 
that attitude more in my head where I want 
to build an instrument to take out with me. 
If I think I’m taking the instrument out with 
me in the evening to actually use, then that’s 
a slightly different approach, I guess.”

This month, we’re headed to Shropshire to seek out the epicentre of the recent 
renaissance in superb electric guitars from renowned builder Patrick James Eggle

Words  David Mead  Photography  Joseph Branston

Patrick  
James eggle
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01   Spoke shaves 
For the hand-shaping of guitar 
necks. Most of these were inherited 
by Patrick from his father and date 
back to the early 1990s, 

02  Carving knife 
Another tool used for shaping necks 
– in particular, for carving the heel 
and around the headstock.

03  Four bog oak necks 
Patrick occasionally uses 
5,000-year-old bog oak for necks as 
they are “better than anything else, 
due to their density and stiffness…”

04  Two 96-style bodies 
On the left is a swamp ash 
body topped with stained heart 
myrtlewood; on the right is swamp 
ash again, with a bog oak cap.

05   An assortment 
of nut files
Used for cutting and finishing 
nut slots, the different files come 
in various widths.

06  Bridge pin puller
For Patrick’s acoustic guitar range, 
this is an essential tool for removing 
string pins without undue mishap.

07  Tuning fork 
No digital tuners around these 
parts… Patrick remains old-school, 

remarking that, as far as tuning is 
concerned, “I’m old fashioned!”

08  Inspection mirror 
Once unfurled, there is nothing 
better for peering into those difficult-
to-reach places in guitar bodies.

09  Ginger Nuts 
Not exactly a guitar-building tool,  
but we’re told they’re essential for 
“when the going gets tough”.

10  Digital callipers 
For the precise measurement of 
anything intrinsic to guitar building.

11  Neck rest 
To give it its full title, the ‘Bunny-
Eared Neck Rest’ ensures guitar 
necks are always cradled with 
loving care.

12  Hiscox/Eggle case 
This case contains one of Frank 
Turner’s (a James Eggle acoustic 
user) instruments that was in for 
servicing on the day we visited.

13  Shelving 
Here we found an orderly assortment 
of bridges, strings, water-based dye, 
pickups, cutting paste, polish, nuts, 
saddles, truss rod wrenches and 
other accessories involved in guitar 
building and accessorising.
www.eggle.co.uk
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Longtermers
A few months’ gigging, recording and everything that goes with it –  
welcome to Guitarist’s longterm test reports
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Gretsch G2420T Streamliner Single  
Cutaway Hollow Body with Bigsby

with Dave Burrluck



Longtermers
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R ight. You said in your review that the 
Gretsch you bought was ideal for 
modding,” barked our esteemed Ed. 

“Well, get on with it; get modding and go and 
do some gigs.” Okay, Boss! I was quite relived, 
as a kick up the back-side was what I needed. 
See, the trouble with any modding project is 
that, at some point, you actually have to stop 
pondering and get on and do something…

The Gretsch Streamliner Hollow Body 
we reviewed back in issue 404 was just 
one of those guitars that stuck. It just had 
that extra ‘something’ that a guitar – cheap 
or expensive – sometimes has. My New 
Year’s resolution, inspired by seeing Robbie 
McIntosh on Jools’ Hootenanny playing a 
couple of ‘cheap’ Danos, was to see if I could 
get by with a cheap guitar and, coming in at 
full retail at just under £400, the Streamliner 
fitted the bill. A perfect modding project. But 
what exactly did I want to do with it? 

For starters, it needed to look a bit older, a 
bit more used. Then there’s the total lack of 
any centre- or bridge block. Highly impressed 
with the new Gretsch Pro Series Player’s 

Editions we reviewed in issue 406, I wondered 
– and indeed pondered – on how close I could 
get. Getting a ‘String Through’ Bigsby might 
be a problem, but locking tuners would be an 
easy addition. Altering the wiring with better 
pots, a treble bleed cap on the master volume, 
better caps and a No-Load tone control are all 
do-able, too. I didn’t mind the stock pickups in 
the least, but something a little more versatile 
and perhaps with some coil-splits seemed to 
make sense.

I (finally!) stopped pondering and ordered 
up some electronic parts, and a set of Sperzel 
Trim-Loks, from WD Music. A couple of days 
later, and just over a £100 poorer, I had what 
I needed. But before I could do any moddding, 
I needed to sort out that lack of bridge block 
and that oh-so-shiny new finish. Time to start: 
I removed all the parts and bagged them up, 
with the exception of the wooden bridge foot, 
which is fixed. I found an unused piece of deal 
in my airing cupboard – an unused support 
for a shelf that was about the right size and, 
as it’s been there for over 10 years, should be 
nice and dry. Checking the body depth with 

a caliper, I sawed off a piece and – surprise, 
surprise! – it actually went in perfectly first 
time. I glued it in and left it to dry, impressed 
that my lapsed woodworking skills were still, 
partially, intact.

I didn’t want to age the finish as such, just 
cut it back to a duller sheen. I used a well-tried 
process of firstly flatting by wet-sanding with 
600-grit wet and dry paper with a little water 
and a squirt of detergent. I started on the 
back to make sure the process was going to 
work. Once it was perfectly flat and matted, 
I repeated the process with finer 1200-grit 
wet and dry. Next, I used a Halfords finishing 
pad, the grey coloured pad (fine), for a very 
smooth matt/satin surface. Then I restored a 
subtle sheen with T-Cut applied with kitchen 
paper and, finally, a good hand buff with a 
well-used microfibre cloth. It took a while – 
two to three hours and a lot of elbow grease – 
but the gold now looked older, burnished, not 
glossed, and looked and felt to the touch so 
much more, well, expensive.

Now, time to sort out the electrics and put it 
all back together. Hmm, I’ll have a ponder… 

Reviewed 404  Price £395  On Test Since Dec ’15/Jan ’16  Studio Sessions No  Gigged Not yet  Mods In progress!  www.gretschguitars.com

Writer
Dave Burrluck 
Gear reviews editor, Guitarist

This issue, our plucky 
reviews editor gets 
down ’n’ dirty with his 
wet and dry paper and 

plenty of elbow grease as he kicks off 
a modding adventure with a Gretsch 
Streamliner Hollow Body. First stop, 
gently ageing that finish…

“ My resolution 
was to see if 

I could get by 
with a cheap 

guitar”

“
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O ver the last few weeks, I’ve 
discovered that the current trend 
for ‘lunchbox’ sized heads doesn’t 

just benefit the jet-setting musician, but also 
the average ‘modern day musicianTM’ like 
myself. For the majority of us in original bands, 
money is not in fast supply, so most things 
have to be done on a shoestring budget, 
which firstly means transporting all your gear 
to and from gigs in an average size car rather 
than a van. Since my switch to The Kraken, 
my tiny Fiat Punto will now capably house a 
head, cab, pedalboard, leads, and four guitars 
– a packaging feat not possible with my 
previous H&K head and cab.

There have been tangible benefits to the 
lunchbox format on stage, too. The support 
slots we’ve been doing recently, like many, 
feature three bands on the bill. The touring 
headline act rarely share their backline, so 
onstage space comes at a premium. These 

days, I get an almost a sadistic pleasure 
watching Darran struggle to locate the 
necessary real estate to accommodate his 
Marshall JVM410 and 4x12 cab, while the 
comparatively small Victory head and vertical 
cab slots in any available nook and cranny.

The Kraken’s consistency between venues 
has also been a revelation. As many of you will 
appreciate, a support act will generally get a 
maximum of 15 minutes to set up and sound-
check (and you’d consider yourself lucky to get 
that!), so you simply do not have time to fiddle 
around with your amp to locate ‘your’ sound. 
So far, though, I’ve found that a slight tweak 
of the top end for different venues is all that’s 
necessary, as the grunt, power and personality 
are ever present. This amp so far has proved 
to be the simple ‘plug-in-and-play’ setup 
I claimed I’d been looking for.

I exclusively use the more powerful second 
gain stage for dirt as we’re just performing 
tracks from the much-heavier latest album 
for the moment. There is a mountain of gain 
on tap, but I’m finding that for heaviness and 
clarity it’s best sat at around 12 o’clock. For the 
majority of the set, I keep to the same settings, 
though I tend to scoop the mids a little for 
the most prog-metal song in the set, One 
Percent. To be honest, if I used just one guitar 
throughout then I could set the bass to three 
o’clock, Mid and Treble at 10 o’clock and I’d be 
set. But due to the variety of different tunings 

we use, I need four guitars on stage – all with 
different tonewoods and pickups – so a little 
on-the-fly tweaking is sometimes necessary, 
usually by knocking the gain up or down a little. 

I assumed a noise gate would be mandatory 
when I first began using The Kraken, and 
even though I’ve indeed been using one (via 
a Fractal FX8 unit), it’s only intermittently and 
in order to gag any potential noise in between 
tight, heavy riffs. Wherever possible, I like to 
hear the amp ring out in all its glory.

Even though its been billed a classic rock-
style dirty channel, I tend to use the first gain 
stage for clean sounds (not that there is much 
call for them in our set at the moment). I’ve 
found that it cleans up beautifully by rolling 
off the guitar’s volume pot, and by kicking up 
the mid a little, single-note lines cut through 
perfectly. As for overdriven lead playing, my 
rhythm sound is so punchy and dynamic that 
I’m able to use the same settings, albeit with 
the second master stage engaged for that 
extra bit of volume.

So, my love affair with The Kraken continues 
to blossom. It’s not without some hitches, 
though: the two separate footswitches used 
to switch between gain stages, master volume 
and effects loop are slightly inconvenient and 
I feel that I’d be better served one just one 
single longer ’board. Given what The Kraken 
has brought to our relationship so far, however, 
perhaps I could overlook that… 

Victory VX The Kraken
with Gavin Bushell

Reviewed 403  Price £829 (head); £499 (2x12 cab)  On Test Since November 2015  Studio Sessions No  Gigged Yes  Mods No  www.victoryamps.com

Writer
Gavin Bushell  
Guitarist, Godsticks

The month, Godsticks 
guitarist Gavin Bushell 
takes The Kraken from 
the rehearsal room to 

the stage, discovering on the way the 
benefits of the currently in-vogue 
lunchbox sized amp
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Expert Panel

Email us your questions: guitarist@futurenet.com

This issue: Shocking necks, bye-bye valves and the buffer’s guide

Jamie Dickson 
Guitarist editor Jamie is as 
happy with steel wool in  

his hand as he is with Steely Dan in his 
headphones, and loves vintage-gear 
restoration and ambitious signal chains.

Dave Burrluck 
Guitarist’s assiduous reviews 
editor is also the author of 

numerous guitar books. Very handy with 
a fret file and indeed any aspect of a finely 
fettled six-string.

Mick Taylor 
Ex-editor of Guitarist, Mick  
has wielded Allen keys, 

screwdrivers and sandpaper from  
an early age; he also has a worrying 
obsession with pedalboards.

Neville Marten 
Edited Guitarist for 13 years, 
after working for both Fender 

and Gibson as a repairer. From desirable 
Les Pauls to dream Strats, he’s owned 
and worked on the lot.

Nick Guppy 
Guitarist’s amplifier 
specialist has built up a 

wealth of experience gained from 
collecting, repairing and restoring all 
kinds of guitar-related audio.

to only use a single EL34, with 
two ECC83 preamp valves. It 
is quite shrill and the drive/
preamp is harsh. I find it difficult 
to get a decent tone, especially 
with single-coil pickups and it 
sounds quite ‘boxy’. Do you think 
it might be worth experimenting 
with different valves, or even a 
different speaker? Or should I 
raid the ISA and buy that Fender 
’65 Deluxe SE after all? Your 
advice is appreciated.
Graham Canning, Seaton

The Windsor Studio 20 (also 
called the Windsor Studio) is 
British-voiced, single-ended 
Class A amp, Graham, running 
off a single power valve. You’re 
barking up the right tree when 
you mention changing valves, 
as you can swap the output 
valve for other eight-pin 
output valves as your full letter 
suggests [edited for space, 
excuse us – Ed]. There is some 
tonal variation there for sure 
and swapping the EL34 for a 
decent 6L6 or 6V6 and trying 
combinations of different 
12AX7/ECC83 with a 5751 or 
12AT7, for example, is a low-

CaBlE CuT

I recently bought a new Gibson 
ES-175. The quality and sound 
was what I would expect from an 
instrument in this price range. 
Unfortunately, after playing it 
for approximately one week, the 
front pickup started cutting out 
and only working intermittently, 
while the back pickup was still 
working fine. The instrument was 
guaranteed for three years, but 
I don’t really want the hassle of 
taking it back to the main dealer.

A friend of mine suggested 
trying a new guitar lead, so with 
nothing to lose I bought a new 
Fender tweed-covered lead. I 
plugged this into the guitar and it 
fixed the problem straightaway. 
I’ve had no problems since. 

Is there any logical reason 
why it would only affect the front 
pickup? Thanks in advance.
Paul Outlaw, via email

No logic there at all, Paul. The 
jack connection should have a 
braided wire that comes from 
the selector switch. The braid is 
the ground and the wire in the 
middle is the ‘hot’ connection 
from the switch’s summed 
terminal. There’s no way for 
it to ‘see’ the two pickups 
differently at the jack itself.

If there’s an intermittent 
neck pickup issue, it’s being 
caused elsewhere, most likely 
the switch, but it could be 
anywhere back to the pickup 
itself. Another possibility is 
the lead was indeed faulty, or 
wasn’t connecting properly, and 
there was something about your 
physical positioning – or indeed 
pure coincidence – that was 
making the lead fault seem like 
it was happening on the neck 
pickup only. Unlikely. 

If the problem persists, first 
check the jack socket itself and 
make sure the connections are 

good. Next stop is the switch. 
Attach something to the wires 
before you unsolder anything 
so that they can’t fall back into 
the guitar. If none of that works, 
take it to somebody for further 
investigation. Good luck!

WiNDsor WoE

As an ageing guitar player, who, 
over the years, has occasionally 
played semi-pro gigs, I was 
inspired by the ‘Power Trio’ review 
of the three Peavey 20-watt 
heads in the December 2015 
Issue. I already possess two 
older Laney amps, an LH50 
head and 2x12 cabinet, and VC15 
combo. All the separate units 
weigh around 15kg each, which 
helps with my back. However, 
the VC15, although very sweet, 
lacks headroom, while the LH50 
is a little too loud for normal 
use. I decided that 20 watts 
with an attenuator might be a 
good compromise. However, the 
£500-plus cost of the Peavey 
heads was a problem.

Then I chanced upon a used 
Peavey Windsor 20-watt combo 
and duly purchased it. It seems 

Diagnosing a fault 
in a Gibson-style 

hollowbody: could 
it just be a faulty 

jack cable for Paul? 

Email us your  
questions: guitarist 
@futurenet.com  
or write in to  
Guitarist,  
Future Publishing,  
Quay House,  
The Ambury,  
Bath, BA1 1UA 
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2. line 6 PoD HD500X  
& Freidman asM-12 FrFr  
£359 & £659

We’re suggesting this combination as it keeps the price sensible, 
but you could try Friedman’s Full Range Flat Response powered 
cabinet with any modeller. The HD500X is excellent value for money, 
floorboard/gig-styled and chock full of endless tones. Will you love it? 
Only you can answer…

1. Two small amps, run Wet/Dry £depends

We’re going to suggest, arbitrarily, a Victory BD1 and a Fender Blues 
Junior III, but choose whatever you like. Run your drives through 
both amps and your wet effects – chorus, delay, what have you – 
into the cleaner amp only. Even played quietly, you won’t believe how 
massive and brilliant it sounds.

3. Kemper Powerhead £1,599

The Kemper’s ability to call up any guitar amp and effects combination 
(as long as you’ve downloaded have the profiles!) is extraordinarily 
impressive. The sounds are exceptional when recorded or fed direct to 
a PA, but finding the ideal speaker cabinet to give you old-school amp 
‘feel’ is a challenge. Try it.

I’m reluctant to 
admit this, but 
after yet another 

disappointingly quiet gig/volume 
argument, I think the time has 
come for me to ditch my real 
amps. I currently use a Fender 
Hot Rod DeVille or Marshall 
JTM45 and 212 depending 
on the gig, but being able to 
turn them up feels like history. 
The drummer uses electronic 
drums, the bass player’s amp is 
laughable (where did the 8x10s 
go?!), so maybe it’s time. People 
are telling me about Fractal 
[Axe-FX] and Kemper [Profiling 
Amplifier] – even the Line 6 stuff. 
What should I do?

Jim, Taking Up Keyboards

What should i Buy?
Goodbye Valve Amps?

Noooooo, Jim! 
Digital is one option, 
but there are others. 

Using a smaller valve amp – or 
two – could yield you fantastic 
results and save you some 
back trouble into the bargain. 
It is worth trying the Kemper at 
least, in our opinion. We know 
plenty of people using them 
in a studio, pit and massive 
gig environment where PAs/
monitoring is superb. Like the 
Fractal and Line 6 options, 
however, getting that ‘real’ amp 
feel and response at normal 
volumes through a guitar cabinet 
remains an issue for fans of 
traditional valve amps. Still, 
have butcher’s at these…
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cost way of tone-tweaking. 
The valves are hard to get to, 
however. Speaker swapping is 
more costly – try it through the 
Laney cab and see what you 
think as a start point.

There’s only so much a 
valve change will do, however. 
Reading between the lines, you 
use the words ‘shrill’, ‘harsh’ 
and ‘boxy’; you mention the 
low headroom of the LC15 and 
your hankering for a ’65 Deluxe 
points towards a different kind 
of tonal goal. It sounds like you 
want a bigger, fuller, rounder, 
more Fender-y kind of sound. 
The Deluxe will deliver that, 
as would a Fender Hot Rod 
Deluxe. You might want to add 
a Vox AC15CC1X to that try-
list. Don’t get too hung up on 
wattages, nor be afraid to add a 
pedal for the specific overdrive 
sound you want. Good luck!

ElECousTiC aMP?

I’m a long-time subscriber from 
Spain and I have a question that 
maybe you guys can answer. I 
play a Parker Southern Nitefly 
(Fender Telecaster-style layout), 
which I love since it is the perfect 
tool for my rhythm guitar job. 
I use it both in its acoustic and 
electric modes depending on the 
song we play, and for amps I use a 
vintage Music Man RD-50 for the 
electric function and an acoustic 
Marshall amp. Sometimes I use 
both together.

Problem is, it’s a pain to carry 
so much gear to small gigs. Is 
there a combo-type amp out 
there that could do everything? 
I mean, with an electric guitar 
(preferably valve) input, and an 
acoustic guitar input? My guitar 
uses a stereo Y cable.
Jose M Alvarez-Salas, Madrid

Hmm, interesting problem, 
Jose. Rivera makes an amp 
called the Sedona. It’s a 1x12 
valve combo; channel one 
deals with electric guitar and 
channel two is geared towards 
acoustics and/or clean electric 
guitars. It also has a high-
frequency tweeter that works 
in channel two only, to get 
that extended high-frequency 
response you don’t get (or want) 
from a regular electric guitar 

One amp for acoustic 
and electric? Rare…

sTaTiC sHoCK

I bought a 2015 Gibson Les 
Paul Standard last year, which 
I think is a great guitar despite 
the controversy provoked by the 
changes to the specs. However, 
the guitar crackles (very loudly) 
with static when the neck or 
the rear of the body is touched, 
especially on the control covers. 
I sought advice from the shop I 
bought it from and was told that 
applying a guitar polish would 
sort it out. This diminishes the 
static a little, and for a short while, 
but it soon returns to ‘full charge’ 
as it were. The explanation was 
that the nitrocellulose finish holds 
the static charge and will reduce 
over time as the finish ages and 
sinks into the body.

I wonder if you have ever 
encountered this problem and 
what advice you might have? It 
is one of those really irritating 

issues that just takes the edge 
off of what is otherwise a lovely 
guitar? I should mention that 
none of my other (less expensive, 
non-nitro finish) guitars have 
the problem: same amps, 
same room, exactly the same 
conditions. Please help!
Ian Smith, via email

Static is a relatively common 
issue with electric guitars, Ian, 
and it can be worse in areas – or 
households – of lower humidity, 
also in the winter months in dry 
climates. For immediate relief, 
try tumble-dryer sheets. They 
often get used on pickguards 
as an anti-static measure, so 
try one on the offending areas. 
We’ve heard of other potential 
cures including cleaning all 
the contacts on your guitar, 
shielding cavities, cleaning the 
neck with naphtha (giving it 
better conductivity) and even 
opening the window on a ‘dry’ 
room to increase humidity! 

Your dealer’s comments 
about the finish refer to 
techniques that involve 
using opposing electrostatic 
charge on the guitar and finish 
particles respectively, to make 
the process more efficient/
less wasteful. Somebody who 
knows physics is the person to 
ask whether it’s possible for the 
guitar to retain a long-lasting 
charge and in the meantime, try 
a bit of naphtha (lighter fluid) 
to clean the neck and those 
tumble-dryer sheets elsewhere.

loudspeaker. It’s worth a look to 
see if they’re available in Spain.

After that, the only other 
electric/acoustic amp we know 
of is the Fender Acoustasonic 
150. It’s a more cost-effective 
transistor amp that has both 
electric and acoustic voicing.

The last option is more left-
field, but depending how loud 
you play and the environments 
in which you do so, you might 
want to get a small, powerful 
full-range amp/acoustic amp/
PA, such as a Fishman Loudbox, 
AER Domino, Bose L1 and so 
on. The acoustic side of things 
is covered and you could 
add something like a Line 6 
Firehawk – or even a Kemper 
Profiling Amplifier – to take 
care of the electric side of 
things. It’s a different approach, 
but one more suited to modern 
gigs where stage volumes can 
be a problem.

Should Graham move 
from Windsor to 
California? We think so
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Email us your questions: guitarist@futurenet.com

GearQ&A

The background
George Tomkins, Guitarist reader: I’ve been seeing and hearing a 
lot about ‘buffers’ lately. It’s one of those subjects that I had no idea 
mattered, until I started searching for more information and now I am 
confused! Some pedals have buffers, some don’t, and there are even 
separate buffers without pedals at all.

I currently have the following pedals on my pedalboard: Boss TU-3 
Tuner, TC Spark Mini Booster, Suhr Riot, J Rockett Archer, Mooer 
Ninety Orange, TC Flashback Mini, and TC HOF Mini.

Board Games
Pedalboard problems solved

The questions
1. What is a buffer and what does it do?

2.  Do I need one, and if so, where do I put it?

The answers
1. Oh blimey, George. Right, a buffer 
takes your high impedance guitar signal 
(assuming we’re talking about regular 
passive pickups) and makes it lower 
impedance. Why is that important? Well, 
your high impedance signal is affected by 
the things it has to pass through, especially 
your cables. The longer the cables, the more 
capacitance and the more sound you ‘lose’. 
What you’ll notice most when a buffer is 
doing its thing is no loss of presence and 
glassiness; the high frequencies are most 
noticeable, but it affects midrange punch and 
bass clarity, too. 

So, in non-true-bypass pedals, there’s a 
buffer in the bypass circuit to keep your signal 
‘strong’ through all the cables/circuits, and in 
true-bypass pedals there isn’t, which keeps 

Now, Albert Collins and his 100ft cable? 
Hendrix and his coily lead through a load of 
badly ‘bypassed’ vintage pedals? We’re not 
sure those guys worried about buffers; they 
had an optimised collection of stuff that 
worked for them. It’s the interaction of the 
gear that’s important, not the buffer by itself.

Where should you put it? You have two 
already, but if you didn’t they can go pretty 
much anywhere except before germanium 
fuzzes, as it tends to send the fuzz a bit crazy: 
germanium transistor fuzzes ‘prefer’ the high-
impedance signal straight from your guitar, 
as do certain boutique overdrives. Never say 
never, of course. And if you use active pickups, 
your signal is buffered right out of the guitar 
anyway… which is one reason a lot of passive 
pickup fans don’t like them. Did somebody 
mention glassy? Alas, we digress. Confusion 
lifted slightly, we hope. 

your signal ‘pure’. It follows that users of very 
long cable runs and lots of true-bypass pedals 
have most to gain from a strategically-placed 
buffer, and that includes in effects loops, too.

2. Is your signal lacking high-end, glassiness 
or clarity in general? If the answer is yes, you 
might benefit from a buffer. However, your 
J Rockett has buffered bypass, given that 
it’s based on the Klon Centaur. Your TU-3 is 
buffered, too, so we’d have thought all should 
be well. However…

Not all buffers are created equal, 
George. Some bypass states in pedals are 
considerably less neutral-sounding than 
others so you get noticeably more tonal 
change, which is to say your sound might 
end up losing something whether there are 
buffers there or not. That’s one reason why 
people use true-bypass loop switchers.

A blend of buffered pedals 
and true-bypass units is 
typical on most ’boards
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G ibson’s opulent semi-hollow ES-355TD was launched 
in the same year, 1958, as its close sibling the more 
workmanlike ES-335, and was distinguished by more 

upmarket appointments including a multi-bound pickguard 
and top, triple-bound back, a bound ebony fretboard and split-
diamond headstock. All of this added to an air of grandeur that 
made it, arguably, what the Les Paul Custom was to the Les Paul 
Standard: a more sophisticated big brother. 

The ES-355 was initially launched as a conventional mono 
guitar, but the year after it made its debut, it received an upgrade 
that gave it the classic 355 spec. Initially offered as an option 
alongside the mono version, buyers of the ES-355 TDSV could 
route the output of the two pickups to separate amps, for a 
stereo rig – although this necessitated the use of a Y-cable. A 
more immediately obvious feature was the Vari-Tone circuitry – 
essentially a series of notch filters, selected via a rotary switch that 
expanded the available tones on tap. Despite providing 
an extra bit of visual bling, however, most players 
would agree that the sounds offered by the Vari-
Tone were of limited utility, and some 355 owners 
modify theirs to yield more usable variations. The 
sideways vibrato on this stunning 1962 example 
became standard-fit on all ES-355s from ‘61, the 
same year that the longer original pickguard was 
shortened to end above the bridge. 

Guitarist would like to thank New Kings Road 
Guitar Emporium for sharing this super-clean 
(and super-cool) guitar with us.   
www.newkingsroadguitars.co.uk 

Photograph by Joseph Branston

1964 Gibson ES-355
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Electrics

Aria FA50JazzGuitar.Brown

sunburst.Twohumbuckers.

Mintcondition.Withgigbag.

£450.Dennis. spalo2@ntlworld.

comforphotos. (Essexarea)

FenderTelecasterCustom

ShopHeavyRelic.White. ’64

style.Untouched,all original

withall documentation.£2,100

simon.hackett@me.com/

07792569502

GibsonDG-335DaveGrohl

Signature.2014.PelhamBlue.

Neverplayed.Withall original

documentsandshippingbox.

£5,200.Simon.Hackett@

me.com07792569502

GibsonCustompsychedelic

FlyingV,unplayed,number

165of300worldwide.All case

candy,plusGibsonglass-

fronteddisplaycase.£9,000

ono.Call Leigh07939652666

GibsonUSA1976ES-175D.

Excellent condition.Rarely

played.Gibsonplushhard

case.£1,850ono.Graham

07547921604.Ghollerr@gmail.

com.Sussex

GibsonUSA1985LesPaul

Double-cutwithXPLheadstock.

RareLPDCbody.Excellent

condition.Recentprofessional

neck reset.Rarelyplayed.

Original hardcase.£900

ono.Graham07547921604.

Ghollerr@gmail.com.Sussex

Gibson LesPaul ’59Historic

Reissue,50thAnniversary.

Sunburst.Mintcondition, case.

Playsandsounds fantastic.

£3,500ono.01314474951

malcolmwatson46@tiscali.

co.uk

GibsonSGSpecial c. 1963,

P90s,whitewithpatina,Epi

Maestro typevibrola,£4,000,

07773276815,Cumbria

IbanezMC300LE, thruneck,

varitone, trisounds, vault case,

wearconsistentwithage,

mustbeseen,regrettablesale,

sensibleoffersplease.Enrico

(Murugupillai)01702312748.

Westcliff-on-Seaarea

PeerlessMonarch,archtop

Jazzer solid spruce top,solid

maplesides,floatingpickup,

asnew,hsc.Abeauty,£650.

ono.callNick07772030816

ornickgolf1@hotmail.co.uk

Farnham,Surrey

PRSCustom22 in tortoise

shell brown10 top,birds,PRS

case, casecandy£1,350Mark

01506419444Edinburgh

Suhr carve-topMarkKnopfler

spec, stunningmaple top,

Floyd trem,caseall tags.

Unmarked, asnew.£3,300.

Call07753957449oremail

bannisterjohn@ymail.com

Acoustics

GibsonHummingbird,

immaculate2015modelwith

hiddensoundholepickup

for sale,QuarryBank,West

Midlands£1750Bernard

07775557394

MartinD-18VS12-Fret2006

VintageReissuewithGeibcase.

12-fretmodel, excellent tone,

and in ‘asnew’condition,with

superbplayability. Inspection

welcomed–pleasecontact to

arrange.£1,699ono.CallDennis

on01527544625Redditch

Moon000-3 inhardcase,

Spruce top,Rosewood

B&S,greatOMsounds&

playability.Handmade in

theUK.4yearsold, home

useonlyVGC.£1,180ono.

CallGraham07825833493.

NorthYorkshire/Teesside

OvationUSA.2001.S778Elite

Special.MINTcondition.Rare

guitar.Rarelyplayed.Never

gigged.Originalhardcase.£500

ono.Graham07547921604.

Ghollerr@gmail.com.Sussex

Taylor614ce2010.Beautiful,

withTaylorhardcase.Mint

condition–boughtnewandnot

used.£1,800.CallNeil on01963

23350oremail neilpeirson@

hotmail.com.Dorset

Amps

BlackstarArtisan15/5watt

head.WineRed.Virtually

unused.£600.PlusZilla cabinet

loadedwith2CelestionG10

Vintagespeakers£100.Trev

07813257667 trevor.jessop@

ntlworld.com–Swansea

FenderRocPro1000with

Fender footswitch.Never

gigged.VGC.£75ono.Call Julian

on07857607318.Email julian.

cox@which.netGlos/Hereford

Marshall EL34100/100power

amp,greatcondition, loud,

clear, bagsofheadroom.Great

withdigital/valvepreamps.

Servicehistory.£545Bristol

joeharvatt@gmail.com

Mesa/BoogieMkIVBcombo

withEVspeaker.Slipand

paddedcovers. Littleuseand

vgc.£1,000.RingNeil on01963

23350oremail neilpeirson@

hotmail.com.Dorset
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